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1 The Intervention of the Army

When the news of the Libyan coup d'etat on r September 1969
reached Cairo, Nasser sent Mohammed Hussanein Heykal,
editor of Al Ahram,and his close political confidant, to make the
first on-the-spot investigation for Egypt. At Benghazi airport
Heykal looked past the young army officers who met him and
asked: 'Where is Abdul Aziz?' He was referring to Abdul Aziz
Shalhi, the brother of Omar Shalhi, and commander-in-chief of
the army.
Colonel Shalhj. had in fact been arrested on coup day, upbraiding the soldiers sentto fetch him : 'Go away, you fools. It's
not today, it's the fourth.' A Libyan coup had been expected;
the problem was, whose? There were in fact at least two and
probably three distinct take-over conspiracies under way inside
the Libyan army. One of them was for a classic coup by colonels.
Both Nasser and Shalhi hd anticipated the wrong coup.
Abdul Aziz Sruilhi had been backwards and forwards to Cairo
during 1969. There he was reputed to have enjoyed rapid and
easy access to Nasser and the top echelons of the E!n'Ptian army;
he was himself a product of the Cairo military academy.Whether
independently or as a result of the same intelligence briefings, by
1969 both Egypt and the United States had come to the conclusion that vyhile a scramble for power was inevitable when the
King died, the monarchy's survival might be in doubt even while
he lived. Intrigues in and around the Palace made the ruling
group far from homogenous. Tripolitania was restive under what
it regarded as rule from Cyrenaica. Western powers and oil
interests were already persuaded that a more 'modem' administration, less subject to tribal pressures and less stigmatized by
corruption, would pre-empt opposition to the monarchy polarizing into radicalism, as had h,appened during the 1964 and 1967
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demonstrations. In the Middle East the two classic sources of
opposition had traditionally been the students and the army. A
strike from the anny seemed only a matter of time.
By 1969 the army was about ro,ooo strong, but it was a rather
static force. It was top heavy with senior officers- seventy-four
colonels for instance, by 1969 -and this imbalance was a source
of grievance with junior and middle officers. It could not do field
training without the express permission of the King. This was
another safeguard against the army acting as coup-maker.
After Egypt's defeat in the Six Day War, together with the
decline in prestige of all the Arab armies, there WllS strong
pressure for the Libyan army to be enlarged and better equipped.
Britain's General Mogg arrived to set up the Anglo-Libyan
Board of Reorganization for the purpose.The plan that emerged,
inspired by British military advisers, was for the reorganization
of Libya's army into two brigades, one armoured and one infantry, based on the British Aircraft Corporation tanks and selfpropelled guns. The Ministry of Defence and its advisers had
devised a conscription system which was due to enrol its first
recruits on 8 September. But until Libyan officers had been
put through training courses, British officers were to be seconded
to the Libyan army; and this, together with a new Britishinstalled sophisticated logistics maintet;1ance system, made it
plain that the entire army expansion plan was totally dependent
upon Britain and British officers. This was seen by young and
middle-ranking officers as Britain's way of colonizing the Libyan
anny and it brought to a head the rumbles against the regime's
subservience to Western defence interests. The contract for the
anti-aircraft missiles and tanks was signed in April 1969, but
negotiations over some of the sub-contracting began to stall as
even se.nior officers began to express reservations about the
project.
In Libya the 'revolution' stands or falls by Gadafi's official
version. It provides for a continuous history of planning: with
Gadafi, from schoolboy to president, its visionary, theoretician,
and leader of a close-knit conspiratorial group. It makes the
young officers the natural heirs and custodians of power, because
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they alone not only conceived but organized and carried through
the revolution. The version is, however, silent on some of the
key events. This is relevant not only to the physical seizure of
power but also to the presence in the first Council of Ministers
after the coup of two senior anny officers of the rank of colonel.
By the end of 1969 they had been arraigned for treason before a
court martial. The following year there were further plots and
trials involving army officers among others. Why was the revolution so early devouring its children? Part of the answer lies in
the chronicle of the coup which the official version does not
provide, because it strives to repeat the Nasserite model of a
Free Officer revolution.
Revolution as a concept can have no definite time period because it undergoes natural growth and happens in its own time,
Gadafi has said. 'When things on earth change against the norms
of nature, there must be a revolution.'
Pressed for a more detailed and coherent account of the planning of the revolution, Gadafi has written:
It is impossible to give a specific date for the beginning of the
Libyan revolution (thawrah) - no one can determine the beginning of
any revolution.
This differs from a coup (iniJilab) which is a casual event occurring
at the pleasure of senior officers. These sometimes issue orpers from
positions of legal authority for the movement of ttoops and officers
who bring about everything but their masters' orders. These may not
be discussed and are followed without certainty or conviction.
A revolution is the opposite, even if the practical application of the
idea partakes of the same appearance as a military coup. A revolution
is a vital necessity which grows naturally in the consciousness of the
society as a whole ... The necessity for complete and radical change
... produces . . . a man of revolution, a man of comprehensive and
complete change, a man who is as if born again in a new age. 1
As for the practical organization of the revolution:
... the collection of men and the provision of weapons - a specific
time for them can be determined.
The practical steps of the revolution, including the beginning of
secret meetings, began in I959, when my colleagues and I were
students in secondary school.
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The first command committee was formed while we were students
in secondary schools in the town of Sebha to be exact. Our number
began to increase and to branch out within the ranks of the youth.
One can (thus) fix a date for planning and preparation of the revolution.
We go back ten years to I959·
What inspired them?
Our souls were in revolt against the backwardness enveloping our
country and irs land, whose best gifts and riches were being lost
through plunder, and against the isolation imposed on our people in
a vain attempt to hold it back from the path of the Arab people and
from its greatest cause.
We met as a group of friends to plan a long hard path for ourselves.
It would, however, lead to a goal we had promised ourselves to
achieve.

,.

Gadafi had been expelled from school for his part in organizing
a demonstration against Syria's secession from the United Arab
Republic. He found the doors of all the government schools of
Fezzan closed to him. He moved from that province to Tripolitania and enrolled at Misurata's secondary school to sit examinations for the college preparatory certificate. By then,even earlier
at school in Sebha, Gadafi maintains, the young men of his group
had decided that the ideal way to revolution was through the
Military Academy.
Why not political activity?
The opposition parties and groups were weak. They did not have
the strength for confrontation and did not have de ite ideas ... As
for the people, they proceeded in their opposition without organization. As for the ideological parties, there was a small group of the
Arab Baath Party whose movement was suppressed by the authorities,
and later a small group of Arab Nationalists appeared. Socialist
revolutionary thought e.xisted among a few individuals without
organization.

j

j

In 1964 Gadafi entered the Military Academy. He instructed
some of his friends to do the same:
MEHBISHY: I

was surprised.I never thought of doing that. But Gadafi
insisted. When we parted the decision was not really firm. Later
Gadafi wrote me a letter: 'You are to submit your papers to the
Academy', signed Gadafi.
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GADAFI: I

.

wish to remind Meheishy·he once asked me if I was connected with any of the political parties. I said no. I have no connection whatever with any political group. I do not believeintheir aims.
INTERVIEWER: You are against political in uences?
MEHEISHY: We are but we supported Nasser's ideas ... Gadafi had
some civilian contacts but once we joined the Academy (our
organization) changed from civilian to military, from no power to
power.. We decided the military was the best means to achieve
revolution.2
According to Gadafi's version, the central committee of the
Free Unionist Officers was regularly convened from this time
onwards. No meetings constituted a quorum unless all the
members were present. Meetings were arranged to coincide
with holidays and feast days. 'We tired ourselves most of all
over the meetings . . . the reason for our exhaustion was that
they were held outside the cities and on holidays ... we travelled
hundreds of miles accompanied by sleeplessness and heat or
cold, according to the season . . . Cars were expensive, while our
salaries were small and our families poor. However, by praising
God and with his help we were successful. We passed the many
check points without registering, sometimes with a trick and
sometimes through a personal acquaintance. We slept out of
doors and met under trees, in the shelter of boulders, or in
desert tents.'
The Central Committee, said Gadafi, 'imposed on itself a
stem code of ethics which others could perhaps not endure'. The
members were forbidden alcohol, gambling, and night clubs.
They practised their daily prayers and studied diligently. The
code was imposed on all members of the movement. But in order
not to attract attention, the movement was not strict with any of
its members who played cards.
Here and there in Gadafi's accounts are references to a popular
committee, or a 'civilian command to heighten popular consciousness'. While some members of the original Sebha group
joined the army, others had 'headed for universities and civilian
activities'. The composition of this group is shadowy. Mter 1964
nothing more was heard of popular civilian committees. Those
civilians whom the RCC subsequently app?inted to government
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and the civil service were selected because they were personally
kl).own and trusted by the young officers, not because they had
been part of any sustained organization.
Gadafi told me: 'The civilians who identified with us in
thos.e days were very slow. They met from time to time but very
infrequently. They had no discipline, unlike those of us in the
army. It was military discipline that helped us to continue
working.'3 In fact once the Gadafi group joined the Military
Academy, the activities of the civilian group were frozen.Gadafi
revealed this during the four-hour discussion on Libyan television in which six RCC members participated on the first anniversary of the coup.
INTERVIEWER:

The civilian group knew nothing about the revolu-

tion?
Absolutely not. All we told them was 'keep going' but we
never integrated them except in our thoughts.
ABUBAKR YUNIS, intervening: At that time the trend in the country
was Nasserite-Nationalist, and there was strong support for the
unity of Egypt with Syria. There were political activities. I
joined in. But when I saw how disunited
they were
Isubmitted my resignation. decided that civilians would not do
anything for the country.
GADAPI:

In May 1968 army promotion examinations in Tripoli brought
a number of young officers together at the Garrison Command
Camp. Gadafi pressed for an assessment of Free Officer support
not only in the army but also among the cadets of the academy
who would graduate that August. It was during this meeting,
according to Gadafi, that it was decided to start thinking seriously in some months' time of setting a date for action.
He began to take soundings within the senior officer corps.
Each member of the central committee was instructed to report
on officers who were not Free Officers. 'Consequently we
received piles of confidential reports on various commanders,
and the picture became clear to us by comparing these reports
with our personal impressions.' In January 1969 Gadafi wrote a
memorandum to Abdul Salaam Jalloud and sent it from Benghazi to Tripoli through a corporal in the First Signals Corps.
It contained a short message of four lines ordering all officers of
104
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the Free Officer Movement to ascertain whether they had
sufficient strength to overcome and control all armed forces at
a given signal. They were instructed to conduct a survey of men,
armour, and ammunition, to ensure accuracy of the assessment.
It was found that the movement had 'achieved superiority' and
that in consequence the time was ripe for action.
I therefore wrote by hand in the Gar Younes Camp our first
military order on behalf of the Central Committee. Copies were made
and distributed to all Free Officer Movement formations. In order
that I should devote my whole attention to the action in hand, I took
forty-five days leave, my first leave since I joined the army. During
this time I held many meetings with members of the Central Committee and other officers. Most of these meetings were held in the
house of Abdul Salaam Jalloud at Zawyet El Dahmani in Tripoli, and
the house of Moliammed el Mgarief in Benghazi. I checked personally
the strength of each Free Officer Movement formation and held a
separate meeting with evindividual commaqder of each formation.
As a result of my findings we decided to go into action on 12 March.

But on the night of 12 March, Urn Khalthoum, the great
Egyptian singer, was due to give a public recital to an audience
that would include not only many of the regime's civilian
luminaries but also senior army offlcers who would have had, as
a matter of coup-making course, to be rounded up. 'We
decided,' Gadafi said, 'it would be unethical to disturb the
civilians.' The date was postponed to 24 March.
As this date approached, the Free Officers noticed that the
army was being alerted. Armoured units from Horns and Tarhuna were concentrated in the central barracks at Bab al Azzizia.
Several·units were ordered to hand in their trucks, and these
were moved from Tripoli and concentrated in a camp near
Benghazi. Units had their ammunition recalled. Military intelligence officers kept night watches at barracks and on ammunition
stores. Colonel Shalhi and some of his staff made night tours of
the city of Benghazi.'They were taldng counter-acti'on as'though
they knew about our plans,' Gadafi said. 'That was a bad time
for us.' Some of the Free Officers telephoned Gadafi to come
urgently to Tripoli. He arrived the same night. It was decided to
continue with the plans for action on the Sunday night of 24
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March, and some of the leading officers stationed at Sebha
garrison took leave in readiness. But on 19 March the King flew
from Tripoli to Tobruk, close to the protective arm of the
British forces stationed there. The plan was once again called
off and there ensued a lull of some months in the conspiracy.
On 2 September a batch of young officers was due to be posted
to training courses in Britain. The Free Officers who had been
living on their nerves for the better part of the year began to feel
that they were virtually being watched; and that even if they
were not, the postings would seriously drain their manpower
resources.Zero hour was fixed for Ist September, one day before
the officer postings abroad. The King was out of the country,
resting at a Turkish spa.*
As it happened, it was propitious timing. The young officer
plot was on the point of being uncovered inside the army.
Furthermore, a great deal of evidence points to the fact that if
the junior officers had not brought off their action, a more senior
plot would have pre-empted it.
The Free Officer Movement was only one of the subterranean
currents in the army. The circles and factions that made government an intrigue for career and business were present, too, in
the army. As Gadafi has said in one of the more perceptive
passages of his account: 'The regime was preoccupied with
inte.rnal struggles. The senior officers revolved in the orbit of
these struggles and were preoccupied by the competition for
positions.' There was a group in support of the King. There was
also the group of the General Staff under Colonel Shalhi. And
there was the important group of middle-level officers, mostly of
the rank of major, who were products of the Baghdad Academy,
pan-Arap and nationalist oriented, some of them socialists. This
group had considerable strength in the officer corps and a small
leade.rship nucleus. It was specially well represented in military

* When he heard the news of the coup he moved f om Turkey to a small
port on the Greek coast with his retinue. As he arrived a dozen young Libyan
naval and air force cadets on training schemes in Greece occupied the Libyan
Embassy in Athens in the name of the revolution. Later the King moved his
exile to Cairo where he was in October 197I when a Libyan people's court
trying cases of corruption sentenced him to death in absentia.
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intelligence quarters.The Free Officers drew their support from
the non-commissioned officers. The existence of their organization was said to be an open secret at certain levels in the army,
though its chances of any effective action were heavily discounted.
When news of a Free Officer plot reached ColonelShalhi, military
intelligence played it down - perhaps thus deliberately seeking
to protect it - and though an inquiry was ordered, this was·
inconclusive.
The men who subsequently emerged as the leadership of the
Free Officer Movement were - with two exceptions -the seventh
(r963) batch of graduates of the Military Academy. The two
exceptions, Meheishy and Mgarief, graduated a year later as part
of the eighth batch. Such organization as was maintained in a
group posted throughout the army was a result of Gadafi's
indefatigable efforts - or imagination, for there is evidence that
the group was far from as cohesively organized as he makes out.
Apart from the seventh and.eighth batches;new recruits had
been selected from each year's intake at the Academy, and the
Free Officers were counting heavily on the batch of second
lieutenants due to be graduated thaAugust;for these would be
posted to army units throughout the country, and by the night
of I September there was a good chance they would be function. ing as duty officers, already briefed by one of the Free Officers
who was a platoon commander at the Academy, Mohamed
Nejm.
According to Gadafi, it was at a very late stage in the preparations for the coup, between March and September 1969, that
some of the senior officers were sounded out for their support:
'When we felt we were strong and in control of the army.'
We disclosed the matter to them but often found deep in them a
profound despair and disbelief of what they were hearing. The
reluctant among them sought to frighten us with (mention of) bases,
tribes, and security forces, but we trusted in God's help ...
I say with respect to contacts with and disclosures to the high ranks
that the result was almost nil.
One of , the exceptions was Lieutenant-Colonel Adanl alHawwaz. He was 'amonthe excellent officers devoted to his
military duty. All loved him and would have admitted him into
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the movement had it not been for the kidney illness with which
·he was afflicted . . . We put him aside with the others we had
put aside until such time as we had risked all and succeeded.'
Colonel Adam al-Hawwaz was the officer responsible for the
static communications company based at Benghazi. He was
popular and admired in the army and had a reputation for integrity and democratic persuasions. He had also been one of the
British Embassy's most valuable contact men in the army. On
coup day he acted as RCC front man to thforeign embassies
in Benghazi. There is no information on precisely how he came
to play this role. But more unexpected still was the crucial part
played by the second senior officer who helped pull off the Free
Officer plot. This was Lieutenant-Colonel Musa Ahmed. He
was a member of the Hassa tribe, which had a longstanding
history of friction with the dominant Barassa tribe, itself the
pillar of the Sanusi regime. Musa Ahmed was reputed to have
close contacts with the American Embassy. The mystery of the
September 1969 coup in Libya is how these two senior officers
were drawn into the Free Officer operation. For it was Musa
Ahmed who immobilized the headquarters of the Cyrenaica
Defence Force -the first ring of defence round the King and his
regime-and without this action the coup had absolu'tely no hope
of success.
There is evidence that in the week before the coup, Gadafi
approached some of the middle-ranking Baathist officers for
their cooperation. It was refused :4 these officers were laying plans
for an action of their own. But while they drew back from the
Free Officer plot, which seemed unlikely to succeed, their inner
leadership group did not convey their decision to their supporters throughout the army. The result was when the Free
Officer action started, numbers of middle-ranking officers not
part of its planning nonetheless sided with it and helped its
completion and stabilization in the vital post-coup period..
As coup date approached, there were thus several layers or
active conspiracy in the officer corps; and over the army as a
whole, an air of disillusionment with the regime. The Free
Officer plot absorbed elements that by rio means constituted a
homogenous conspiracy. Several officers took part in the coup
'ro8
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without knowing who was leading it. The mingling of these
streams of conspiracy contributed to the coup's success, but were
to promote the first crises o(the new regime.
The headquarters of the CYDEF strike force, with its formidable armoury of heavy weapons including tanks, was at Gumada
camp east of Beida and a few miles from Appollonia. On the
night of 31 August a group led by Lieutenant-Colonel Musa
Ahmed (who had jusbeen assigned to Benghazi army headquarters to handle the forthcoming conscription programme)
met together at the bar- of the Cyreoe Morel, which is situated
between the ruins of Cyrene and the crossroads that lead on the
one hand to Beida and on the other to Gurnada. The group drank
for a while and eventually left the motel at about 3 a.m., driving
south to the crossroads. But there, instead of proceeding to
Beida,it drove to Gurnada. That camp had for some unexplained
reason been placed on alert that evening, with a company on
stand-by. But the duty officer in charge of the guard company
Captain Abdullah Shuayb, who belonged to the same tribe as
Musa Ahmed and had a sense of personal loyalty to him, had
been made party to the Colonel's plan. He called off the alert and
ordered the return of weapons. Musa Ahmed's group, d.rawn
principally from the signal corps of the army's Fifth Battalion at
Dema, travelling in Landrovers and Volkswagens and armed
with hand weapons, disarmed the guard at the gate, burst in
and took the arsenal and then the cimp by surprise. There was
some brief shooting in which one man was killed and about
fifteen were wounded. The CYDHF commander, Brigadier
Sanusi Fezzani, the one man who might have rallied the
CYDEF force to challenge the coup-makers, was asleep at his
home when a group of soldiers came to arrest him. General
Mukhtar Bu Shar was arrested while speeding towards the
Gurnada camp; he had made the mistake of drivig out to investigate instead of proceeding straight to his headquarters to
rally his force.
Only when Gurnada was secure and the King's praetorian
guard immobilized in its stronghold, did the plotters move on
Beida, Benghazi, and Tripoli. There was a period of a few hours
until the outcome of the Gurnada operation was clear; and then
L.-6
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a call to Benghazi, where Gadafi, Kharuby, and Mgarief were
standing by, brought the rest of the plan into action. The coupmak rs had the use of the army's new military signals system
installed a month earlier. By 6.30 a.m. Gadafi was at Benghazi's
broadcasting station to announce the accession to power of a
Revolutionary Command Council.
Like the capture of Baghdad by Kassem in 1958, Tripoli was
taken by armoured car regiments on a night training exercise.
TRIDEF's commanding officer summoned a British technician
training thsecurity force in the use of vigilant missiles and -as
though an external attack threatened - ordered him to 'put the
missiles up'. This would have taken at least twenty-four hours.
In Fezzan the takeover was the easiest of all, and the security
force was not even disarmed. Its commander remained at his
post for the first week, though firmly under the thumb of
Lieutenant Rifi, who was in touch with the RCC groups in
Tripoli and Benghazi. Tobruk was the last to fall. On day 'three
after the coup, a group of CYDEF armoured cars arrived at the
camp to appeal to the British force for intervention; but by then
power had passed well out of the hands of the old regime, and
the appeal had a cool reception.
It had been a copybook putsch. In a matter of hours a small
group of audacious young men had overthrown government and
seized control of the state, with a minimum deployment of forces
and almost no bloodshed. For all the claims of a long and continuous conspiratorial history, there were signs of hurried lastminute preparations: some members of the inner circle were
alerted only the night of the operation. In Tripoli the coupmakers were acutely short of ammunition. Yet the seizure of
power was almost effortless: above all in Cyrenaica, where the
regime's first ring of defence had been built. In the very steps it
had taken for its protection, the regime had created a source of
weakness in building two competing armed forces in inevitable
rivalry with one another. Furthermore, tribal loyalty had been
proved ineffective in defending a odern state; and within the
army CQlonel Shalhi was too preoccupied with his own imminent
plot to tal{e others seriously.
IIO
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According to one of the King's aides, the King dismissed the
coup as a 'trifling affair' and vowed he would return to resume
power: though not without Britain's help, apparently. On I
September the British government received a message from the
Libyan Ambassador in Ankara requesting Br tish intervention
'to restore order and peace and to protect lives'. The following
day the King sent a special emissary to London in the shape of
Omar al-Shalhi. Shalhi was granted a twenty-minute interview
with the Foreign Secretary Michael Stewart: 'at his own request'
according to Whitehall. Foreign Office officials were silent about
the substance of the meeting, but 'it was understood' that the
Foreign Secretary had listened to a message from the King
rather than advancing any proposals for the British government
to meet the situation in Libya. In some quarters in the Arab
world* it was claimed that there was a secret protocol in the
Defence treaty between Libya and Britain. But if there was, it
was not invoked.
In Libya for a while and abroad for much longer, there was
widespread confusion about the provenance and parentage of
the coup. The first guess of the diplomatic corps was that it was
Baathist-inspired, and had links with Iraq. Iraq was the first
country to recognize the new regime, followed hours later by
Egypt. In London, as late as a week after the change, it was
suggested, in a widely speculative article, that King Idris might
himself have been party to the 'revolution', in order to ease the
succession to a young modern middle-of-the-road 'socialist' and
go-ahead politician, none other than a former Premier, Abdul
Hamid Bakkush. Bakkush was in prison by the second day of
the coup. To others the fathat the Crown Prince had broadcast his acceptance of the coup was a sign of his connection with
it, and not simply his use by the coup-makers to claim legitimacy.
The speculation was fast and loose; no one really seemed to
know whose coup this was.
The first cable sent to the government of Egypt was signed
in the name of one Colonel Saad ed-Din Bushweir Abu

* On 5 September 1969 four days after the coup, AI Ahram in Cairo
published what it claimed was the full text of the Anglo-Libyan Treaty
code- med Raford.
III
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Schweirib. Early radio broadcasts after the takeover proclaimed
him the chairman of the new Council of the Revolution. But on
the fifth day of the coup it emerged that the Colonel, whoever
he was, was not the chairman after all. The Middle East News
Agency published an interview with the real chairman who, it
said, intended to remain anonymous for the time being, as did
the other members of the Revolutionary Council. This was the
first time it was announced, again by this anonymous spokesman,
that the coup had been carried out by an organization of Free
Officers. Colonel Abu Schweirib was no longer in the army and
had not even been in Libya when his name was announced. Who
chose him as the straw man of the coup? Some thought that on
the strength of his reputation as a fervent pro-Nasserite army
officer, a group of officers running Tripoli's broadcasting station
had guessed him into the leadership of the coup. For a few brief
days he was cast in the role of Libya's Neguib, until its Nasser
came forward and announced himself.
In Tripoli the foreign embassies were complaining that the
coup had to them taken on an Arabian Nights atmosphere. The
British Embassy had twice in three days been briefed by completely unknown men, captains in the Libyan army. None gave
his name. Whitehall complained that Britain was unable to recognize a r gime about which virtually nothing was known, and she
could make no decision about arms deliveries. On the other
hand, delay in British recognition would risk giving other
countries a valuable start in acquiring influence with the new
Libyan leaders.
It was eight full days before the new government announced
the naii)e of its new commander-in-chief of the army;and another
four days before he was identified as head of government, too,
in the shape of chairman of the Revolutionary Command Council.
It was January 1970, four full months after the coup d'etat,
before the country was told the full membership of the Revolutionary Command Council.5 When Gadafi was eventually
announced as the leader, he refused to supply any biographical
details, and he banned pictures of himself; only very gradually
did these begin to creep into the papers. It was Nasser who
warned the young men of the RCC that the revolution would be
II2
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stolen from them if they did not identify themselves. This was
in December 1969, and then the names and photographs of the
RCC were published for the first time. Only two army officers
appeared in the first Council of Ministers, and they were the
colonels who were not members of the Free Officer Movement.
Egypt's initial response to the news of the Libyan coup and
the subsequent blackout of news was one of great alarm. No one
knew who the coup-makers were, and the fear was that it had
been a move sponsored by the United States as part of a plan to
encircle Egypt. (In the Sudan the right-wing Ansar had just
attempted a rising against the Nimeiry regime.) Heykal returned
from Libya brimming with enthusiasm. 'I can say,' he wrote in
Al Ahram,'that I have toured the Arab world, east and west ...
(but) what I saw in Libya affected me more deeply than anything
else. This is a different type of youth . . . the post-setback
generation of young people whose upbringing and schooling
was dominated by the sufferings of the setback.' Egyptian
anxieties were, however, not entirely placated till after Nasser's
own visit to Libya and his meeting with Gadafi. It was Nasser's
deliberate decision that Gadafi be built as the charismatic leader
of a group that had until then presented itself as a collective; this
was his way of tightening Egypt's grip on the Libyan regime.and
preventing other influences rushing in to fill what seemed
suspiciously like an ideological vacuum.
Until the actual take-over of power, Egypt's intelligence
services had maintained contacts with several of the groupings
in the Libyan army. Egyptian dossiers on the Libyan opposition
were reputed to be more complete than the records of the Libyan
police. Yet if anything persuaded observers that, though inspired by Nasser's example, Gadafi had organized his coup
autonomously from Cairo, it was his success. This was because
the intermingling of political purpose with police methods so
characteristic of Egypt's dealings .in other Arab countries had
invariably served to stifle political groupings. Nasserites were
seen as potential Egyptian intelligence agents;. Baathists, as
critics of Nasserism, and thus enemy agents; and Cairo's insistence on tight control usually robbed a movement of any right
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to determine its own tactics. Gadafi was emphatic from the
start that he had never consulted Nasser, though he had been
tempted·to do so before success was assured. Yet many in Libya
doubted that these obscure young men could have brought off
their coup without outside help.
Suspicion was aroused not so much by the ease with which
the coup-makers seized power, but because they were allowed to
endure. It was recognized that the passage of the Free Officer
coup had been obscured and thus eased by the preparations for
the Shalhi coup and, though this was less well known, by the
coup-making proneness of the middle officers.It was also recognized that the United States might not only have accommodated
but even encouraged a change from the monarchy. But if the
Shalhis had been the substitute candidates, why was Gadafi
acceptable instead? Until more is known about the CIA's role in
Libya and the decision of Musa Ahmed and Hawwaz to join
the Free Officers it will be difficult to say. One possibility that
would need investigation is that, as in the case of the Free
Officer revolution in Egypt in 1952, there was a last-minute
insinuation of American influence into the network of conspirator. The Shalhis had always been more pro-British than proAmerican; perhaps an alternative candidate was needed,
preferably from the Nasserite generation, to prevent anti-West
sentiment from getting out of hand. Alternatively Gadafi's
appearance on the scene might have taken the United States as
much by surprise as everyone else, but they played down their
apprehension with the expectation of exerting influence over
him.
In a coup d'etat nothing succeeds like success, especially in
an oil-rich country. There was a rush by foreign powers to get
on good terms with the young officers, however anonymous. For
their part, the RCC members were anxious not to alartn foreign
interests in Libya. RCC members visited the embassies of
countries which had oil companies operating in Libya three
times in the three days immediately after the coup, to reassure
them that they would honour agreements and protect the foreign
communities. An RCC statement broadcast over the radio gave
the assurance that existing oil concession agreements would be
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honoured: 'The pumping of oil at Libyan ports will continue
as usual. Work will continue according to the rules and regulations previously in force.'
Immediate steps were taken to secure the army: officers above
the rank of major were arrested, pensioned off, or posted abroad.
The bank accOtmts of senior officers, as of leading civilians, were
frozen. Army pay for the ranks was doubled. Those who took
part in the coup operation were granted the Medal of Bravery.
After appropriate purging the security forces were absorbed into
the army proper. Overnight the Libyan army doubled in size.
Yet it was still considered too small and it began to recruit from
a generation that needed little convincing that the road to power
lay through the Mili ary Academy.6
There is a significant pattern in the social composition of the
RCC group and the Free Officers around them which makes
this a revolution of the oases and the interior against the
established society of the large families and dominant tribes.
These are the representatives of the generation and the social
strata that sent its sons into the army because they did not
qualify for university entrance - the Military Academy enrolled
students without the general education certificate - and had no
other outlets and opportunities.
Only two members of the RCC were m"imbers of majority
tribes: Mgarief, a .member of the Sa'adi tribe the al-Magharba,
whose wife was a daughter of the one-time Minister of Communications and army chief of staff; and Abu Bakr Yunis, who
belongs to an important tribe from the Augila oasis in Chad that
had emigrated into Libya; he and Mgarief met at a boarding
school in Derna. The others came, with one exception,
from minor tribes and poor families. The exception was
Meheishy, born in Misurata of a father who was a provincial administrator and from a Circassian Turkish family. An
important group in the RCC - and very many among the
Free Officers -were born at oases in the interior, where they were
the country's second-class citizens, the children of nomads or
lowly cultivators, in the last days of the Italian occupation.
Gadafi was born in Sirte, in the desert that reaches to the coastline between Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, of a family which he
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claims still lives in a tent, and he spent his formative years in
Sebha in the Fezzan.7 Beshir Hawady comes of a poor family in
Uaddan in the Fezzan; JaUoud, from a Fezzan oasis in Wadi
Shati. Those born on the coast were mostly from the lower
social strata, not the dominant tribes, or the traditional citizenry
of the coast, or the new rich fi!Dlilies. 8
Despite the repeated assertion that the Free Officer plot was
long-enduring and closely organized, there is no doubt it was not a
group revolution but almost entirely the achievement of one
man,Mu'ammar Gadafi. His vision might have been continuous
from his schooldays, when he modelled himself on Nasser's
career; but the Free Officer central committee was less an
organization than a loyal malleable group around him,and it was
he who hand-picked the RCC. After the coup, between sixty
and eighty young officers constituted the core of RCC support
in the army/ and a few were transferred into the administration
- though on nothing like the Egyptian scale, perhaps because it
was still so early. 10 Many of the army officers who performed
crucial roles during the coup were not part of or loyal to the
Free Officer group and they were gradually eliminated from the
army. The coup had been military in conception, planning,
organization, and execution, carried out without the participation or knowledge of any organized civilians or even sections
among the intellectuals. Its success was more due to the sclerosis
of the old system than to the vitality and broad support of its
challenger. It released a wave of spontaneous popuiar enthusiasm
but from the outset excluded the active participation of the mass
of people in any autonomous organization of their own. The
domination of the army was established from the outset in the
hegemony of the RCC. While Gadafi frequently talked of his
urge to abandon politics for the army, he accepted Nasser's
famous dictum that the army must permanently patrol society.
Unlike the typical African coup d'etat, in countries south of the
Sahara, which declares a·moratorium on politics and leans on
the administration alone, Libya's coup followed the model of
the Middle East nationalist coup, which takes over established
nationalist parties to legitimize army rule (as in Syria), or
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creates a political organization directed by the army-state to
infuse society with the ideology of the young officers and so
promote mass support. 1 1 The danger was that without a precise
ideological formation or a consolidated power-base and without
institutionalized support in the society, the army regime
depe.nded on the loyalty of the army officer corps and relied on
the machinery of the police and security apparatus as the major
means of political cont.rol. However far-reaching and ambitious
any changes introduced by the RCC regime - above all in
foreign policy, for the new government turned Libya's face
forcibly from the West towards the Arab world- the continued
domination by the army, and the refusal of the regime to permit
any autonomous popular organization or initiative - were to
make it less a revolution than a coup d'etat.
The first counter-coup plot was exposed less than four
months after the new regime took power. The trial of the two
colonels, together with fifteen other army officers, was based
largely on circumstantial evidence, its proceedings were rapid
and sentences pre-emptory. What might have become a plot
against the regime was snuffed out even before it had begun. It
had been detected by the RCC's strong man in the eastern
province, Mustapha Kharuby. Before the trial opened, Gadafi
went on television to reveal the details of the plot. It had been
motivated, he claimed, by personal grudges and the'sensitivity'
of senior officers against the Free Officers who were in power but
lower in rank. There was a charge of foreign instigation and involvement, but this was never substantiated and proved false. In
mid 1970 al-Hawwaz and Musa Ahmed were sentenced to life
imprisonment, and the others to varying terms. Street demonstrations protesting at the lightness of the sentences prompted a
re-trial two days later which sentenced four of the accused to
death by firing squad; four others to life imprisonment; the
remainder to long prison terms. (The death sentences were not
carried out.) 12 The accused were all army officers, but a diverse
group politically. Like the two colonels, the others had helped
the coup to success; but unlike them, many had both radical
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views and influence in the army that discomfited the Free
Officers.13
Six months later another plot was detected in which the key
conspirators were Abdullah Abid Sanusi, Omar Shalhi (in exile
in Switzerland), the Srif al-Nasr family together with a number
of retired security force officers,and some contractors linked with
the old regime. Arms had been smuggled into the Fezzan from
Chad, and the plot called for the arrival of foreign mercenaries
at Sebba airport and garrison. Twenty men stood trial; among
them, four living abroad but tried in absentia, and sentenced
to long prison terms. 14 The new regime has carried out no
executions. Simultaneously with this plot, there was alleged to
be another in Bengha.zi uncovered by Egyptian intelligence
personnel working inside the Libyan army; this time the plotters
were army officers but also dissident intellectuals. During 1973 a
large number of military cadets on courses in the Cairo Military
Academy were detained as they returned home. A regime that
had come to power by conspiracy was reaping conspiracies in its
turn.

8 Religion as Politics

The proclamation of the Libyan Republic onI September rg6g
was passionate:
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful, 0 great
Libyan people: To execute your free will, to realize your precious
aspirations, truly to answer your repeated call demanding change and
purification, urging work and initiative, and eager for revolution and assault, your armed forces have destroyed the reactionary, backward,
and decadent regime whose putrid odour assailed one's nose and the
vision of whose attributes made one's eyes tremble. With one blow
from your l;leroic army, the idols collapsed and the graven images
shattered. In one terrible moment of fate, the darkness of ages -from
the rule of the Turks to the tyranny of the Italians and the era of
reaction, bribery, intercess1on;favouritism, treason, and treachery was clispersed. Thus, from now on,Libya is deemed a free, sovereign .
republic under the name of the Libyan Arab Republic - ascending
with God's help to exalted heights, proceecling in the path of freedom,
unity and social justice, guaranteeing the right of equality to its
citizens,and opening before them the doors of honourable work- with
none terrorized, none cheated, none oppressed, no master and no
servant, but free brothers in the shadow of a society over which
flutters, God willing, the banner of prosperity and equality. Extend
your hands, open your hearts, forget your rancours, and stand
together against the enemy of the Arab nation, the enemy of Islam,
the enemy of humanity, who burned our holy places and shattered
our honour. Thus will we build glory, revive our heritage,and revenge
an honour wounded and a right usurped. 0 you who wimessed the
holy war of Omar al-Mu.khtar for Libya, Arabism, and Islam, 0 you
who fought the good fight with Ahmad al-Sharif,0 sons of the steppe,
0 sons of the desert,0 sons of the ancient cities, 0 sons of the upright
countryside, 0 sons of the villages - our beloved and beautiful
villages - the hour of work has come. Forward. 1
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Between those in power and the populace at large the radio
was the sole link, but behind the scenes the RCC, meeting in
continuous session, was casting about for civilian intermediaries.
A smaiJ circle of Benghazi students whom Gadafi knew and
trusted was asked to recommend civilians for appointment to a
new government, but the contacts were casual,almost haphazard.
Five days after the take-over, a group of Benghazi intellectuals
who had been in ogposition to the monarchy addressed a ninepage memorandum to the RCC. It welcomed the revolution, for
the Libyan people had been eager for change, but a real revolution had to more than merely arise from the aspirations of the
masses; it had to give them the means to e.xpress their support
through the organization of trade unions, women,students, and
intellectuals. In other words, they said, a revolution had to be
built not from the top but at the base. Any other politics would
degenerate into intrigue. The Benghazi group received no reply
but heard informally that the RCC had rejected its representations as comin'g froa political party. In November the memorandum was presented once again, together with a request for
an appointment with Colonel Gadafi. The request was never
granted.2
On the eighth day after the coup, a Council of Ministers was
announced, of two army men holding the portfolios of Defence
and the Interior, and seven civilians, under the premiership of
Dr Mahmoud Suleiman Maghrabi, who had been serving a term
of imprisonment for his leading part in the strike of dock workers
during the Six Day War. Apart from Maghrabi, Salah Boweisir,
and Anis Ahmad Shitawy, who became ministers of Foreign
Affairs and Petroleum respectively, the other appointments were
of relatively obscure personalities.3
From the outset the RCG functioned as a closed system of
authority with supreme power.4 Its members worked round the
clock, generally in the Azzizia Barracks, where Gadafi took up
residence and which the RCC made its working headquarters.
If the twelve young men consulted at all,it was to seek confirmation of their acts among their friends the Free Officers. There
was the minimum of contact between the RCC and the Council
of Ministers; the former was busy reorganizing the army,'
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finding its Arab and foreign feet, and exploring the p th of its
revolution. No systematic programme of the revolution was ever
announced. Cabinet Ministers-and newspaper editorial writers...:
had to gauge its aims and means by the public utterances of
Gadafi. The isolation of the Cabinet from the RCC and the lack
of confidence on the part of the Ministers led to a confusion of
policy and direction. Administration slowed down to a crawl,
in some cases to a halt. Apart from the leading politicians, the
majority of the senior civil servants who had run the previous
regime were in prison or under house arrest. The constant
references to corruption made civil servants edgy. Rather than
face accusations or make mistakes, they evaded responsibility
and surrendered initiative. Every departmental matter, however
trivial, came to rest on the desk of the Minister. But in the end
the only men who were confident enough to act, sat on the RCC,
which was not only all-powerful but inaccessible.Twice in three
months the civilian ministers asked the RCC for permission to
resign.- Their differences were not so much over policy or
principle as over their place within the RCC system of government.
In the reshuffle at the beginning of 1970, five RCC members
including Gadafi joined eight civilians; eight months later the
composition of the Council of Ministers was changed once again,
to reverse the proportion of soldiers and civilians. There were
four Councils of Ministers in two years,6 but whatever the proportion of soldiers and civilians, and however the mixture was
shaken, the problem remained the reluctance of the RCC to
delegate power. From its outset the Libyan army revolution was
firm in following the Nasserite precept of the hegemony of the
military. Gadafi gave an interview to Figaro: 1
'Why is the RCC confined to the military only; will this not lead
to an indictment of the army for dominating the government?'
'Frankly speaking,' Gadafi replied, 'the officers have the conscience
to recognise the people's claims better than others. This depends on
our origin which is characterised by humbleness. We are not rich
people; the parents of the majority of us are living in huts. My
parents are still living in a tent near Sirte. The interests we represent
are genuinely those of the Libyan people.'
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In other words, army officers of humble origin equal the people
of humble origin; the one can interpret the needs and will of
the other; the one is the other.
The regime spent its early period in office trying to compensate for the deficiencies of an independence which had done so
little to erase from Libyans the sense of contempt they felt at the
hands of Italians and other foreigners. Vestiges of colonialism
had to be eliminated, like the expulsion of the Italian community;8 the conversion of foreign banks into Libyan jointstock companies; the evacuation of the bases. Symbols of conversion were important: so all place and street names in Latin
script had to make way for Arabic;cathedrals and churches were
closed; foreign privileges cancelled and foreigners harassed by
petty control regulations; and a ban placed on alcohol as a return
to Islamic tenets of living. Royal projects were suspended,
including the making of a new throne for the King, but more
importantly, r::estrictions were placed upon the operation of the
zawiyas and Sanusi religious education.The minimum wage was
doubled; rentals reduced; contract labour stopped. Ministers
were prohibited from carrying on private commercial enterprises
or leasing state property, or borrpwing government funds without approval.9 This was part of the drive against corruption.
Within the first year, People's Courts 10 wee at work. First,
the King, members of the Royal Diwan, and former premiers
went on trial; 11 then a large group accused of election rigging;
and finally journalists and editors charged with corrupting public
opinion. The trials were televised at peak viewing times, and the
television station was besieged with requests for repeat showings.
The judgements tended to be based less on any careful weighing
of evidence and argument than on the political stance and position of the accused; some who expressed remorse got lighter
sentences. It was not on the whole a vengeful regime; but'{he
court findings were to legitimize what the soldiers' coup had
alrelldY achieved. Oil companies were untouched, and it was uncertain whether the government would look into the way that
they had gained and worked their concessions. Ten newspapers
had their licences .suspended, and soon, little remained of the
Libyan press. In time even official organs like Al-Thawra, the
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official mouthpiece of the revolution, was shut down for unstated
errors, and remaining publications came under the tight government supervision.
People's power was the recurring theme of Gadafi's frequent
public speeches:
The men of the revolution will not remain in their offices. They
will go to the people . .. to investigate their problems. The age of
dealing with the problems which disturb the classes of the toiling
masses by means of counterfeit promises from air-conditioned offices
has now irrevocably ended.
Premier Maghrabi told a press conference that it was unlikely
that party organization would assume any importance. The
revolution stood for what benefited the people; 'as for subtle
intellectual matters, we will study them later'. Gadafi said
government hostility to 'groups supporting specific parties' was
unlikely but it was hoped that these people would adhere to the
revolution. It was intended to set up a popular organization 'to
bring the working forces of the people together',and it would be
formed by the RCC and the 'popular vanguards' which were
'conscious active groups faithful to the principles of the revolution'. A few weeks later Gadafi explicitly excluded 'party'
politics:
He who engages in party activities after today commits treason ...
The revolution will pay no attention to the past on this subject. It will
not call to account those who sought the road to deliverance by way of
parry activities ... But henceforth he who engages in party activities
commits treason.l2
This became one of the slogans displayed on banners for public
occasions. Those who formed the core of opposition under the
monarchy, who had been imprisoned for acts of opposition and
also for adherence to the tenets of Arab nationalism and socialism
now advocated by the young soldiers, were rejected. Gadafi
went further. He announced that 'labourers and the revolution' are an indivisible entity, so there would be no labour
unions which could take advantage of their position 'for their
own ends'; and while there might be certain Labour organizations, they would be for 'ordinary administrative duties'. He
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added:'We do not accept intermediaries between the revolution
and its working forces.' L 3 Old trade unionists like Rajab Neihum,
the founder of Arab nationalism in the Libyan trade union
movement, were ignored. When new unions were organized
from scratch, this was done under the auspices of the Ministry
of Labour. Within the first half-year the RCC scuttled what
chance it might have had of enrolling into the revolution the tiny
force of radicals, admittedly most of them intellectuals, that the
country had produced.
Gadafi also produced a formula for united politics in the Arab
world, which was one of the preconditions for pan-Arabism.
The occasion was the first press conference he gave, in February
1970. His theme was the failure of Arab unity in the past. This
was due to the great number of organizations in the Arab homeland which had hindered the unity of the Palestinianfedayin and
had made Arab states victim to conflicts among themselves
instead of achieving unity:
The Arab Socialist Union does not meet with the Baath Party and
both organizations do not meet with the Algerian Liberation Front ...
The objectives of the Baath Party are unity, freedom, and socialism,
and those of the ASU are freedom, socialism, and unity, and those of
the Arab National Movement are liberation, unity, and social justice.
Thus the slogans are the same but we differ in their arrangement and
enter into a Byzantine philosophy and a sterile ideological dispute as a
result of the great number of political and ideological organizations. If
we set up a new orgartization (he had been asked about the form of
politics to be permitted in Libya) we shall add another problem and
another obstacle on the path of convergence ... Discussion is going
on to reach a unified formula and one Arab movement .. . At a
meeting with the Syrians, Egyptians, Algerians, and Iraqis we considered this question and all agreed that the delay in unity was caused
by the many political and ideological organizations, and a settlement
of this great problem should be reached.

This ideological regionalism, in Gadafi's view, was similar to the
religious sects whose appearance had led to the collapse of the
Islamic state after Mohamed.
'·rn May 1970 the RCC organized a series of public discussions
known as the Revolutionary Intellectuals' Seminar:'14 It was
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concerned with 'a definition of the working forces of the people
who have an interest in the revolution';the popular organization
and its basis; Arab uruty; the problem of democracy and revo
lutionary transformation;and the responsibilities of the government during the stage of the social revolution. The participants
were hand-picked and 10cluded the RCC members, some Free
Officers, the Mufo, the Rector of the Islamic University, and
those described as 'Libyan Intellectuals' though not students.
There was a handful of women. The proceedings were relayed
by television. This was to be the forerunner of a series of public
consultations, convened ostensibly to involve the masses or their
spokesmen in policy-making, but whose scope was obstructed by
the limits of Gadafi's own tlunklng.
As the proceedings opened, a participant asked that the
slogans of the revolution (freedom, socialism, and unity) be included on the agenda for discussion. Gadafi rejected the suggestion out of hand. The slogans were taken for granted because the
revolution was staged to achieve them. The central debate was
an attempt to define the forces for or against the revolution, and
what constituted the 'crushed' or 'mashed' classes (mashruta powder) of Libyansociety.Since thts was one of the rare occasions
when Gadafi allowed ordinary people to speak in public, the
extracts below will give something of the flavour of the debate:
Before we define the
working forces I think it would be appropriate to know which revolution we are talkmg about ... if it was the Libyan revolution ..•
we should in this case put some light on the revolution itself ...
whether ir was a socialistic revolutio.n or ... (Before he ends his
talk the Moderator interrupted him and said • the aims of the
revolution are clear and are not for discussion or questioning'.)
GADA PI: Pardon me ... We are talking about the revolution that took
place in Libya ... and to be more specific the September revolution ...' (Laughter)
'ABO AL-MUN'IM: There are two kinds of revolutions: the revolution
of the middle class; the socialistic revolutions. The September I
revolution is a transitory event which will eventually turn into a
socialistic revolution ...
MODERATOR: Please come ro the point .. . and if you carmot speak
your mind ... please give others the chance to speak.
'ABO AL-MUN'IM AL-MUNIR MUHAMMAD:
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Well ... I believe that those who have an interest
in the revolution are: labourers, farmers, revoluti9nary middle class
people, intellectuals, and soldiers.
ABU ZAYD: In order to define the working forces we should know
who are the enemies of the people ..• If we could do that, then we
would reach the point where we would be able to define the working
forces.
RASHID KATAYT: He attributes the problem from which the Arabs
are suffering to the writers and the originators of imported theories.
JUM'A AL-FEZZANI : The upper middle class is the counter-category
to the revolution.Because this category is tied up with the concerns
of imperialism . . . [He continued that there are two classes of
people: 1. The exploiters and, 2. the exploited class of people.]
Toilers are the only class of people which form the real revolutionary
working force..
GADAFI: [Asked the speaker, Jurn'a al-Fezzani, to talk about the
lower middle class of people since he talked about the upper class
of people and also to define the category of toilers and to be specific
in his intefP.retation of the roles of those categories.J
FEZZANI: The lower middle class of people are those whose monthly
earnings do not exceed too pounds. Students, teachers and government employees are considered from the lower middle class.
GADAFt : [Talking to Mr Fezzani] You said that the lower middle
class of people are the teachers, students . .. [Before Gadafi ends
his question Mr Fezzani said :J The army officers are also from the
lower middle class. [Laughter.)
GA oAF I: Do you consider the student who lives in a shack to be from
the lower middle class ?
FEZZANI: Well .. . If he believes in the toilers' theory he wi!J be
considered a revolutionary element, but if he does not believe in
that ... he may still be considered from the revolutionary forces
but should not assume a ruling position.
JALLOuo: [Talking to the speaker} Let's say that we improved the
living standard of those roilers you talked about and they come to
enjoy a good life and are not related to the category of toilers ...In
which category of people will you then attach them ? [Laughter.]
FEZZANI: Mao Tse-tung, Castro, and Ben Bella are from the lower
middle class . . . and they are still from the middle class because
they adopted the toilers' principles.
GADAFI : [Asked the speaker how much money he makes per month.]
FEZZANI: I make II7 pounds per month.
GADAFI: [Said while laughing) Oh • .. you must be from the upper
'ABO AL -MUN'rM:
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middle class. [Laughter.Gapafi continued] I make 192 pounds and
6p!iasters per month . . . this figure, of course, makes me one of
the upper middle class.
MUHAMED MUSTAFA AL -MAGHRIBI : There should be no distinction between classes of people.
HUSAYN BASHIR 'UMRANI: Some of the speakers were of the
opinion that we have no working forces ... But I say yes, we have
working forces, for example, the port workers, the workers of the
electricity company, the municipalitY worl!:ers, the tobacco workers,
etc .. . The intellectuals do not live with the workers or feel their
problems ... The labour force is made up of those who carry the
burdens which can't be carried by the employers or the intellectuals.
[Applause.]
MAHMUD ALI' AL-SWALI: It is not possible tO define the working
forces of the people . .. We have fanners who own roo sheep and
they get about 500 kilograms of barley from the government in
addition to £2oo a month given them by the government ... and it
is not possible to include them in the category of toilers . • . Also
the monthly earnings of any government employee is known . . . but
the amazing thing about them is that in four or five years of service
they become owners of villas and stores ... do we consider them
from the category of toilers ?
MODERATOR: You are asked to define the working forces of the
people that have an interet in'the revolution and not to talk about
social corruption.
MUHAMMAD MABURK SHRAFA:I thank God because am not from
those who claim to be intellectuals. The revolution was staged for
the people . . . Therefore the whole people have an interest in the
revolution, and categories of people shouid not be segregated one
from another, considering the fact that our socialism is a democratic
one.
Whatever analytical trends were struggling to emerge were obliterated in Gadafi's swnming up, whih lie presented as
follows:
The proportion of those who were of the opinion that
the whole people have an interest in the revolution was
eight.
2 The proportion of those who were of the opinion that they
are labourers, farmers, revolutionary intellectuals, the nonexplosive national capitalists, and the army people was
eleven..
I
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3 The proportion of those who were of the opinion that they
are faithful people, productive people, and those who support the revolution was nine and a half.
4 The proportion of those who were of the opinion that the
people is divided into two categories represented in
labourers and farmers was two.
5 The proportion of those who were of the opinion that the
working forces of the people should be defined in the light
of the circumstances of the community and the new social
relations was two.
Suggested categories were:
Capitalists
Idle rich
Exploiters
Those who cooperate with foreigners
Corrupt people
The shepherds who consider the people as a herd of
animals
Selfish people
Rumourmongers
Lazy people

I
2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

When the gathering discussed Arab unity and the shape of
popular organization, Gadafi encountered views in sharp conflict with his own. The great majority of speakers were of the
view that the popular organization should be developed from the
base to the summit by election:
(COL. GADAFI: Do you mean that the representatives of the
popular organizations should be elected by the people? Do you think
that the people liave reached a degree of consciousness where they
could have free elections ? Have you thought of the old days where
votes were bought at the rice and cous-cous parties ?)

In the ensuing months RCC decrees dissolved women's associations and the lawyers' union.I 5 Since the existing trades
unions were said to be defunct, a new labour Iaw 16 promulgated
minimum work conditions and wage-fixing procedures and
directed the Ministry of Labour to establish and supervise new
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unions. Union officials were named by decree on the recommendation of the Ministry after consultation with the wor¥:ers;
and, later, elections were closely supervised. A workers' education centre was established to teach principles of trade unionism.
It was a curious system of firm Ministry gujdance laid down by
law but in part mitigated by the awareness of certain Ministry
officials that official protection and control were no substitute
for independent workers' organization. The unions were
prohibited from affiliating to any 'foreign' trade union federation. Government employees other than labourers were not
covered by the trade union law.
By the time that the newspapers were instructed to initiate a
public debate on the shape of popular organization, the RCC had
made up its mind.The model was to be the Arab Socialist Union.
This was tP.e only authentic political form of the Arab revolution.17 It took a national form but was based on 'pan-national'
experience. It abolished differences between classes peacefully
and avoided the tragedy of class struggle. It did not depend
upon secrecy and underground cells. It enabled the application
of socialism, and so guaranteed that no capitalist government or
society would appear. Transplanting the Egyptian model, the
ASU Charter defined the forces of the revolution as peasants,
labourers, soldiers, intellectuals, and national capitalists; and
stipulated that at all levels of the Union, 50 per cent of the
members should be peasants and labourers. The national or
non-exploiting capitalist was defined as one who did not exploit
others, who eamed his money by lawful means, who could use
his capital efficiently, and who was subject to progressive
taxation.18 Membership was open to all Libyans over eighteen
unless disqualified by order of the RCC. There was a fairly
conventional organizational pyramid, from basic unit to national
congress, with the addition that army and police organizations
were to be formed and run under the RCC, and that the RCC
had perched itself on top of the pyramid as 'leading supreme
authority of the ASU'.19 The initial committees were handpicked by the RCC and instructed to organize the first elections,
during which,in the absence of the right to campaign on policy
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and ideological issues, it was not surprising that voters and
candidates resorted, as in the past, to family and factional
politics instead.
On the face of it, the ASU founding conference 20 placed no
restraints on political expression; but once again it was most
revealing as a gauge of GadaWs thinking and his style of demagogic politics and ruthless control of the base. At times the
conference was a debate among equals; at other times Gadafi
played schoolmaster to a class of recalcitrant pupils.He defined
socialism as social justice:
We want to progress and rid the people of poverty, hunger, back- ,
wardness, and ignorance.We call this socialism.A philosophical discussion on what constitutes socialism,communism,capitalism,society,
and cooperative society can be carried on by philosophers and thinkers.
They can write books on the subject explaining the various doctrines.
The ordinary people like us must search for progress and that is
all ...We want to attain progress in the manner that suits us. Communism suits some, while capitalism or socialism suits others.
Theoretically speaking, socialism means here that nobody should
have a lot of capital and be very rich and able to exploit the people.
Socialism does not mean the final elimination of class differences.
Such differences are sential to society. That is the law of life .. •
Briefly,socialism means social justice. It is the middle ro d. It is the
way to close gaps between the classes.
Some delegates contradicted him boldly:
True we need hospitals, schools, and a very quick revolutionary and social transformation. However we must learn how to
build a sound edifice .• . How can we build a pyramid at the top
when th.e foundation is unsound ? One day the pyramid will
collapse.
GADAFI: This is not the heart of the matter.
SPBAKBR: The duty of the revolution is to build freedom and
democracy; that is the duty now.
GADAFI: You are mistaken .. • Suppose we want to make a decision
affecting the workers.We want to consult the workers. The workers
are influenced by their own interests. They would produce decisions
that are unfair for the other sections of the people's working forces.
The larger the number of people consulted, the more it is done at
the expense of revolutionary transformation.
SPBAKBR:
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SPEAKER: The

Prophet consulted his companions.
I say democracy is not a problem because it is
non-existent in Islam. When the mission of Islam began on earth,
Almighty God spoke thus to Mohamed: 'Consult them about the
matter. When determined rely on God.'

ANOTHER SPEAKER:

Gadafi laid down the law on the role of trade unions and their
relation to the ASU:
Today's topic is the ASU's relationship with the trade unions - all
unions are not just workers' unions. We must determine the relationship of all trade unions and federations within the framework of the
ASU. We fixed this day for discussion of this topic but so far no one
has given pertinent points on the daily relationship between the ASU
and the trade unions. If you have the answer to this question, fine.
This answer should be given to the Congress secretariat, which in turn
will hand it to a special committee to discuss your views. If the
purpose is merely to speak over the microphone, we can bring 500
microphones so you can speak loud and clear. We are not entertainers,
but representatives of the people. Our aim is to seek justice, not to
speak over microphones. As I have already said, whoever has an
answer,an opinion, or a solution to the problem should write it down
briefly and present it to the secretariat.
Fin.ally, the ASU is political work, a popular political organization.
The trade unions have nothing to do with politics - at no time and at
no place. Trade unions and federations are professional organizations.
It is ASU members who engage in politics. It must be clear that trade
unions and federations are professional organizations which tackle the
problems of their members. Politics must be confined to the ASU. It
is impermissible to conduct politics outside the ASU in any union or
profession. Otherwise, trade unions and federations would turn into
political parties. Consequently, there would not be a single organization for the people's working forces. There would be a group of
political parties in the country.
The ASU was born dead. Shortly after its formation Gadafi
made a speech at Sabrata of more than characteristic vigour and
frankness. He disclosd that he had left the command for three
weeks because the revolution had failed to make strides. (This
was not his first attempt at resignation. Once before he had been
persuaded by emotional crowds to continue as leader.) He
wished to remain in the service of the revolution but as soldier
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not leader. The revolution was failing because 'pecuniary lust is
rooted in the hearts of officials'. The Free Officers, he said, had
been living on their nerves for ten years doing secret work inside
the armed forces. After the revolution they had lost the right of
private freedom. 'Nobody among us can go to a shop, sit in a
coffee shop, mix with the people ... The ruling seats in the
revolutionary era are not chairs but fire and embers.' He had
resigned because his concept of the revolution differed from the
revolution in its practice. The people were sunk in passivity. It
was exactly what his raclical critics were saying. The clifference
was that they saw the RCC and its view 'of politics as the cause
of bureaucratic sluggishness and popular alienation and apathy.
The structure and rules of the ASU made it less a popular
pe>litical movement than a parallel administration, an adjunct
to the machinery already run by the RCC and the ministries on
the local government level. The rigid direction of the RCC had
already suffocated all initiative in the civil service;the same fate
awaited the ASU. And if despite all odds ASU groups managed
to develop a dynamism or a policy contrary to the RCC conception, it would without doubt face clissolution. How could there,
in any case, be participatory politics with such tight control from
the top? This was to be the source of endemic strain between
Gadafi and groups of urban, politically-minded Libyans.
During the ASU conference, he had delivered a fierce attack
on the Libyan intellectuals educated before the revolution. Some
had gone to Russia: 'Their case must be dealt with,' he said.
'They either convince us or we convince them;they either imprison us or we imprison them •••' Others had stuclied in Arab
countries: some in Damascus, others in Iraq,and still others in
Lebanon.
At that time, the Baath Party, a nationalist party, wanted to unite
the Arab world. Young Baathists used to say: Your country is reactionary and ruled by the Americans, the British,and the monarchy.
Our party must operate in your country because some Libyans are
Baathists. I knew the Baathists by name.
The peasants and workers, members of this congress, do not know
anything about Baathists, Arab nationalists, communists or others.
Only the intellectuals know them; those who have studied in the
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United States, Britain, France, or elsewhere. Their culture became
Western. Because they studied the capitalist economy, they defend
Western liberalism and other ideas .. . We want to establish a group
of educated people to be the backbone of the ASU.But this backbone
must be purely Arab which has faith inand is loyal to the legacy of the
Libyan Arab and the Arab nation. It must also be sincere in expressing
the nation's requirements for its independent future and in preserving
its character and nationalism. We shall not allow suspect elements
with a black record to mislead the Libyan masses and to kick the
ASU sometimes to the Right and sometimes toe Left.
The Moslem Brotherhood was not acceptable either, since it
functioned conspiratorially.
The ASU conference was barely concluded when the RCC
decreed a law 21 making the ASU the only legal political organization in the country and declaring that all party political activities were treasonable. Anyone who advocated or stablished a
political group, whether secretly or publicly, would be subject to
the death penalty. Anyone who had knowledge of such grouping
and failed to report it, was subject to imprisonment for not less
than ten years. The RCC would convene special com:rs to try
offenders.
There was the fear that others would steal the army-made
revolution; and the fear of radicalism. There was also the hangover of the frustration engendered by the factional ilisputes of
Middle East politics;and the army's traditional anti-intellectualism and its contempt for civilians. The effect of this running fire
directed at political groups and ideology frightened even nonparty adherents into withdrawal from public activity. The
government's official organ, Al-Thawra, was shut down by
Gadafi in a fit of impetuosity:it was badly written; its editorials
were unsound; why did the intellectuals not write for it? he
railed. But anyone not in direct or indirect government service
had been intimidated into silence. Students who had started as
enthusiasts for the revolution were disconcerted by Gadafi's
stress on the religious content of the revolution. At the beginning
of 1972 the RCC staged a confrontation with the student
organization by refusing to admit certain duly elected delegates
to the impending.student conference and to permit any autono-
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mous student organization. The students struck in protest. The
dispute was conciliated but the anti-strike measure that followed
affected students equally with workers in the public sector. Side
by side the RCC encouraged a rival officially-inspired Nasserist
student organization.
After the ASU conference, the civilian Ministers tendered their
resignations. It took some months for a new Cabinet to be formed,22
and some of its members were appointed without their
1
prior agreement. Gadafi tried to turn this reluctance to enter
government into a virtue. It distinguished them from the
ministers of the defunct regime who had hung on to office at all
costs. He revealed that every one of his ministers had submitted
his resignation 'many times'.He read a letter from the ministers
suggesting that the next crop be appointed from the ranks of
elected organizations, preswnably the ASU,seeing that this was
the only legal political body. It was a case of ministers still
cart'J(ing responsibility without power. They had seen the politicians of the previous regime on trial for actions and policies
of a regime that they had been unable significantly to influence.
Who could tell how permanent any regime was, and how close
the day that they too might be called to account?
It was true that there had always been a political vacuwn in
Libyan politics,due in part to monarchical control but principally
to the economic feebleness of the middle class, which constitutes
the base of politics of other Middle East states. After independence, and especially after oil, the corporate-owning clans that
had formed the basis of Sanusi social and political structure had
begun to disintegrate into factional political and business groupings. Oil had been,_ ushering in a new middle class. But the
1
revolution interrupted the process and then froze the independent activities of this class,so that the army might control social
·j
development and generate its own legitimizing ideology. Since
:.1
the Islam.ic ethos is essentially universalistic and egalitarian,
preaching the equality of all believers regardless of differences
in wealth or occupation, it deliberately ignores the economic
J
structure and minimizes its social significance, inhibiting the
emergence of politics as class-defined. This, of course, coincides
unerringly with the 'middle' ideology of the petit-bourgeoisie
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which characterizes the army regimes of the Middle East, and
whose growth is so stimulated by the expansion of the state
machine and the state-directed economy. It was populism in the
service of the army-run corporate state. To those who pressed
for democratic structures, for institutionalized forms of participation, rather than Gadafi's style of guided democracy by
public session, and for a political programme representing
the needs of the people, Gadafi's riposte was 'You are imagining the people. You talk about the people, but what do you
know? We are the people. The Free Officers, the sons of
poor families, were the embodiment of the people. Power that
accrued to them meant power to the people.' It was the Nasserite
form of populism as an ideology, as a political movement,and as
a legitimation of the power of the RCC.
But Gadafi went further than Nasser, the grand exemplar of
state-initiated politics,inseeing politics as trUereligion controlled
by the religious state:
Question: You are a true Moslem, Mr President. What is the role
played by religion in your private life ? What is the relation between
your religiousconsciousnessand the politicaldecisions youhave made ?
Gadafi: There is no contradiction between religious consciousness
and political decisions.23
Gadafi's view of religion as politics meant that setback.s to the
Arab causewereattributabletohumancqrruptibility,toa failureof
true belief, toa departurefrom themoral principlesof Islam.This
approach reducessocialand political action to the levelof spiritual
commitment, and the pursuit of policy to a highly individual
crusade.Whilefewif any of the armyofficers around Gadafi shared
his religious zeal, their notion of politics was likewise religious
rathr than secular. In Gadafi's view there was only one source
of truth. 'Here,' he told the Le Monde correspondent,
read the Koran or re-read it. You'll find the answers to all your
questions. Arab unity, socialism, inheritance rights, the place of
women in society, the inevitable fall of the Roman empire, the
destruction of our planet following the intervention of the atom bomb.
It's all there for anyone willing to read it.24
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Politics was reduced to revelation and fervour; and statesmanship to canny reading and memorizing of the texts.
The Gadafi style of religious philosophical debate was next
institutionalized on the Supreme Council for National Guidance,
which, together with the principal planning body, fell directly
under the RCC and under Gadafi's chairmanship. On this body,
mufti from many comers of the Arab world joined Libyans,
band-picked as usual, in a search for a philosophy of the revolution and a universal theory. It was on this body that shar'ia
law, its interpretation according to the Koran, and its applicability to the modem world, were debated. Following these
debates, the RCC promulgated a group oflslamic laws,including
one for the punishment of thieves and armed robbers/ 5 by the
amputation of band and foot. The law contained a battery of
qualifying and exceptional clauses which made its general
application unlikely, but it observed the principle that the letter
of the Koran is as relevant today as it was in the seventh century;
though amputation, according to Article zr, was to take place
by medical methods including anaesthesia. There had been
debate, even mild dissension, but solely within the context of
state and religion being interchangeable, and the Koran as the
basis of law; which meant that all was reduced to religious
semantics. Did cutting off the hand of the thief in fact mean
'interrupting' the hand, as some argued, by removing temptation,social pressure, and conversion, or did it mean amputation?
Judges, mufti, newspaper columnists, and linguistic experts
debated the issue on television. The most literal interpretation
prevailed.
Soon Gadafi was ready to launch his Third Theory. It steered
an alternate, middle course between c;apitalism and communism,
but had essentially to be based upon religion. He propounded it
not only for Libyans .but for the Arab world and, indeed, the
world as a whole. 26 The failures of the 'isms' of both east and
west had given rise to the need for a new outlook. This was based
on religion and nationalism, since these are the paramount
drives that have moved history.(Marx's economic interpretation
of history,he said, had been caused by the conditions of poverty
in which he and his children lived in London 'where his food
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was given to him by his friend Engels'.) Without religion,
people and states had no moral obligation. Islam was the ideal
religion, but all who believed in God could share the Moslem
belief, and distinctions between those who believed in the
Prophet Mohamed or Jesus or any other apostle should be
abandoned. Gadafi invested a great deal in the exposition of the
Third Theory that he placed before an international youth
conference in Tripoli during I973· Apart from some small delegations from African states beholden to the Libyan regime for
aid, its only apparent converts were in the delegation of French
Gaullist youth who equated it with De Gaulle's theory of a third
force but who were howled down by delegations from Guinea
and Dahomey when they tried to present De Gaulle as the
liberator of Africa. For the rest, delegations including those from
Arab countries dismissed the theory, in private anyway, with
derision as the musings of a petty religious philosopher.
By the time that the Third Theory had become the official
philosophy, the popular or cultural revolution had been
launched. This came as unpredictably as most of the RCC's
major policy initiatives, at a public meeting in Zwara to celebrate the birthday of the Prophet Moliamed.17 The revolution
was in peril, Gadafi said. Libyan commandos sent to take part
in the struggle for Palestine had been held back not by Israeli
but by Arab soldiers. The front-line states had given up the
battle, but Libya would not. In spite of repeated appeals to
Libyan youth, they had not enlisted in the army. Ideal agricultural and resettlement schemes had been set up, but Libyans were
refusing to work in remote parts of the country. University
'perverts' were engaging in subversive activities. 'I personally
cannot allow any more of this irresponsible behaviour.' He
suggested a five-point programme:
All existing laws must be repealed and replaced by
revolu- tionary enactments designed to produce the
necessary revolutionary change.
2 The weeding out of all feeble minds from society by taking
appropriate measures towards perverts and deviationists.
3 The staging of an administrative revolution so as to get rid
of all forms of bourgeoisie and bureaucracy.
I
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4 The setting up of popular committees whereby the people
might proceed to seize power. This was meant to ensure
freedom for the people as against bureaucrats and oppor·
tunists.
5 The staging of a cultural revolution so as to·get rid of all
imported poisonous ideas and fuse the people's genuine
moral and material potentialities.
Within days of the speech, two overlaying waves of arrests took
place. In some instances individuals were denounced by Popular
Committees, but the majority of the arrests were carried out by
the secret police. University lecturers, lawyers and writers,
employees of government ministries including the attorney·
general's office and the Tripoli Chamber of Commerce, younger
members of prominent coastal families-most of them,seeming-·
ly, individuals identified in the past with Marxist, Baathist,
Moslem Brotherhood or other such political circles - were
seized. There had never been any suggestion that 'factional'
organization existed; the persecution was aimed at those who
had not succeeded in identifying with the regime's system of
state-run politics. The cultural revolution was against people
who 'propagate poisonous ideas' alien to the Islamic origins of
. the Libyan people.The political prisoners were held incommuni·
cado.Unofficial circles calculated that there !lad been as many as a
thousand persons arrested; this, at the rate of one in prison for
every zo,ooo Libyans, made the country the most politically
confined in the world.
Side by side with the arrests, popular committees appeared,
mostly in university faculties and other educational institutions,
to remove bureaucrats and'passive and obstructionist elements'
Their actions were to be confirmed by the RCC; but meanwhile
a tussle for control of the committees seemed to be developing
between the Ministry of Education and the Arab Socialist
Union. Some observers saw in the cultural revolution the first
expression of popular initiative and the first attempts of the lowly
to bring down hierarchies of authority. But popular committees
were precluded from operating within government ministries,
the bastions of bureaucracy. Student committees removed staff,

9 The Economic Environment

In the first decade of its independence, Libya's main exports
were esparto grass, used in paper-making, and scrap metal salvaged from the debris of the Second World War. It was the
poorest nation state in the world The colonial period had
neglected industry -and training and brought so few Libyans
higher education that King Leopold's regime could claim a better
record for the Congo at independence. Such agricultural investment as was up.dertaken on Libya's inhospitable soil was for
Italians in the settler enclave, with Libyans virtually untouched
except by neglect; much of the traditional economy had been
dislocated by the punitive policy against the resistance. The war
had tom up what infrastructure had been built. During the
British and French military administrations, there had been
almost complete standstill:no one was prepared to spend money
on a no-man's-land, except to distribute grain against the famine
which raged during and after the desert battles of 1940/43·
The country seemed by any standards an impossible case for
development. It was an immense (68o,ooo square miles) stretch
of land; but with the greater part desert, and only 2 per cent
arable. There were hardly any people. 1 Eoonomic life was
concentrated round Tripoli and Benghazi and the oases in the
Fezzan. These centres of population lay hundreds of miles
apart, each isolated from the other in its own poverty and underdevelopment. To the polarities of town and country so characteristic of underdeveloped economies, Libya contributed her
own dualisms: between the oases and the coast; between the
nomadic Bedouin and the settled farmers; between corporate
clan ownership and private property of the market economy.
International experts and consultants threw up their hands in
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despair. Libya, economist Benjamin Higgins reported to the
United Nations in 1953,z
has only one major untapped resource: the latent skills of its people.
Raising the productivity of the Libyan economy must consist largely
of improving the productive methods used by the people in their
present occupations. :The emphasis in the plan is accordingly on
teaching Libyans to do better what they are already doing.

The total budget recommended for the first phase of economic
and social development in this desolate land was £2,300,ooo in
1952-3, with an additional £2,8oo,ooo to be spent over the next
five years. It was a bare survival operation.
Libya balanced her modest books by foreign aid, for it was
only the military bases which paid her faltering way (p. 143).
The first so-called development agencies functioned under the
direct supervision of Libya's foreign creditors. Thus the Libyan
Public Development and Stabilization Agency (LPDSA), set up
in March 1952 under the Libyan Public Development and
Stabilization Agency Law of 1951, was run by funds paid over
by Western governments, and its powers were vested in a board
composed of members appointed by these same governments.
It was this Board which gave final approval to the annual
economic plan. LARC (the Libyan-American Reconstruction
Commission) was set up in 1955 to supervise projects paid for
by American money; this was the period during which grants
direct from the United States government shot up to outstrip
not only British subsidies but the combined total of subsidies
from Britain and international agencies.4 The Libyan government was barely consulted by the aid agencies, perhaps on the
ground that as Libya could pay for nothing herself her intentions
could safely be disregarded.
The World Bank surveyed the Libyan economy in 1958-9. Its
report placed special emphasis on the development of agriculture
- though its recommended programme entailed expenditures of
barely over £1 million a year. But although the WorldBank
report was presented several months after the first major oilfind,
it seemed unable properly to evaluate the likely impact on
Libyan agriculture, and its recommendations were based on
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Lilrya Foreign Assistance 195o--65 in million [,Ls 3
1950 1951 195Z 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 196z 1963 1964 1965
UK and FrenCh
grants

LPDSA
UK Grain grants
US technical
assistance
US grants
UK grants
Totals

1"35 1•46 2"23 1"92 2"91
0"44 0"72 1"12 x·o5 1·02 1"47 o·z5
o·25
0•17 0"19 o·22 o·26 o·26 o·26 o·26 o·22 0•22 o·22 1·85 1·00 0·82
o·64 o·5o 1·52 6·15 4•62 5·89 5·61 II·20 10·85 6·92 6·86 5"44 2"93 o·91
2"79 2"75 3"00 4"63 3"25 3"25 3"25 3"25 3"25 3"25
1"35 1•46 3"56 3"31 5"15 10·26 8·66 10·63 10·75 14"7"14·32 10·38 10·33 10·54

7•18 1"75

Source: Bank of Libya 'Statistical Supplement', Economic Bulletin, Tripoli, July 1967.
{Note the heavy increase in grants in 1959 and 1960; these were the years when oil exploration was getting
under way.)
Apparent discrepancies in some totals arise through the rounding off of some amounts.
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entirely unrealistic assumptions. No sooner had it been written
than the massive report of 524 pages dropped into oblivion.
With the coming of oil, the bilateral aid agencies were
dissolved and replaced by a Libyan Development Council. The
first development plan was for 1963-8. (It was extended for a
further year to 1969 when the second plan was inaugurated, to
be interrupted by the September coup.) As pipelines coursed
through the desert, government revenues rose spectacularly. By
1966 there was, for the first time in the country's history, a
surplus of revenue over expenditure. The closure of the Suez
Canal induced a still more sensational rise in oil revenues.Beside
oil money, Libya's other sources of revenue were derisory:
Summary of Government Revenues (million Libyan [,s)
Accuals
197o-7I 1971-2
1966-7 1967-8 1968-9 1969-70 Budget Actual Budget

Oil revenues
268·5 191·0 279·4 363·4
468·7 469·1 s6o
Non-oil revenues, including
customs duties;
rates; public
utilities
53"3 58·5
79·1
83·6
77·6
82·7 72·3
The Libyan pound was renamed the Libyan dinar in 1969. There was no
ch:mge of value.

Libya's economy had become one of the fastest growing in the
world. At independence the average income of the population
was £r5 a year. By 1970, it had risen to close on £6oo per head.
As in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, it was a precipitate leap from
rags to riches.Suddenly this state began to accrue such handsome
reserves that, however profligate, the country seemed unlikely
to bankrupt itself.
Until il,eight out of every ten Libyans lived as nomads or by
agriculture. The country's modem farms were largely owned and
managed by Italians, and Libyan agriculture was mostly subsistence, eKcept for cereals and livestock, which produced
marketable surpluses in good years. Rainfall determined agricultural production, which was thus both limited and unpredictable: so that there was substa1nial seasonal unemployment, and
often more like permanent under-employment. In spite of this,
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censored textbooks, and tried to revise their courses; other
committees pruned the stock of a few bookshops and demoted
men from executive positions in para-statal bodies. In Benghazi
students waded into the congestion at the docks and claimed to
devise a system that would clear the backlog;Tripoli agricultural
students marched out of classrooms and towards agricultural
schemes on the land. It was difficult to 'know how sustained this
movement would be, and what results it would produce, within
the system of RCC supervision, and proceeding as it did side
by side with police repression, and as one of its instruments.
By now Libya's internal security apparatus, modelled on
Egypt's and installed by members of Egypt's mokhabarat,comprised several overlapping but autonomously directed intelligence machines. Mter the arrest of one group suspected of
counter-revolutionary plotting, there had been disclosures of
torture by soldiers commanded by Free Officers. (It was considered too dangerous to bring them to book,for this might split
the army.) Less sensational but more pervasive was me system
of informers and the emergence of groups of organized government supporters ·who played a strategic if sycophantic role:
carrying out the tenor of Gad.afi's speeches to the letter, ahd
reporting to him only what they'knew he wanted to hear. The
popular committees had both a positive and negative aspect: on
the one hand they might very well succeed in provoking a
response from ordinary people within the limits of manoeuvre
allowed by the RCC; but on the other, they could be equivalent
to the security apparatus, denouncing and rooting out any who
had doubts about the methods of the army regime.
Postscript. August 1973 was the last date for the formation of the
cultural revolution's popular committees. After that the committees tended to be incorporated within the ASU, or to fall
away altogether.
.
No trials were held of detainees. Some though not all of the
political prisoners were released towards the end of the year,
some after televised 'confessions' - though all insisted, after
explaining their poJ.itical convictions, that they'had been active
only until September 1969 and the army revolution of that date.
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In August 1973 Gadafi had told Libyans they had 30 days in
which 'anyone who still belongs to any organization can come
forward and surrender himself, write to me by post. Mter the
30-day period I do not want anyone to come.' Mter that anyone
who disrupted national unity, 'who seeks to dominate the people
or society through a class or party will be considered a traitor
subject to the death penalty'.

Wall poster of the cultural revolution:

Listen brother -all that this employee knows is 'come
tomorrow', 'come after tomorrow': exchange him with a
revolutionary employee.
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agriculture was the backbone of the economy. It engaged about
seventy per cent of the active labour force and produced about
sixty per cent of the gross domestic product. Exports consisted
mostly of agricultural products. When oil revenues became
available, ambitious plans were made to develop the agricultural
sector.
The consequences of oil for the economy have been graphically
described by Ali Attiga, then Libya's Minister of Planning and
Development.5 He has shown how money supply increased
rapidly, with this increase concentrated in the main urban
centres. Whereas agriculture had been the only means of livelihood for the great majority of the population, oil opened up
easier and more lucrative sources of employment. There was a
rapid wave of migration from the countryside to the coastal
towns. The rush for the proceeds of oil attracted far more
people off the land than the oil industry could absorb. The result
was crowded urban centres, but deserted farmland in many parts
of the country. A side result was the sudden increase in the
dema11d for food in the toWns, as a resUlt both of the increased
urban population and of the extravagant consumption by
foreigtters in the oil industry. This might have been a strong
stimulus to agricultural production but the low state of technology in agriculture was one of a number of factors which made
this ixnpossible. In any event, there were higher pro:f;its on investment in the trade and service sector of the economy.So both
capital and labour continued to move away from agriculture.
'With this movement' writes Attiga,
Libyan agriculture was left to stagnate in its low level of development
and the consumer turned to the world markets for the purchase of his
daily food. Oil-induced prosperity provided him with essential income
for such purchases and it also provided the country with the essential
foreign exchange for significantly increased imports. At the beginning
of oil exploration the total value of imported food and food produce
was about £Lo·s million. By 1968 it was £L27·6 million. On the other
hand agricultural exports had declined from a value of £L1·23
million in 1956 to £L6oo,ooo in 1961, and to only about £L32,ooo
in 1968. This was not enough to pay for Libya's import of food for
one third of a single day.
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From here on the circle grew even tighter. Imported food
became an easy alternative to the development of domestic
agriculture. Increased incomes and prices brought .about by oil
made agriculture even more inefficient by increasing the cost of
labour.
'Such a situation' this account continued,
clearly called for strong government intervention to subsidize agricultural production and protect rural income. But unfortunately such a
policy could not be followed at the proper time because of two basic
limitations. The first was simply lack of public funds, with which to
support a large scale programme of agricultural subsidies. The second
was the necessity to keep food prices as low as possible,in the face of
an inflationary situation, created by the injection of funds by the oil
companies. As the Libyan consumer became more and more dependent on imported foodstuff, tariffs became less and less applicable as a
means of protecting domestic agriculture.. Moreover the Treasury
was at that time heavily dependent on customs duties as a form of
indirect taxation. Thus between 1955 and 1962, a situation was
created in the economy which led to a drastic decline in traditional
agriculture. At the same time the introduction of modem agriculture
could not take place ... because the level of agricultural skills was
low and the level of earnings and profitability was much lower, even
on efficient farms, than they were in trade, services, and real estate.
The government was unable.to play a significant role in dealing with
the situation, because it lacked the necessary skills and funds, as well
as the determination to use fiscal measures to favour agricultural
investment and discourage relatively unproductive activities, such as
real estate speculation. Politically this was not feasible ... and technically it was difficult to use modem fiscal and monetary instrumentto
redirect the allocation of resources towards agricultural development. ..
The result was the abandonment of traditional agriculture and
nomadic activities in many parts of the country. Although the more
modem farms .. , and mainly operated by Italians, remained in
production, their relative position in the economy was rapidly
deteriorating. Thus, during the period 1956-62, the economic..forces
released by the discovery of oil produced their greatest adverse effect
on agriculture. The latter simply could not withstand the great
pressure of economic forces generated by the injection of substantial
funds in the urban areas.

The·Economic Environment
In the view of Libyan planners the worst effects of the impact
of oil on agriculture were over by 1962, when the trend of agricultural production began slowly to be reversed. Agricul!Ufal
output crept up very slightly, but its importance was almost imperceptible beside the oil sector which grew so much faster. Oil
was now laying down the characteristic patterns of the economy,
as seen in the disproportionate contributions of various sectors
to the gross domestic product.Agriculture had shrunk dramatically.Manufacturing, as small as it had always been,had declined
in relative importance, though in absolute figures its contribution to gross domestic product had increased.
Sectoral Contribution to Gross Domestic Product in Percentages6
(at factor at constant 1964
cost)
prices
1962
1965 1968 1969
2·6
r. Agriculture
2'4
4'9
9"7

2. Petroleum and quarrying
21' 2
3· Manufactuiing
5·6
7'1
4· Construction
o·5
5· Electricity and gas
6. Transportation
5·5
8·6
1· Trade
1·1
8. Banking and insurance
9· Public administration and defence 9'1
10. Educational services
3'2
II. Health services
1'3
12. Ownership of dwellings
17'2
13. Other services
3'3
Gross domestic product

IOO·O

54·8
2·6
7•0
0•3
3•8
5·1
1'4
1'4
2·6
0·9
7'5
1•7

61·3 65·o
2•2
2•0
6·9
5·6
0•3
0•4
4'0
3·6
4'6
4'1
1•2
1·2
6·8
7'4
2'5
2'5
I•I

I·O

4•8

4'5
0'9

I·I

- -- -IOO·O IOO·O IOO•O
------

This pattern was hardly to change in the ensuing years except
to confirm itself. Thus the 1971 government forecast figures
were 70·9 per cent for petroleum; 2 per cent for agriculture;and
1·4 per cent for manufacturing.
By the middle of the r96os, oil was providing funds on a scale
that could in theory pay for a modernized agriculture; the prob-

lem was if and how this could be achieved. For whether this was
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recognized or not -and talking to planners and mfuistry officials
active both before and after the September 1969 coup, I would
say clearly that it was not - Libya was up against the peculiarly
skew form of underdevelopment induced by the oil economy.
Like the Middle-East oil-producing economies, she was afflicted
with the wealth but also the problem of the rentier state.
Rentier states, according to H. Mahdavy who demonstrates
the case of Iran,7 are countries that receivesubstantial amounts of
external rents on a regular basis, paid by foreign governments or
foreign concerns. Payments for the passage of ships through the
Suez Canal (allowing for the operating and capital costs involved)
are external rents. The same holds for payments to countries in
the Middle East that have oil pipelines through their territories.
Above all,oil revenues received by governments of oil-producing
and exporting countries are external rents. The distinguishing
characteristic of the rentier state is that 'the oil revenues received
by the governments of the oil-producing and exporting countries
have very little to do with the production processes of their
domestic economies. The inputs from the local economies other than raw mate.rials - are insignificant.' The turning-point
in the economic history of the Middle East was during the 1950s
when Anglo-American rivalries to control Middle East oil enabled governments in the region to appropriate a larger share of
the rents that accrued to the oil companies as profits. The public
sectors in the rentier states began to receive rents on a scale that
affected the pace and pattern of their economies to a degree
previously unknown. These governments could thus embark
upon large public expenditure programmes without resorting to
taxation and without running into drastic balance of payments
or expenditure problems. Since oil revenues typically increase
at a spectacularly faster rate than the gross national product of
local economies, the public sector of these countries expanded
rapidly. The government became the dominant factor in the
economy - and out of this, significantly, a special form of
etatisme was to grow.
On its own, extensive government expenditure, Mahdavy
writes, is not enough to generate rapid economic growth; for all
expenditures do not have equal growth effects.If most of the oil
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royalties or rentals are used to import goods for consumption,
all the productive sectors of the economy will remain relatively

untouched by such expenditures, however large. Government
expenditures paid for by oil revenues need not produce any
·related expansion in the rest of the economy. For
the danger that faces the Rentier state is that while some of the natural
resources of these countries are being fully developed by foreign
concerns and considerable government expenditures •.. are creating
an impression of prosperity and growth, the mass of the population
may remain in a backward state and the most important factors for
long-run growth may receive little or no attention at all.And this will
produce social and political stagnation and inertia ... If the country
is to become more than a producer of raw materials, and growth is to
be sustained, then the entire socio-economic framework of the country
has to undergo a transformation . . . The level of education of the
population and their technological sophistication has to be raised
considerably. Also the necessary political and administrative mechanism for mobilising national resources has to be devised. The oil
revenues offer unusual prospects for development precisely because
they can make certain short-cuts in socio-economic transformation
and long-range economic development possible.

But as Robert Mabro shows in his application of the rentier
state model to Libya,8 it is these very short cuts that pose the
dilemma for the oil state. Libya the looted state suddenly became
Libya the wealthy rentier state, but the economy remained
dependent and underdeveloped. This is because the hallmark of
the rentier state is the generation of an expensive product by an
industry that employs very few people and very few local
resources, so that popular participation in productive economic
activity is extremely low. There is no nexus between production
and income distribution, since revenues accrue directly to the
government not through any production but from oil taxes
which come from outside the economy. Government expenditures and development programmes become totally dependent
upon oil revenues. Consumption patterns become geired to the
use of imported commodities. There are no links between the
proceeds of production, effort, and incentive. The rentier state
can achieve dramatic rises in per capita income without going
L.-8
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through the social and organizational changes usually associated
with the processes of economic growth. With technology static
except in the oil industry and with little change in the country's
social structures and in standards of education and training,
prospects for long-run growth and development are gloomy. A
consequence of the rentier state is that government reverses the
usual development process, for instead of the usual progression
from agriculture to industry to services, oil provokes the growth
of the third, services, sector only, directly in the shape of all the
ancillary services that the oil companies need: accommodation,
pipelines and storage tanl<s, supplies to the desert and provision
for the army ofworlc rs,foreign and Libyan;and then indirectiy,
since this sector also expands rapidly as government revenues
purchase the advantages of development: housing, infrastructure,education,and administration. Why bother with productive
investment when revenues are already .guaranteed, the rentier
state asks itself? Agriculture and industry therefore tend to stand
still.
Growth' in the tertiary services' sector is clear evidence of
wealth, but it is not a condition for development.It might seem
that oil offers unlimited industrial use in the shape of fertilizers,
plastics, detergents, natural gas, and the whole range of petrochemical products. But, writes Mabro, the paradox is that it
presupposes from the start a certain stage of development; and
wealth is not a simple substitute.Oil's potential use is invaluable,
but it also makes it difficult to handle:the technology, the knowhow, the organization necessary for the exploitation of this
versatile product,arehighly complicatedfor a backwardeconomy.
The rentier state cannot straight away steer its efforts towards
the development of its oil industry, for it begins the wrong way
round, with the tertiary services sector. Development for an oilproducing country must lie in preparing the way and speeding
up the shift from the rentier state to the producer state.
The solution is for Libya, the rentier state, to use its oil to
buy time for the training of human capital. How did the
monarchy use oil and time?
Once oil money was flowing abundantly, it was decided that
70 per cent of oil revenues should be allocated for development
I50
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projects. It was on thls basis that the first Five Year Plan was
drawn in 1963. The government overspent heavily on thls Plan:
Development Expenditure under First Five Year Plan I963-4-I967-8
in £L millions
Original
plan
Actual
Agriculture
29'3
37'7

Industry
Transport
Works
Education
Health
Labour and social welfare
Housing
Interior
Other
Total

6·9
27'5
38•7
22'4
12'5
8·7

23'3

14'9
52'7
87•5
25·8
8•7
13·6
29'5
19·8
0'3

169·3

290'5

The concentration was on infrastructural projects. Thus in
1964 teams of advisers made inventories and plans for housing,
transport,and urban and rural development. No fewer than 150
master plans we.re compiled in a great spurt of preparatory work
for decision-taking. Roads and housing were a pressing priority,
and the Idris building project was budgeted at £L4oo million.
Popular low-cost housing and schools began to go up in farflung parts of the country, but there were criticisms:the housing
was badly sited,in areas already abandoned by their populations;
it was clustered in centres far away from farmers' fields; it was
not suitable for Libyan ways of living. There was the scandal of
Beida, the Brasilia of Libya, built from nothing for nothing. New
roads were necessary; but why four- and six-lane highways in a
country where traffic density is absurdly low? There was wastage
especially in the funds lost to ill-fated agricultural projects and
in the speculation scandals. Nonetheless, much of the expenditure of the first plan laid down the basement of the infrastructure
that had been missing. The government was less successful when
it came to the use of human capital; in fact, it started on a
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ruinous policy which is the temptation before every rentier state.
Robert Mabro writes:
Wealth brings the temporal horizon closer. It persuades people to
call for miracles here and now, and strengthens the political pressure
for immediate distribution. A government, even a very sensible one,
will not always know how to resist. It often gives in and offers everyone direct or indirect means of consumption. A classic method is to
offer every citizen who wants it a job.The size of the payroll increases
beyond all measure . .. for in order to avoid dangerous political
discontents,the state multiplies the posts in its own bureaucracy ...in
Libya the government smothered the administration with useless
civil servants, workers,orderlies and watchmen.A job created by the
state is often 'disguised unemployment' and the salaries paid to
employees who scarcely work a disguised handout.
Mabro argues that while the state is obliged to improve living
standards even as it seeks routes to a developed economy less
dependent on oil,this is not a sensible policy. In Libya it led to a
serious manpower shortage, particularly in the buildingindustry,
but also in agriculture. The state.absorbed manpower just when
new sectors of construction and transport began rapidly to grow;
so creating artificial labour shortages and forcing the import of
foreign manpower. Government also encouraged inflation by
offering salaries higher than those paid by the oil companies. It
spread education but it also killed incentive and initiative.One
instance was immediate translation of graduates into bureaucrats;
and underemployed and under-used bureaucrats at that.Mabro
argues that there were essentially two ways in which Libya
could use her oil to overcome the awesome disadvantages she
had carried through history. One was to get more out of her oil
(by extracting it more slowly; or perhaps faster but for larger
shares of the profits) in order to buy time for development; the
other was to concentrate on developing Libya's human capital as
the sole key to real development. The monarchy tailed on both
counts.
The second Five Year Plan had just been launched when the
Revolutionary Command Council took over. For some months,
even the greater part of the year following,the economy marked
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time. Government departments were being reorganized and
were slow to become operational, and alarmed investors hung
back, while the projects of the development plan were frozen for
scrutiny in the general crusade against corruption. Any projects
connected with the Sanusi family were cancelled outright.
Corruption, it was said, had so eaten into the plans of the
previous regime that there was interest in large and ambitious
projects only;smaller projects did not surrender a large enough
percentage for the middlemen wheeler-dealers.The accusations
of corruption were loud, though not a great deal was subsequently proven in courts, even in the trials of the men who were the
principal supports of the regime; however it was common
knowledge that oil companies, like other contractors, had used
politiciansand civilservicesfor business.Fora whilethereseemed
to be a paralysis in decision-making and spending, prompted in
part by what appeared to be the regime's phobia of being cheated
by corrupt international business.
In mid 1970 the new regime produced a transitional one year
development budget which was increased during the course of
the year, though actual expenditure did not exceed the amount
allocated because so much time had been lost in getting the
machine operational again. The 1971-2 development budget
allocated a sixth of its monies to agriculture and agrarian reforms;
a fifth of this amount to water and soil preservation, and loans
and subsidies to farmers. Industry had the second largest allocation, mostly on projects of the state National Industrial
Corporation.For the first time there was an allocation for a state
oil industry. Most of the pre-revolution projects were resumed.
After this, regular forward planning of expenditure was resumed.
A three year development plan for 1972-5 was announced and
then converted into a rolling plan:overall expenditures for the
total period were unaltered but re-allocation within its framework was undertaken year by year. A year after it came to power
and when the economy was flushed with prosperity from the
new oil. revenues following the successful 1970 negotiations with
the companies, the RCC decreed that any amounts accruing
from the adjusted prices paid by the companies for the period
1965 to 1970 should be deposited in the reserve account. Also
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into that account went IS per cent of total oil royalties each year.
Of the remaining 85 per cent of oil royalties, 70 per cent was
earmarked for development.9
A summary of government expenditure from 1966 to 1971
shows the trends under the two regimes:
Summary of Gooernmenl Expenditure (ln million L dinars)
Budget Actual Budget
1966-7 1967-8 1968-9 1969-70 197o-1 197o-1 1971-z
Ordinary
expenditure
rrz·6 166·4 238·6 199'1
182·8 193'8 200'7
II•I
Defence
14'2. Zl'4
30'0
17'3
33'7 30'0
Interior and
municipal
16•7 25'9
33'2
33'8
31'0
30'4
35'3
Transport and
communication 10'1
15'8
10'3
15'7
15'0
15'1
?·Z
Education
zo·5
Z4'5
39'1
42'9
43'8
49'9
46'3
Health
10'2
IZ•3 13'9
xs·o
15'9
19'1
19'3
Special
allocations
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
38'7
70'9
Other
S1·6
69·3
48·o 4s·6
6z·6
37'8
43'6
DllfJelopment
expenditure
82·3 II9'7 140'4 113'1 200•0 146•1 300•0
10•0 17'4
Agricultuxe
13'2
SO'<>
Z3·4 50'4
14'4
Industry
6·3
15·2 32'0
zo·5
4'9
1'4
7'4
21•6
Oil
Transpon and
communication
19•6 Z4•2
27•2
12•2 39'8
9'3
14'5
Public works and
electrification
16·9
38·1 23•6
18·8 53'3
18•4
39'4
. 6·6 30'2
Education
II•4
9'1
9'6
13'6
1'9
Heo.lth
2'1
2'9
17'0
s·5
4'9
5'9
4'9
Housing
18·2 27·5
II·6
17'9
32'8
40'0
34'0
18·4
19·6 17'2
Other
2'9
33•8 31'0
15'7
Toea/
expmdirure
382·8 339'9 500'7
194'9 z86·I 379'0 312'2

-

Beginning from 1969, expenditure totals are understated, due
to the exclusion of 'special allocations' for defence aid to Arab
countries.
Source: Ministry of Planning, Tripoli.
Expenditures, like revenues, rose dramatically, and by 1971
were getting on for double the amounts spent five years earlier.
The increases in ordinary expenditure on health, education,
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and local government administration follow the rising pattern of
expenditure in almost parallel lines.When it carne to the development budget, the amounts provided by the post-coup regime
were markedly higher than allocations in previous years. Thus
for agriculture there was five times as much budgeted for
1971-2 as there had been in 1966, and seven times as much for
industry. There was to be heavy expansion of public works,
electrification, transport, and communication; as well as heavy
spending on health (mostly large new hospitals) and housing.
Social serVices received increased expenditure; and so did
defence. In 1965 defence expenditure was £L8 million; the
following year it almost doubled. But expenditures on defence
were considerably understated, due to the exclusion of special
allocations. Concealed defence expenditure was, of course,
nothing new. From 1966-9 the transfers account showed grow'ing deficits, accounted for principally by grants to other Arab
countries. These were mostly payments made by Libya under
the Khartoum Agreement of 1967 which rose from £L27 odd
million that year to over £L42 million in 1969. In 1970 there
was a slight decline in this amount, as a result of stopping the
payments to Jordan; as again in 1971. In 1969 and 1970 Egypt
received £L31 million, more than three quarters of the total
paid out for these grants. It has been estimated that special
allocations, mainly in the shape of aid to Arab countries,totalled
£L71 million by 1968-9 and £L76 million by 1969-70. In
addition to the special allocations, Libya's balance of payments
data showed a rapidly increasing outflow under the item 'net
errors and omissions'. This rose from £L6 million in 1967 to
£L23 million in 1969, and then to £L65 million in 1970: or a
tenfold increase in four years. There are no recent official data
available on expenditures to Arab and African countries or fdr
the purchase of special military hardware like Mirages.
·
By the time that the three year plan for 1972-5 had been
launched, new sounds were being heard about development
strategy. The plan projected an annual growth rate of 10·7
per cent. It might have been 20 per cent, said the official press
release, but government policy was aimed at limiting oil produc155
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tion so as to preserve the national oil wealth.(By now oil production had been cut back from daily production of 3·3 million
barrels a day to 2·2 million barrels; but the lower production
level was more than compensated for by the price rises
achieved in several rounds of bargaining with the companies.)
Since oil was a wasting asset, the Libyan economy had to be
induced to reach conditions of self-sustained growth independent of the oil sector, within a period of twenty years. Pride
of place was to be given to agriculture and to the building
of a modem industrial sector. The combined allocations for
industry, a petrOleum industry, and electrification, totalled close
on £L400 million, or more than 34 per cent ot the total planned
expenditure. This was a so per cent increase compared with the
amount allocated for industry and public works in the second
1969-74 development plan of the monarchy.
'
Development Plan
Allocation of £L millions

I972-5
Agriculture and agricultural reform
165.-000
Industrial and mineral projects
174·456
122,000
Petroleum
Electricity
103,000
Transport and communications
163,780
Education and national guidance
107,572
Public health
47,000
Labour and social affairs
16,125
Housing and utilities
124,762
Local administration
99,000
Tourism
8,6oo
Information and culture
15-410
Planning and management
4,600
Project reserve
13,690
Source:Ministry of Planning, Tripoli.

Percentage
total
14"2
15"0
10"5
8·8
14"1
9"2
4"0
1"4
10"7
8·5
0•7
1"3
0•4
I·2

In the three year 'rolling' development plan which is to
spend £Lr,zoo million over three years, the productive sectorsindustry, agriculture, and electrification - are expected to grow
by IS per cent.Petroleum's growth,on the other hand,has been
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limited to 7 per cent, so that other sectors will replace income
from oil in the shortest possible time. Libya is to be made selfsufficient in food and animal production. The Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for production on existing farmip.g projects, but a newly formed Ministry of State for Agriculture has
been given £L95 million over three years to reclaim and
establish new farms on 550,000 hectares of new land. The
country has been divided into four regions for purposes of agricultural development: Kufra and the area to the north of
Ajdabiya; the Jebel Akhdar hill area and the Benghazi Plain in
the east; the Jefara plain in the west and the Fezzan area. Each
region will boast a complete regional development programme.
Water supplies are a top priority. A series of ambitious projects
are investigating re-routing water from the Nile into western
Libya; a desalination project; a pipeline from the underground
water supplies of the desert in the south.The Development Plan
has also budgeted for a number of factories, to produce cement,
shoes, glassware, cables and electric wiring, batteries, fish and
tomato canning. There are 30,ooo houses under construction
and a scheme for 3o,ooo more. Eleven new hospitals are to be
built and 28,ooo classrooms. The Industrial and Real Estate
Bank has been allocated £L28 million towards private construction loans. Under this Plan,Libya is to launch her petro-chemical
industry with two refineries, one for home and one for export
consumption; there is to be a government complex for ·gas
processing; and the nucleus of a commercial and oil shipping
fleet.* There are large harbour extension works at Tripoli,
Misurata, and Derna; also projects for dams and public works.
It is, once again,open season for foreign contractors.
If intention were decisive, Libya could be well on the way to
becoming a developed country, as well as a rich one. But no one
in government,save perhaps an odd harassed Planning Minister
*In April 1973 an increased development budget of £'Lr,965 million was
announced for the period until the end of 1973, an increase of nearly 50 per
cent over the revised three year budget issued four months earlier. The allocation for agriculture rose from £'L240 million in the earlier plan to £'L416
million. Allocations for industry and mineral developments were raised from
£'LI74 million to over £'L238 million.

'
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and a handful of his experts, have grasped the need for,or been
able to formulate, a concept of development to precede the
expenditures.
Much that is characteristic about the styles of Libyan planning
emerges from a broadcast live by Libyan Radio of a meeting
between Colonel Gadafi and agricultural specialists. This was
in October 1971, when the first year of parsimonious conservation of reserves was well over and spending was in full flood,
especially on agriculture. Counting the recesses in between, the
meeting lasted ten hours in all. Here, according to the report,
is what happened:
The meeting was characterised by lengthy explanations by Qadhafi
who began the proceedings by recommending that the object was to
have a useful exchange of ideas. He impressed upon his listeners his
own ideas about Libyan agriculture touching on such subjects as
scientific soil studies, studies on potential sources of water, optimum
use of cultivable land, agrarian reform, poultry raising, production of
honey and bee-keeping, modem agricultural storage facilities, fodder,
irrigation and portable water supplies, farm machinery, agricultural
institutes, agricultural loans, farm manpower, farm co-operation
societies, veterinary centres, animal husbandry and vineyard cultivation.
Agricultural specialists then put forward their proposals during an
interlude of about four minutes after which Qadhafi resumed speaking
until the recess at II·I6 GMT.
The second session, which began at 12·40 GMT, consisted of
questions put by Qadhafi to various specialists and their answers on
specific agricultural subjects, the emphasis being on the need to
develop agriculture on a scientific basis, with Qadhafi frequently
interrogating the speakers on how their proposals could be put into
practice. The discussion continued on its way until z6·so GMT.
In the last session, which began at 19·Is GMT, the problems of
water and how to get it, well drilling and forestry were discussed.
Qadhafi then listened to complaints from various people, and wound
up the meeting, which ended at 22·36 GMT, by saying that the
material discussed would be analysed by a committee and a report
submitted to him for action.10
Every ministry has its shelf of expert reports commissioned
by one or other or both of the regimes. Advisers are falling over
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one another; consultants swarm all over the country. Expertise
and consultancy hire is often an adjunct of foreign policy;where
this is to give each of the big powers a showing and also to spread
good relations and business between a scatter of small states and
so-called neutrals, the expertise in the field has this same
patchwork quality. At one point several different teams were
investigatipg underground water resources,11 some working the
identical region, and each apparently ignoring previous work
done in the field. Some advice.is good; some bad; most of it
goes tininterpreted and uncoordinated. There have been experts
on long-term secondment to mj.nistries who have tried to evaluate
the advice of consultants and to impress on goveJ;11Illent some
over-arching concept of long-term development. But they are
told that the analysis of expert advice and projection of planning
priorities falls into the realm of policy-making. So the experts
are herded off to their calculating machines and their blueprints
and the Council of Ministers,· but effectively the RCC, once
again, takes over.In this body there is neither conceptualization
of the development process nor thetechnical xpertise to measure
one set of proposals against another.If experts have no power of
decision, neither do the trained planners in the ministries. At
various times Colonel Gadafi has convened sessions of the
planning departments of his economic ministries, and international experts have even on occasion been invited to meetings
of the RCC devoted to planning, but his presence and his style
have turned these encounters into a political forum. In any case
long-term planning needs to be undertaken consistently and at
working level, and not in fits and starts to suit the political
exigencies of the day.
·
The story of how the I97o---'JI budget was produced shows
how makeshift much of the planning has been. Each government
department wasinstructed to outline its projected activity for the
following year, together with its estimate of manpower and
budget requirements, the relationship of one project to another,
and to·sources of raw material. The intention was that the
individual plans would then go to the central planning authority
for study and coordination. But the individual ministry plans
were delivered too late for the central planners to do more than
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superficialpruningand to list them in sequence.In this condition,
the draft plan was forwarded to the RCC, which reduced the
budget by 15 per cent and sent it back again. The previous
budget had run its term on a surplus of cash and a crippling
shortage of technicians; its successors will probably do the
same.
This style of planning has encouraged every ministry to flex
its spending muscles over as many projects as it can reach. Anywhere else but in an oil-rich state, the planner's dilemma is to
squeeze projects to fit the budget; in Libya ministries go in
search of projects on which to spend their money. The legal
requirement for the percentage of revenue to be spent on
development now serves not to guarantee minimal spending on
development projects but to stimulate already feverish spending
to new heights. If development means spending, the race is on.
The pattern of ambitious ministries fostering ever more ambitious schemes is now institutionalized procedure in Libyan
planning.
One of the technical obstacles to long-range planning in Libya
is that there is as yet no complete inventory of national resources.
Agriculture remains the principal employment sector, yet those
planning for it lack the most basic information. The only agricultural census (conducted with the doubtful assistance of the
Food and Agriculture Organization) in 1960 presented a detailed
count of every goat, camel, and crop, region for region, in that
year. Buta climate where harvests rise and fall dramatically
according to the rainfall,one year's findings are useless. Virtually
nothing is known of the contribution made by the subsistence
sector of the economy. The relation of outputs to inputs in a
heavily subsidized agriculture is crucial: and except for the
university teat}l survey in 1968, of which no official notice was
taken, nothing is known of this for the country as a whole. A
large part of agricultural extension planning depends on underground water resources, but these are only beginning to be
assessed. The experts are in the field but their prognostications
on the effects of deeper drilling and new resources should surely
precede and not follow the extension plans and budget allocations. The second Five Year Plan which fell away when the ne.,.;
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regime arrived had included a long section on manpower. Its
projections were made totally invalid after 1969 by the expulsion
of the Italians,who had monopolized capitalist farming and much
of commerce, and supplied the majority of the skilled artisans in
the cities; by the evacuation of the bases (Wheelus alone
employed over s,ooo men); and by the influx of foreign labour
to staff the projects that mushroomed once the new development
plan was in operation. Subsequent manpower surveys were
based on partial samples only. Planning was being done without
any close knowledge of the manpower situation.
Pressure from the ministries caused the census due in 1974 to
be brought forward a year. This census will at least enumerate
all employment establishments and not only those listed as
'large', for the vast majority are anything but lai-ge. Meanwhile
the condition of the private economic sector is virtually unknown. Retail trade statistics have covered Benghazi and Tripoli
only; the rest of the country has gone unassessed. Such statistics
as are available are incomplete. Often definitions and sampling
methods have changed from year to year; which makes comparison difficult. It is virtually impossible to discover what has
happened to the expropriated Italian businesses. The census
department battles against a backlog of incomplete statistics,
and many hopes hang on the new census. But even here, impatience and technical incomprehension at the top force unrealistic targets on those below. It is feared that the date for the
census will be upon the country before adequate preparation for
it has been made.Yet in other respects there is meticulous attention to detail. Ministries are now using accounting procedures
for keeping the RCC posted with periodic progress reports of
every single project in the Plan. Thus in six-monthly follow-on
reports, a factory is recorded as having made 12 or 24 or 57 per
cent progress; but such merely means that this proportion of
the allocation has been spent. There is very real concern about
the rate of growth, and a great impatience to speed it up.
It is said, perhaps apocryphally, of the complaint by a
Minister of Planning under the previous regime, that in the
country's expectancy of miracles after oil wealth there was no
time to plan. Ministries were under constant pressure to spend
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and had neither time nor Strength to prepare properly.Spending
had to be seen to be done. This is probably even truer under the
army regime. Major Jalloud, then·minister in charge of production, now Prime Minister, told a press conference of foreign
correspondents the reason why. It was natural, he said, for any
military group to produce economic and social plans for a
radical change: so as to convince the people and the world at
large that it was not a movement aiming only at a seizure of
power.This was the way army leaders could prove that they had
led not a military coup d'etat but a revolution. But such is
really the central issue: has there been a radical change? is it a
social revolution? are the economic policies of the new regime
· a departure from the economic strategy of the previous government or a continuation of it, however accelerated?
Every extravagant planning decision has committed. the
country to long-term spending and helps to skew its growth in a
certain direction. Yet there is as yet no clear overall perspective
for long-term planning. On paper there is a rich range of
options. Agriculture or industry? Import-substituting industry or
a petro-chemical complex? Horizontal or vertical agricultural
expansion? A hydrological and technological revolution for
mechanized agriculture? Or a concentration on the provision of
jobs in the towns, since a reversal of the rural-urban drift is
unlikely? Should Libya's economic development, in Robert
Mabro's terms, follow the sequence of oil revenues - services - ,
manufacturing, rather than the usual progression of agricultureindustry - services? If some or all of these issues have been
discussed at top level, the outcome has been to opt for all
directions at once: which, in planning terms, is no direction at
all. The idea seems to be that money can buy anything, and that
more than enough money can buy everything. Often, though,
one gets the uneasy feeling that these young men of the new
regime have not got to grips with the problems of their own
country.
By 1970 agriculture's contribution to the gross domestic
product had fallen to less than 3 per cent, though a third of the
labour force was still living on the land. The stagnation in
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agricultural production precipitated by the oil boom, when
labour and capital fled to more profitable sectors, continued as
this decade opened. Less than five per cent of the country's
arable land was under irrigation (only r6s,ooo hectares in all).
Many land holdings were below the optimum size for effective
economic exploitation.12
Unlike most Arab countries under the Ottoman empire, when
the Land Code of r858 abolished collective land ownership and
began the registration of land on an individual basis, Libya did
not experience the emergence of large private estates, and of a
tenant, sharecropper, or agricultural class working for absentee
landlords. Intermittent and unstable Ottoman administration
over Tripolitania meant that the transition from communal to
individual ownership did not start until the end of the nineteenth
century and was carried out on an egalitarian basis, with the
consequence that the area presents a picture of excessive fragmentation and dispersion of land holdings. Hilal 13 considers
that the absence of extensive irrigation works such as exist in
Egypt and Iraq, and the economic and political weakness of the
urban centres (by 191 less than six per cent of the population
lived in Tripoli) probably discouraged investment in land.
Under the Italian occupation, land seizure and usage were
carried out strictly for purposes of Italian settler colonization
and not by any native urban or political elite as happened
elsewhere,where rural populations were transformed by theextension of market relationships and by the replacement of subsistence .
farming by production for the market.14 By 1968 about half the
Italian farmland had been bought, mostly in small lots, by
Libyan farmers, with the assistance of a government agricultural
reclamation authority. 15 But many of the government's agricultural projects were less farms than subsidized housing settlements in the countryside. The majority of family breadwinners on
some schemes were government officials commuting to their work
in government offices. Many who had made money in the
oil boom bought former Italian.farms, but they bought them not
to farm but to beat inflation. Large sums were spent on subsidies
1
and schemes that proved unproductive.
In the mid sixties, Libya and London universities combined
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to conduct a detailed research project into Libyan agriculture
and the changes that had come over it since oil. The report
shows that given even optimal conditions, farming in Libya
remains strongly inhibited by nature. S<::anty rainfall is only in
part compensated by drawing on underground water reserves;
and while some new water is being located, this is remote from
agricultural areas. Climatic and soil conditions mean that a
great deal of investment is needed for any expansion of agricultural output. The government had paid out generously. In this
period of heavy expenditure on agriculture, there was some
development. It was a slow, almost imperceptible, I per
cent growth rate a year, but it was a move forwards rather than
back- wards. (This contradicts the cry of the revolution that all
was neglect under the monarchy.) But this agricultural
improvement, the report showed, had been achieved at the cost
of declining water resources.Water levels had dropped most
steeply since oil revenues had paid for loans to farmers for
irrigation equipment. There thus arose a twofold danger of
water being driven down to uneconomic underground levels;
and, equally important, of the balance of salt and fresh water
being disturbed and coastal water ._resources permanently
impaired. These were rather un- palatable findings, since they
suggested that any overall develop- ment perspective would find
it necessary to scale down agri- cultural extension..
Declining underground water levels were thus likely to prove
a serious constraint in the most rewarding agricultural areas.
(The new regime has recognized the fact of declining water
resources in the Jefara, especially round Tripoli, and is directing
development elsewhere. But there is no water law, and private
exploitation goes on as before, with many new wells being
drilled.) Another constraint, the report said, was the shortage of
labour. Agricultural labour had become increasingly scarce, and
agricultural wage rates so high that few farmers had been able
to pay them. Libyans had found more rewarding occupations in
the towns and Tunisian workers had to be called in for peak
seasonal activities and also for regular cultivation. Perhaps, one
of the researchers suggested, the rising cost of labour would be
in the best interests of the long-term development of Libyan
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agriculture. High labour costs would force farmers - and
planners - to develop only those areas which had a long-term
potential,and which were without important physical limitations.
It is at this point that government changed.
One of the first acts of the new regime was the expulsion of
remaining Italian settlement. The RCC promulgated a decree
restoring all property usurped during the colonial period,
whether agricultural land, real estate, livestock, or machinery.
This was placed under sequestration to the state. A decree also
banned the issue of licences or permits to Italians to practise
commerce, industry, or professions in Libya. Within a month
the Italians began to depart: leaving behind a number of small
businessel! and workshops which were put up for purchase by
Libyans, and 368 farms spread over 38,ooo hectares. This land
was placed under the authority of a body for Land Reclamation
and Reform. The same department was already responsible for
the acreage that ,had been the concern of NASA, and it was
charged with managing and developing all agricultural lands
under government control; with reclaiming and developing
desert land; and with developing rural communities and agricultural cooperatives. The·government was flooded with applications for the Italian farms, but they were divided into sixteen
projects and allocated to the control of Libyan agricultural
managers. The first graduates of the College of Agriculture had
just qualified; their postings in charge of the farms were
announced over the radio. The plan was to prepare model
settlement schemes for Libyans, as Italy had once done for her
nationals.·once it had been decided which farms were economic,
for they varied in size from half a hectare to 1,500 hectares each,
and how they would be subdivided, the lands would be planted,
the farmhouse built d made ready, and only then would the
farmers be invited in to reap the crop and qualify for the range
of subsidies and agricultural assistance.The quip about ENTE's
settlement schemes in the colonial days had been that the settlement farms were complete even to the box of matches on the
kitchen table; Libyans would receive no less. For the first fifteen
years government would retain title to the land; after that, it
would be available for purchase.Cooperatives were talked about,
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but there was no strong policy favouring them; more likely a
class of farmer proprietors would be encouraged.
The debate about the place of agriculture in overall development planning took place within a small circle of Ministry
officials and university agricultural specialists; the latter gravitating from Ministry to their faculties and back again, depending
on the shifts in both agricultural and academic politics. Some
Libyan agriculturalists are fanatical advocates of farming at all
costs. 'If we worship God,' one told me, 'next to religion is
agriculture.' Gadafi clearly feels the same way. Agriculture is a
duty. The other side argued that it was a romantic notion for
people to be kept on the land at all costs. It was,in any case, too
late. Services taken to the countryside required enormous social
investment; it would be cheaper to have piped water and
electricity in expanded towns than spread over thousands of
villages. It was essential, they said, to clarify priorities for agriculture, since there had always been yawning gaps between
planning and performance, with the budget for agriculture consistently under-used, and there were important reasons why. It
was all very well plotting settlements on the map; but would
there be farmers on the spot to man them? The sons of farmers
who had migrated from countryside to towns were unlikely to
return as farmers, for the cash rewards were so much less. The
graduates of the agricultural colleges were not farmers but
administrators.
It was important not to make unrealistic assumptions about
agricultural potential. The debaters ranged themselves into the
vertical and horizontal schools.The verticals argued, on grounds
of manpower shortage, for raising the productive level of land
already under cultivation: concentrating on proved areas round
Tripoli, Wadi al Ajal in the Fezzan, and the Jebel Akhdar; on
pilot schemes for better use of seed, pest control, fertilizers, and
mechanization. The horizontals advocated the extension of agriculture in all possible directions at the fastest possible pace, in
order to spread investment to the farther-flung regions for social
-and no doubt political -considerations.
Of the grand new agricultural schemes, Kufra is the most
prestigious. The Kufra story goes back to 1966, when Occidental
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Oil Company tendered for the country's most promising oil
concessions and won .them with its related promise to plough
back 5 per cent of its profits nto the economy: through developing the water deposits in the Sahara whose discovery seemed as
felicitous as the company's prolific oil finds. In fact the existence
of this huge body of underground water had been known for
some time. All experts agree that, as fossil water, it is not recharging and cannot be replenished. Some say, however, that
this deep underground reservoir in the Nubian sandstone is so
vast as to provide supplies for centuries. Others argue that the
level of water has fallen in recent decades, that an isotope test
to establish more exactly the age of the water is necessary before
long-term development projects are initiated, and that none of
the feasibility studies thus far undertaken have answered the
crucial questions about the life and supply of the water. Having
drilled the wells to reach the underground water, Occidental's
pilot project was an exercise in hydroponics. The soil is devoid
of organic matter, but careful balancing of soil, water, and
chemicals by highly skilled imported technicians, some from
desert 'miracles'in Arizona, grew several hundred acres of lush
green alfalfa. Sheep were flown in by the Libyan air force to
feed on the crop, and the desert agricultural project seemed
launched on an experimental basis at least.
By the time that the Gadafi regime came to power, it was
known that Occidental was not eager to continue with the Kufra
scheme. The future of foreign capital seemed uncertain, and
though excited estimates of the watery miracle had appeared
in the world's press, the economics of the scheme had always
been vague, and no accurate estimates for commercial exploitation had been made.
The first official visit to Kufra was six months after the RCC
seizure of power, when the Minister of Agriculture came to see
if the scheme looked as good as it was described. He was doubtful about the economic feasibility of the project. But by the end
of the weekend Occidental management was told that the project
was to be nationalized by the government. That week the
Minister of Agriculture was not available for clarification; it was
clear that this decision had been taken at a more elevated level.
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For five months the future of the scheme hung in the air. The
Ministry of Agriculture did not want to inherit the ambitious
·scheme without a comparable budget. Indeed, it was ag)last at
the prospect of having to tackle the scheme at all, and as the
ministries of Agriculture and Petroleum bandied finance issues
from one to the other, Occidental executives bad to force the
pace so as to get a foll9w-up to the original nationalization
decision. The government take-over became official in mid July.
Occidental bowed out except for two senior experts seconded
to the government, and the project was put in the bands of the
Kufra Agricultural Project Authority, a newly formed state
agency under the Ministry of Agriculture. The period of indecision was over. It emerged that the key role bad been played
by a young army officer and close associate of the RCC who bad
been stationed in Kufra. He bad persuaded Gadafi himself to
visit the project. The visit had been the turning-point. From this
time on, agriculture in the desert became central to development plans. Large sums were voted for the Kufra scheme, and
ambitious expansion plans demanded; when these were delivered, the RCC pressed constantly for their still further
expansion.
Irrigated by an advanced system of pivot sprinkler units, this
mechanized farming deep in the deseri is to serve as a huge-scale
Jamb breeding and slaughter factory, with the aim of making
Libya self-sufficient in meat. Western expertise called in on
contract to scrutinize the project-a feasibility study was undertaken when it was already operational-has called it 'unique',
'remarkable', and 'technically feasible': though desert agriculture of the magnitude contemplated for Kufra has never been
undertaken in a comparable environment. Are there no problems? Indeed, there are, say the experts. The project must be
allowed to operate with minimum hindrance - in procuring
personnel, equipment, and supplies, and contracting for
construction and services - from other echelons of government;
otherwise the delicate logistics operation involved will surel y fail.
Thus wrote one report:
Under present conditions of industrial and agricultural development
in Libya all production inputs for irrigated agriculture including
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fertilisers, pesticides and improved seeds must be imported largely
from Europe and North America. The same goes for all farm
machinery, sprinkler irrigation equipment, spare pans and supplies
including even baling twine. Any interruption in supply would mean
massive crop losses and would disrupt the sheep production p-rogramme.

As for skilled personnel, in principle the recruitment of qualified
management and expertise provides no insurmountable problell}.
At a price, that is. The experts have cautioned government that
costsof training and recruitment will appear exorbitant compared
with costs for other development projects in the country; but
without the right personnel, the project could prove a complete
failure. In other words, given enough money and the readiness
to purchase foreign skills and supplies at any cost, the scheme
might work.
Critics have likened the Kufra project toshooting pigeons with
rockets. Push-button mechanized farming in the desert is excellent for prestige; but, they ask, has anyone worked out the price
tQ the Libyan housewife of a pound of mutton? Will the project
pay in ten years, or fifteen? And meanwhile what effect will this
massive sheep-breeding project have on livestock husbandry in
the rest of the country? The strongest argument against the
project is its inaccessibility. For two thirds of the journey from
the coastline to the central Sahara, there is no road or marked
track. Huge trucks shuttle between Benghazi and Kufra, but at
heavy cost and with heavily reduced working life,over the dese.rt
route. Refrigerated trucks could travel along a road if there were
one; but construction costs would be prohibitive. Air freight is
the alternative, but equally costly; though the scheme's advocates argue that Libya flies imported meat from Bulgaria, so why
not from Kufra? The decisive factor will be the flow and cost of
expertise and labour. Libyan graduates look to executive posts
and professional life in the towns and are not coming forward to
live in desert trailers with leave at the coast only once or twice
a month. Like the oil industry, Kufra will be a slice of technology inserted into a backward economy and, like oil, run by
foreigners. Those who make policy believe that cost is no object
and that the country must break dependence on food imports at
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all costs. But this dependence is being exchanged for a new
dependence, on the West's advanced technology. In the Libyan
desert, oil is being traded for agriculture on a scale that only oil
revenues could afford. It is a combination of the extravagant
spending momentum of the oil economy together with the army
cult of management and technology. Since Kufra became a
priority of the development plan, a second and similar scheme,
but twice as large again, has been projected for the Sarir area
200 miles north of Kufra; a hydrological study is now in progress.
Under the latest Plan almost 3,ooo farms are projected for
allocation to farmers. Farmers would be eligible for long-term
loans and subsidies. The Agricultural Bank purchases surplus
products -like groundnuts during 1972 - to stop the price from
falling. There are ambitious pl3ns for afforestation and pasturage
improvement. Milking cows have been imported from Denmark,
and Danish experts with them to begin a cow-breeding programme; two dairy plants to process milk products are to be
established. Two new agricultural colleges are being opened, one in Sebha and the other near al-Marj, and students have
been sent for training to Egypt. Meanwhile there are plans for
thousands of miles of agricultural roads to link agricultural
regions with marketing centres. 'All this,' the Ministry says, 'is
bound to result in increasing production and income of farmers,
and the creation of new incentives to farmers to remain on their
lands, which is one of the main objectives of the development
plan.'
Libya has virtually no industry. By the time that the Gadafi
regime came to power, there was
tobacco factory in Tripoli
employing 500 workers; two textile factories in Benghazi; a
gypsum factory in Tripoli, with barely more than fifty workers;
small plants for the processing of macaroni, olive oil and fizzy
drinks, detergents (on foreign patents), and tomato canning.
There was one cement factory. The construction industry, like
the rest of the economy, relied on imports; and a sack of cement
grew perhaps four times in price on its journey from coastline
to interior.
The new government's industrial policy was outlined in a
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decree of April 1970. Large-scale and medium industry,especially in the fields.of oil, gas, agricultural processing, and construction materials, was to be reserved to the public sector. A state-run
Industrial Corporation was put in charge of the public sector
projects. Under the Three Year Plan, eighteen new factories are
under construction. These projects are considered beyond the
capacity of the private sector to finance, and in any case their
timing is crucial to the progression of the development plan.
(Ministry officials complain that it took four years for private
capital to establish a cement factory, although government had
provided So per cent of the finance.) The private sector is
expected to concentrate on small industry, possibly some
medium-size,and on retail trade. Foreign minority participation
is permitted in industry which needs or uses the latest techhology
or produces for the export market.
Lest the reservation of a sector of industry is not considered inducement enough by private investors, large sums have
been allocated to the Industrial and Real Estate Bank for
interest-free loans. The private sector is also offered generous
tax exemptions, protective tariffs, and exemption from duty in
the import of machinery and raw materials. But in a year
(1969-70) in which government allocated £L3·5 million in the
form of subsidies to private investors in industry, less than a
third was spent. The private sector remains hesitant about its
place in an economy run in the name of a revolution, and confused about the relations between the private and public sector.
Public- or private-sector emphasis for Libya? Both,according
to Premier Jalloud.16 A decree stipulates that in the transport
sector, no private owner should operate more than three trucks.
Yet in the construction industry, private capital is being given a
free run. Contractors and real estate investors are offered
generous government loans, and control has been lifted so that
they may recoup capital in record time. Some taps in the private
sector are turned off; others on. On the land the expropriation
of the Italian farms, many of them highly productive, offered an
opportunity for the development of large-scale cooperatives or
public sector farms, but even the larger farms are being divided
into plots for private ownership. Policy towards the public and
I7I
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private sector is haphazard and ad hoc: demonstrating once more
absence of a comprehensive development strategy. Meanwhile
private capital hesitates. Businessmen watch to see which way
government will blow over industrial projects and the control
of private enterprise. Some, it is said in Tripoli, no longer
deposit their money in bank accounts, for the memory is still
fresh of the frozen bank accounts of those suspected of doing
business with the previous regime.
.Until 1969 the public &ector did not extend beyond the government tobacco factory, a cement factory in which the Ministry of
Industry had a share, and an oil processing factory run by the
Agricultural Bank. The new regime's first nationalization
measures, in November, were directed against foreign-owned
banks. These were two Italian banks, one Egyptian, and
Barclays. The latter had established itself in the footsteps of the
Eighth Army as the armed forces' bank, and had successfully
withstood the pressure under the monarchy for Libyanization;by
1970 it held over a quarter of the assets in Libyan banks. Rather
than offer majority control to the Libyan government, Barclays
preferred to pull out altogether. The bank nationalization law
stipulated that no Libyan could own shares exceeding £L5,ooo.
Thegovernment became the majority shareholder in all the banks.
In 1970 insurance companies were placed under government
supervision and control. The Libyan National Insurance Company, which was completely Libyan-owned, had to cede 6o per
cent of its holding to government. Branches of foreign insurance
companies were given a year to liquidate their operations and to
convert, like the Libyan companies, into joint-stock companies
with majority Libyan and part government holdings.
In the same year, government nationalized- without compensation - all petroleum distribution facilities within the country
There was also the BP nationalization,* undertaken as a political
reprisal for the British government's role in the Gulf.
Major infrastructural projects of the Development Plan are
supervised by the public sector but have been contracted to
foreign firms. Kufra's well-drilling is being carried out by a
Libyan contracting firm, the only one of its size, but the consult-

* For later nationalizations see the chapter on oil.
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ancy finn supervising the drilling and carrying out further
technical studies for the expansion of the project is American.
The contract for the supply of turbine pumps and petroleum
engines was won by a Libyan-Syrian company.The hydrological
survey in the Sarir area to the north of Kufra is in the hands of a
British company. In the Ghadames area the search for water is
being conducted by a French part-government consortium.
Egypt's state land-reclamation authority is in charge of a
government model farm project in the Jefara plain, and an
Egyptian company is searching for underground water in Fezzan.
Tripoli's £L:w ffiillion harbour extensions have gone to a
Turkish contractor; the Zawia oil refinery to an Italian firm.
West German interests are involved in desalination and electrification projects. Yugoslav contractors are building dams. It's a
recognizable international division of labour, with Libyan oil
paying the bills and international firms supplying technology
and reaping the profits.
By 1972 Libya had an estimated labour force of just over half
a million.
Total labour force

Libyan
Foreign labour

!tz thousands
557
477

So

Employment by sector:

Total

Libyan

NonLibyan

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Perroleum and gas production
Other mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Elecrriciry and water
Construction
Trade, restaurants and hotels
Transport, storage and
communications
Financing, insurance and business
services
Publicadminisrration
Educational services
Health services
Other services

163·5
n·5
6·9
38·8
6o·5
38·3

154·8
7•8
6·o
30'2
6·6
29·6
35·8

8·7
3'7
0•9
8·6
0•7
30'9
2'5

51'9

50'3

1·6

5'7

4'9
85·8
33'1
17'1
I5•0

o·8

7'3

88·7
40'5
2!'3
22•1

2'9
T4
4'2

7'4
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This shows that for every six Libyans in the labour force there is one
non-Libyan; and the figure for foreign labour is considered to be a
strong under-estimate.
It has proved impossible to get figure.s for Egyptian labour in Libya,
despite - or perhaps because of - the projected unified state. A
Labour Ministry estimate ofTunisian labour, mostly agricultural and
seasonal, was put at 40,000 during 1973> but this is probably an overestimate.*
It is estimated that of the total number in employment, 62 per
cent are wage or salaried employees and the rest farmers, proprietors, tradesmen, craftsmen, and family workers.
There have been two recent (1972) census reports of government employees. One provided a total of !04,000; and the
second, conducted by the Civil Service Department's Control
Bureau and probably the more accurate, 134,560. But because
neither the army nor the police force are included, the total of
those on the government payroll is far higher. The break-down
of government employment into professional, technical, semiskilled and unskilled labour is revealing for the dependence of
the administration on highest grade foreign skills:'
Professional
8,980 of which 3,890 are non-Libyans.
Technical and supervisory 33,307
6,333
"
"
Clerical
17,500
478
"
"
Skilled and semi-skilled
,.
31,981
495
"
Unskilled
I8
38,694
"
"
Non-specified
86
4,098

"

134,560

"

ll,310

Source: Labour Survey UNDP-Libyan government 1972; preliminary results
Is there an industrial working class? The Census Department
produces quarterly statistics on production and employment in
'selected large manufacturing establishments'. 'Large' means
any establishment engaging twenty or more persons: and there
were just over 200 such establishments in the country. 17 Many

* An estimate of 25o,ooo foreign workers, or one eighth of Libya's total
population, is given by Ragaei El Mallakh, 'Industrialization in the Middle
East: Obstacles and Potential'.
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of these offer seasonal work only, as in canning factories. By
1970 there were 7,306 workers in manufacturing, most of them
operatives. (The figure included 155 working proprietors and
unpaid family workers.) Of this total, 1,550 were in food processing factories, and 1,135 in tobacco factories. Other industries in
which a total of more than 500 persons were employed were
textiles; c.hemical products; cement; and fabricated metal,
though not machinery. The 1964 census reported that the
average number of workers employed per enterprise was 1·7.
This is family production rather than manufacturing.
Additionally, 13,701 were employed in construction: the
majority (7,451), non-Libyans. (Of Libya's sixty-eight construction firms that year, twenty-four were foreign-owned.) As in the
economy as a whole, the majority of profe sional, technical,
administrative, executive, and supervisory workers were
foreigners, and the majority of Libyans worked as unskilled
workers.
The oil industry employed just under 13,000 persons in all;
6,478 employed by the oil concession-holding companies, and
· 6,391 by companies providing services to the oil industry. In
the oil companies proper Libyan workers constituted 66·5 per
cent of total manpowe.r, and this figure is being pushed up in the
government drive for Libyanization.
Manpower remains the straw that could break the back of the
government's development plans. There is a large and growing
shortage of skilled and trained labour. A third of the trained
posts in the civil service are unfilled. Every new development
project compensates for the shortage of Libyan manpower by
recruiting foreign labour. Yet paradoxical as it may seem, a
hidden surplus of labour does exist in Libya. Its reallocation to
crucial sectors where workers are in demand could contribute
to economic growth, except that the labour bottleneck is a
consequence of deliberate government policy, begun by the old
regime but continued by the new, as one of the peculiarities of
the rentier state.
The recorded labour force at the time of the 1964 census was
slighdy less than 26 per cent of the population, which is low.
The participation of children was smaller than in most develop175
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ing and Middle East countries, though in part this was due to
the expansion of schooling. The participation of women was
almost negligible. But the labour force itself was not fully
employed. This, Robert Mabro shows, 18 meant that institutional
forces were interfering with the proper functioning of the labour
market. In most oil-producing countries of the world, it is the
oil industry - whose wage bill is tiny in relation to profits - that
is the wage leader. Not so in Libya. Typical hiring rates for unskilled labour in the oil sector are lower than in agriculture and
than in all other sectors of the economy. Before the oil era, wages
in agriculture were very depressed, and the rural-urban wage
differential, though small, favoured the slowly emerging modern
sector. In 1956, when the oil companies started exploring, they
offered employment at wages substantially higher than the rates
prevailing elsewhere. The rural surplus of labour was transferred to the towns. But neither oil nor manufacturing could
absorb the &urplus, 'and the private sector could not expand
sufficiently either; furthermore the state was not in a position
to satisfy these demands, not yet having received any substantial
revene from oil. When oil revenues started to flow into the
treasury, the government had no option but to create new jobs
in its own departments. Salary scales were revised and adjusted
upwards in 1964, and again in 1966; and official employment
expanded.Familyand housing allowances were granted.Recruitment to government services was not restricted to the towns but
extended to the rural areas, too. From 1964 the oil industry
ceased to be the wage leader of the economy. The role was taken
over by the government. Workers were leaving agriculture to
find employment not in productive sectors of the cash economy
but in non-productive government activity where jobs and wages
were the most convenient means 9f distributing oil revenues. It
was a disguised welfare state, better by far than a flamboyant
shaikhdom, but an economy cushioning unproductive labour
through the distribution of benefits.
Mabro's study of the composition and stability of the labour
force showed that the towns were breeding a generation of
workers lacking industrial skills and reluctant, in the context of
oil wealth and rising expectations, to take unskilled jobs. The
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provision of employment on easy terms in government service
had raised the marginal price of effort: it was difficult to recruit
Libyans for irksome tasks in construction and agriculture.
Though it was recognized that economic development depended
on agricultural progress, on the growth of an infrastructure, on
the emergence of new activities in manufacturing and services,
the government's strong interference in the labour market
hindered the process.
Within days of taking power, the new regime doubled the
minimum wage and lowered rents by decree. The oil companies
were obliged to follow suit. In the years following there were
further wage increases. 19 Graded civil servants were the exception. Their last increase, of 60 per cent, had been given in late
1964, and they had received housing subsidies in 1968. The new
regime thinned out civil service ranks by offering pensions for
early retirement: this was partly to shrink this overstaffed sector
but partly also to weed out the politically suspect. But further
than this the government dared not go in cutting disguised
unemployment.
By 1970 government-employed messengers in Tripoli were
taking home [;L70 a month. There was a chronic shortage of
trained workers; yet unskilled wages were often not far below
those paid to the semi-skilled and the skilled. This was an
attractive policy of egalitarianism but it meant that there were
few incentives to train. In the schools and on vocational courses,
there was a high rate of wastage, due to the ease and security of
government employment. Libya was producing an ever larger
population in unproductive employment, even as development
schemes grew more ambitious. Above all there was no more
appalling waste of labour potential than the condition of women.
A manpower projection conducted in 1970 est.imated that by
1985, Libyan women would comprise only 7 per cent of the
country's total labour force.
Few studies in depth have been conducted into the effect of
oil on the village economy and social structure in the countryside.
An exception is the investigation by Jamil Hilal 20 into a group
of villages in north-west Tripolitania in the district of Msellata,
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where olive cultivation was the traditional basis of livelihood. In
this village society, two economic sectors coexisted by the mid
sixties: the agricultural or traditional sector, which included
those whose main income derived from farming; and the modem
sector, of those whose basic source of income was non-agricultural. Of the adult men in the villages, 37 out of every 100
were living and working away; and another 15 in every 100
worked outside the village in wage labour, government employment, or trade.
Within the agricultural sector there was a good deal of differentiation. Over a'quarter of the households in four of the villages
had no or very little property: less than a hectare of land or less
than five olive trees. About a fifth of the households had larger
land areas : more than thirty hectares and over 200 trees. The
usual sharecropping method of working the land had persisted:
land was leased to a sharecropper who was required to provide
the labour, half the seed and half the expenses of ploughing;
landlord and sharecropper then shared the proceeds.This system
turned large landowners free for other occupations. But whereas
traditionally the poor and the·landless had to depend for their
livelihood on the larger property-owner, with the arrival of the
oil economy, working on the land ·was no longer the only
possible source of employment. Share-cropping, seasonal and
day-labouring work was still available, but there was now a
great shortage of such workers. A new labour market had
opened for permanent wage labour anq even salaried occupations
in the non-agricultural sector. For the people living on the land,
a dry year no longer meant famine or extreme hardship,and there
was no longer total dependence on an unreliable and hostile
nature. Better-off landowners were quick to make use of generous
government subsidies, loans, and credit facilities; large landowners jn any case had ways and means of diversifying their
income by investing capital in the modern sector of the economy.
The consequence was an increase in the economic differentiation
between individuals in the villages. Traditionally men had
invested surplus income in land or livestock; now it was likely
to be invested in buildings and shops in Tripoli.
The village thus came to accommodate distinct categories of
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people with radically different work conditions. Economic
differentiation was most pronounced within the non-agricultural
group.
The market situation and the work conditions of the village shopkeeper, the unskilled manual workers, the teacher and the administrator differed significantly. The government official obtained - or
expected - a range of benefits from pension and medical facilities to
housing allowances and paid holidays. A government official could
earn an income several times higher than an unskilled manual worker.
But some farmers had also turned into traders because farming was
seen as a less and less viable source of livelihood, and of course
numbers had migrated to the urban areas.
Of the emigrants 1 5 per ce.nt had become traders or pedlars;
25 per cent were in manual jobs as building or dock workers or
porters; another 25 per cent worked as messengers, guards,
waiters, or ushers in government offices; and the remaining 30
per cent were teachers, clerks, policemen, or did administrative
jobs in government. The poor were more likely to emigrate;for
the wealthier could afford to live in both worlds, remaining landowners and committed to agriculture, yet investing capital in
non-agricultural resources.
Despite these many changes, important aspects of village life
retain their traditional and conventional character. There had
been little change in the position of women. In the villages,
though economic differences had grown, these were not specially
displayed or organized. Residence continued to be based not on
class differences but on kinship. Economic differences were not
even conspicuous in people's style of dress, food,or housing. As
for ideology: • It was not possibl_e to discern any political ideologies that can be said to reflect the incipient class divisions in
these villages' . . . Hila! asked why the presence of permanent
wage labour in a cash economy, together with considerable
differences in wealth and occupations had not led to the perception or articulation of different interests by distinct social classes.
There seemed to be several reasons. Very large landowners were
rare: partly because of the system of fragmented land holdings;
partly because of adverse agricultural conditions, which made the
rise of a professional class of farmers extremely difficult. It was
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common for landowners to work alongside the labourers in their
employ. The relationship between landlord and labourer as
seasonal and thus temporary. There was no stable group of
people who worked as agricultural labourers throughout the
year. Above all, village society was characterized by the many
bonds that held its members together as kinsmen,co-worshippers,
and neighbours; even men who formed the nucleus of a new
middle class nonetheless retained ties with manual workers and
landless peasants.
People did not conceptualize their economic position in class
terms. Hila! points out that words like fellah, ami! (manual
worker), or muwadhef (salaried) were used to indicate sources of
income, not class position, or an exact position in any economic
structure. Afellah coUld be landless, a sharecropper, or a farmer
working his own land. Muwadhef did not differentiate between
clerk or highly paid administrator. Men were grouped depending
on whether they were urban, rural, or nomadic. Informants
asked to classify society into a hierarchy put into the highest
strata men who ate beef, lamb, and bred made of wheat; used
butter; had running water, electricity, and modern-style furniture;and employed servants so that women did liule housework.
This is the way of life of the city dweller:The middle group ate
camel and goat meat, and bread made from barley; used cistern
water for drinking, and paraffin for cooking and lighting; and
their women worked inside the home. This style of living typifies the rural settled areas. The third group ate oats for bread,
dates and figs; lived in caves and tents; used wood for cooking;
and tl1eir women worked outside the home. These are nomads
or communities in semi-settled areas. This view of society
ignored stratification within cities like Tripoli, or ilie degree of
differentiation already present in rural areas. It was revealing,
said Hila!, not for its accuracy but for ilie attempt to fit the·
society into a traditional framework of stratification, where incomes and ilieir source did not qualify as a basis for differentiation.
Hilal's study was done in the early years of oil and in one part
of the country only. In ilie more densely settled areas closer to
Tripoli in more recent years there has grown an even larger
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population of rural residents commuting to the city. In the
countryside in western Libya the most notable stratification is
that between the landowners and their non-Libyan, mostly
Tunisian, farm labourers. Observers have calculated that on
some of the small farms, five out of seven farm workers are
Tunisian, and on others two out oftwo. Non-Libyans are filling
more and more of the jobs at the lower ends of the salary scale
which Libyans do not, and have no need to, fill. In this dependence of 'patrician' Libyans on 'plebeian' foreign labour Libya
is beginning to resemble Kuwait.
Libya's interdependent role in the international capitalist
system is firmly established with her export of oil in exchange for
manufactured goods and even the most basic foodstuffs. The
insertion of an advanced capitalist mode of production in the oil
sector has caused a dramaticacceleration of economic growth; yet
the only direct impact of the petroleum sector on the rest of the
economy is through the government's expenditure of oil income
and the local purchases of goods and services by the oil
companies. There has been almost no industrialization. There is
no financial or industrial bourgeoisie; only a dispersed and fragmented commercial class that sells to the internal market.
The new regime's measures temporarily froze tlie growth of a
speculative and commercial bourgeoisie; though for political
rather than economic reasons. And the result was not a dismantling of this class, but a certain redistribution within it:' On
the other hand, Libyanization of commerce - only Libyans are
allowed to register companies and hold partnerships - provided
new avenues for this class, as did the open season for private real
estate contracting.The new regime's policy towards an eJ:I?.ergent
capitalist class is expressed in the Charter of the Arab Socialist
Union. 'Non-exploiting' capitalists will be tolerated, perhaps
even encouraged, depending on how the policy towards the
private sector is elaborated in the corning period. What distinguishes a capitalist from a non-exploiting capitalist? Taxation will
place limits on his size, and his activities will have to be synchronized with the needs of the economy.
A strong nationalise capitalist sector is unlikely to ·develop.
I8I
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What is striding ahead is a form of state capitalism; for all the
major projects of the development plans are being undertaken
by state-run corporations, although these in turn are contracting
to foreign firms and technology.
In a country like Libya the state is not an instrument of
specific class interests of, say, an established bourgeoisie, for the
state does not rest on a social basis of advanced capitalist relations but, for the most part, on socio-economic structures of a
pre-capitalist type. So the form of state-run capitalism inaugurated does not entrench the property rights of a bourgeoisie,
but the state itself functions as an independent owner of the
principal means of production. The managers of the state -army
men and bureaucrats for the most part - are not spokesmen of
clearly defined class interests, but form a separate social community, even assume the role of a group proprietor, but one
which serves as a link in the chain of complex international
economic and political relations.ll As the government sector
grows, and its state-run projects increase, there is created an
ever larger body of government and statemanagement employees
linked in symbiotic relationship with the oil revenues and their
continued flow, and whose thinking is inspired by the ethic of
the rentier state: heavy government protection, easy living and
unproductive labour for a large part of a very small population.
The single significant structural change introduced by the
new regime has been to decree that land not in use must revert
to state ownership. This was aimed at the eastern region where
the major tribes, shaikhs, and families of Cyrenaica had been the
economic and political under-pinning of the Sanusi regime.
While tribal land was communally owned, it was allocated by
shaikhs for use to commoners, and this system of land patronage
by a score or two of powerful tribal heads had produced a
system of client politics. The ministry of Agriculture hit on a
subsidiary technique to whittle away the influence of the large
tribal landowners: a regulation on subsidized fodder stipulated
that no more than twenty tons would be sold to any individual
farmer, and he had to produce proof of his holding. This was
directed against the speculator who had bought up fodder in
quantities though he had never fed a sheep in his life.
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The effect of these attempts to undermine the big men of
Cyrenaican tribes has been difficult to evaluate; since apart from
the inner condition of the army,there is probably no more sensitive subject in Gadafi's Libya than the post revolution reaction
in the eastern region.
In the countryside there is a growing yet uncertain class of
small landowners heavily dependent upon state loans and
assistance. The growth of a class of capitalist farmers will be slow
if not impossible because of the capital cost of machinery,labour,
and expertise. Within the subsistence economy, there has been a
steadily falling rate of productivity on the land and a flow of
unproductive rural labour to the cities. The class of propertyless
day labourers appearing in the heavily state-subsidized agriculture as well as on private farms, is largely non-Libyan:
Tunisian and, more recently, Egyptian. (Likewise the private
contracting industry will re-coup much of its capital at the cost
of the Libyan state, since housing for most Libyans is a state
undertaking, but also at the expense of new immigrant nonLibyans.) The urban petit-bourgeoisie of Benghazi and Tripoli
and smaller coastal towns - a scattering of professionals, public
officials, and small shopkeepers - is a large heterogeneous class,
shortly to be made more varied still by Egyptians, now invited
freely into the Libyan economy. The preponderant layer of this
class comprises those employed in the public sector. But while
Libyanization of the senior posts in the oil industry and large
allocations for post-graduate training will build an upper technical elite and administrative class, the lower levels of the public
sector brim with a large pool of unskilled labour. The urban
working class is tiny still, as under the previous regime; and
concentrated in the oil industry, on the docks, in construction
and in small import substitute factories. The petroleum workers
produce immense surplus value; but this is mediated between
state and corporations, with the government refusing to permit
the workers direct action in the·oil industry. In March 1972
stevedores and dockers at Tripoli harbour staged a week-long
strike for higher pay and better working conditions, but in the
same year the government forbade strikes and sit-down protests,
as well as stoppages by students in educational establishments.
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Disputes are to be settled by the Islamic practice of 'consultation '. 22
' ajority
It is still too soon to know the outcome of the great m
of projects undertaken by the new development plans; most are
still merely on paper. King and Colonel have proved equally
susceptible to the blandishments of high-powered salesmen for
arms and highly capital-intensive projects. Both regimes have
accepted and deepened the rentier state economy. It allows large
public expenditures without taxation; it disguises poverty and
the underdeveloped population. There is a quick road to ostensible development, and this is the road Libya is taking. In the first
instance the development is being carried out by foreigners. In
1964 there were 17,000 non-Libyans working in the economy.
By 1973 this figure had jumped to 8o,ooo. In the last quarter of
1972 foreigners were coming into the economy at the rate of
s,ooo a month, and this looked like becoming the steady rate of
increase. The union with Egypt was imminent, and the common
labour market was already operating. Gadafi's vision: of a unified
Arab state posed many imponderables but none as critic:!! for
the domestic future of Libyans as the way in which the m tssive
influx of non-Libyan labour would obscure the real problems of
development.
Each year about 22,000 newcomers join the labour force. A
ministerial committee on employment found that fewer than
one in three have been educated above the elementary level or
have any vocational skills. By the end of 1972 this affluent society
had fewer than 150 in-plant trainees for industry. The annual
shortage of skilled labour ·was estimated at 6,ooo, even without
any replacement of non-Libyan workers. The society was thus
accumulating a large reservoir of unskilled and deprived young
labour. On top of this untrained and ill-used mass is an elite,
larger than before and growing fast, of secondary-school and
university graduates, some trained to technology and executive
positions. Any gaps in the labour force are filled by the importation of foreigners. The more grand projeets are added to the
development plans, the more this pattern is confirmed. On the
surface there is spectacular development, of huge projects
bought abroad. Oil pays for imported hospitals and hotels,
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expertise and technology; but meanwhile the mass of Libya's
people are unchanged, even if they are well paid in disguised
under-employment. Libya has no construction industry and no
plans to build one; for while there are. new cement factories,
there is nothing of the organizational an,d training infrastructure
that must lay the domestic basefor the first stages of industrialization. Many ·of the projects could grow into white elephants as
those of the previous regime did, for international capital is
certainly no more scrupulous about the wastage of Libyan oil
resources than the Libyan·government. There is as yet no evidence that Gadafi is prepared to use his power and his prestige
to drag Libyans screaming into a productive economy.
It is one thing to point to the deficiencies of L-ibyan planning
policies; it is, admittedly, another thing altogether to cure them.
For the point must be made emphatically that the faults are not
always the result of inepmess - though some undoubtedly are,
in a society struggling to adjust to massive.change- but that they
have grown inevitably out of the constraints pla ed on the
Libyan economy by the nature of the render state. And if the
latter constraints were not serious enough, there are also the
peculiarly diffit conditions imposed on the country's economy
by nature: geography and climate and the vast desert distances
between population centres. Like Libya, Kuwait is a rentier
state in the desert. But she has far fewer problems, for Kuwait
is less a country than a large town built on oil, with none of
Libya's problems of building an infral;tructure to link widely
dispersed centres, with no possibilities at all,and thus no dreams,
of agriculture, with even fewer people and thus more extravagant
oil wealth to spread between them. If Kuwait has development
problems - as distinct from wealth - they pale beside Libya's.
The problems have been constant between monarchy and
RCC regime, but has there ·been no difference at all in their
planning conceptions? Many of the schemes of the new regime
are difficult to judge because they are still on paper. But wasteful
expenditure is clearly not a thing of the past. At the same time
the new regime has distributed generous amounts on social
services. By the end of 1969 there were 3,opo Libyans enrolled
in university courses; by 1972 the total was 8,220. New school-
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rooms, hospitals, and clinics l!re going up; incomes, especially
of the lower-paid groups, have risen. Government protects the
employed in their jobs and subsidizes their housing; it also
subsidizes the un- or under-employed. Since oil began to flow,
government in Libya has indulged the population in a large
portion of the cash benefit; this regime has more money and is
spending even more than the previous one did. Whatever the
criticisms of a regime for planning and spending without an overall development conception, rather a welfare state than a government run by millionaire shaikhs squandering their riches in
Hilton Hotels. Nonetheless it is the conception of planning and
df deve!opment which is the seminal issue. There is evidence in
the new regime's sectoral figures of expenditure that the government is trying genuinely to increase investment in the productive
sectors. The difficulty is that not all productive sectors can be
productive in Libya,since natural disadvantages have to be taken
into account, 3n:d there are no signs of the ruthless calculation of
development arid planning priorities that a rentierstate economy
demands if it is to breal< the sequence of its own peculiar underdevelopment. There is no sign that the country's planners are
corning to terms with . Libya's inadequacies, natural as well as
manpower. There is no criticism voiced about wastage, about
inertia, about senseless extravagance. The indictment may well
be that this generauon is squandering resources needed for the
next, and for long-term development as distinct from mere
economic growth. It is no easy problem for Libya to restructure
a badly balanced economy so as to relieve her dependence upon
oil, but it is made even more urgent by the fact that oil reserves
have been calculated at only thirty years of future production.23

10 The Oil State Beyond the State

Though they started with the advantage of British control during
the military occupation and British influence afterwards, British
oil companies were no match for the American oil industry. 1
The early drafts of what became Libya's petroleum law were
prepared by a British law adviser, and there was an attempt to
make provision for concession rights to companies which had
carried out previous exploration, like Shell and BP. But when •
the draft went before a government Petroleum Commission,
which in turn consulted all the oil companie, this provision was
deleted. By then ESSO was well in the field; geologists of the
parent company, Standard Oil of New Jersey, now Exxon, had
carried out preliminary reconnaissance in 1947 and 1948, and
once independence arrived exploration work began in earnest.
Italy, which had started the search for oil in the 1930s, was
frozen out altogether.2
Libya promulgated its Petroleum Law, Royal Decree No. 25
·of 1955.3 It laid the basis for an oil industry very different in
structure from Aramco's monopoly of Saudi Arabia's oil fields or
Basra's of Iraq, where a single giant cartel exercised control over
the entire oil concession, though without necessarily working it.
Libya was trying to break into the oil business at a time of plentiful supply, and United States oil fields were operating at only
part capacity. Oil companies had to be seduced to new fields:
and Libya's oil law accordingly went out of its way to offer
favourable inducements to smaller and competing oil interests.
The 1955 oil law was drafted by a panel of oil economy experts
including N. Pachachi, later secretary of OPEC, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, and a Dutch petroleum
consultant attached to the Ministry of Finance; with government
advisers and company representatives sitting together. Anxious
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to break into the oil industry, the independent oil companies
played an important role in the casting of the law. A ceiling was
set on the maximum number of concessions and the total areas
to be held by any one interest; concession holders had to
surrender unused concessions after a stipulated period of time,
and the government was free to offer a relinquished concession
for competitive bidding once again. (Spectacular strikes were to
be made on more than one relinquished area.) The law thus
ensured rapid turnover of concessions and maximum competition
between oil companies. The idea was to induce the largest
possible number of competitive bidders to enter Libya in search
of oil, and the plan worked. In the first year after the law was
passed, fifty-one concessions were granted to seventeen companies. The rush to find oil was on.
The Libyan oil industry grew at an unprecedented rate. It was
the first oil-producing country to surpass production of a million
barrels a dayn less than five years from the start of production.
By 1968 Libyan oil production was 6·7 per cent of the world's
total. It had taken Venezuela 40 years, Iran over 30 years, and
Kuwait 24, to reach the same level of production. 4 Libya was
supplying more than a third of Western Europe's oil imports.
By the end of 1967 forty companies were operating in the
country, seventeen of them exporting oil.5 Instead of having a
group company, operating as a unit, to deal with,as in the older
oil-producing areas of the Middle East, Libya had a flock of
individual firms,for the competitive conditions had induced both
Majors 6 and Independents to enter the country. By 1965 the Independents were extracting just under half of Libya's total oil production. ESSO, the world's largest oil company, which is a third
owner of Aramco, was the largest producer among the Majors;
but a group of three Independents combined in Oasis (Amerada,
Continental and Marathon) produced almost as much.7
For nearly ten years, Western Europe had been the scene of a
tremendous price war in the oil industry. The Majors dominated
the Western European market and had their refineries and
marketing organizations there. The Independents used pricecutting to nudge into the European market. Some of the Majors
retaliated by cutting posted prices and consequently revenues per
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barrel paid to Middle East producers;and this led directly to the
formation in 1960 of OPEC, the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries, when the oil-producing countries came
together in combination to lessen the bargaining position of the
Majors. The Majors charged the Independents with being
responsible for the rapid deterioration of the European market.
A Royal Dutch-Shell chief executive claimed that, as a result
of the disruptive influence of the independent oil companies,
quantities of'uncommitted oil overhung the market'. 8 He defined
uncommitted oil.as oil from Russia or oil owned by the independent or non-integrated oil companies, much from recent Libyan
discoveries. The Majors decided on a strategy to edge the Independents out of their Libyan advantage. Libya thus became
the battleground of the price clash between the Majors and the
Independents, one of the combatants in the clash, but also the
instrument of the Majors.
Oil prices paid by consumers, and the share allocated to the
oil-producing countries, have never been based even remotely on
the cost of producing oil. From the outset the oil industry maintained a monopolistic pricing system which rested on the basic
structure of the dominant American-controlled industry. The
feature of this system was the complete integration within each
of the major companies of all phases of the industry: exploration, production of crude, refining, transport and finally marketing. Competition between the major oil companies, at each point
in the industry and for the industry as a whole, was thus virtually
eliminated by the integration of the companies with- each other
at various phases of the oil-production and selling process.
By 1949 the seven major oil companies owned 65 per cent of
estimated crude reserves in the world, and 92 per cent of crude
reserves outside the United States, Mexico and the Soviet
Union. They controlled 88 per cent of crude production outside
the United States and the Soviet Union, and 77 per cent of
refining capacity outside those two countries. In addition, the
majors controlled directly at least two thirds of the tanker fleets
and all the major pipelines of the Middle East. Because of the
concentrated .and integrated nature of the ,major firms, they
L. - IO
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could set the price of crude oil with an arbitrary relationship to
cost: how profits were distributed among the various phases of
the oil operation was a book-keeping operation of the companies.
The immense profits of the international oil industry in the
Middle East rested on the difference between the extremely low
cost of producing Middle East oil and the artificially high price
structure maintained by the industry with the assistance of the
United States government.9
In the late 1940s Venezuela pioneered the agreement whereby
producing countries and the international firms 'shared' profits
according to duly negotiated formulas on royalty allocation. In
later years the same system was introduced into the Middle East.
By 1960 the monopoly price structure of the industry was under
challenge from two directions. There were the attempts of
producer states to gain more favourable terms and a larger share
of profits; and at the same time the independent oil companies
were trying to nudge into the immense profits of the international
oil industry. OPEC had been formed as a response to political
changes in the Middle East and to this inter-industry competition, and it was at this point that Libyan oil began to flow into
the international market.
In 1963 OPEC adopted a new royalty expensing formula more
favourable to the producing countries. It provided that the
royalty paid per barrel by company to government should be
treated as cost instead of as part of the tax on profits paid to the
oil-producing governments. Libya had joined OPEC in 1962.
And no sooner had she done so than the Majors offered to apply
the OPEC formula to Libya - on condition that the Libyan
petroleum law was amended, so that the same conditions were
imposed upon all companies, Majors and· Independents alike.
Until then the,Independent producers had computed their oil
price on the basis of prices realized, whereas the Majors paid on
posted prices, which were prices unilaterally published by the
producing or trading affiliates of the major international companies. Taxes were levied at 50 per cent of the price. ESSO, the
largest and most successful Major in Libya, had fixed the posted
price of Libya's oil at $2·21 a barrel; the Independents led by
Oasis were realizing prices of between $1·30 and $1·40 per
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barrel; so that this meant a substantially lower government
revenue per barrel from the Independents than from the
Majors. Libya's adoption of the OPEC formula meant that she
would be paid half not of the realization from actual sales but
half of the higher posted price. It would bring Libya's oil costing
and pricing system into line with that of the Middle East, and
considerably increase the Libyan government's oil revenue. It
would also rock the profits of the Independent, which worl<ed
on smaller profit margins because their production and marketing costs were higher and which, without integrated markets and
a selling organization of their own, hadbroken into the European
market only on the strength of their much lower prices.
The announcement by the government that it was preparing
to revise the petroleum law in line with the Majors' proposals
stunned the Independents. 1 0 They argued that they had taken
no part in the OPEC negotiations in the Middle East and were
not bound by its terms. They argued that Libya was reneging
on contractual aireements; that this was tantamount to enticing
oil companies to undertake the risk of exploration and then,
after exploration had yielded success, to stiffen its concession
agreements. They argued that they were selling at the maximum
possible prices to independent buyers in Europe and could not
sell Libyan oil any higher in view of the sharp competition of
lower-cost Middle East crudes. They pointed to the role that
they had played in finding large oil reserves in Libya and in
developing outlets for Libyan oil in Europe which would not
otherwise have been available since it was in the interests of the
Majors to keep out Libyan oil. They objected to a price settlement negotiated on their behalf by their rivals.
The struggle had just begun when Libya announced that she
was ready to open bidding for new oil concessions all over the
country, including the highly sought areas in the Sirte basin.
Until then the government did not seem to have made up its
mind about the royalty offer from the Majors, and the Independents were still hopeful. As the companies prepared to bid, the
government announced seventeen items which would determine
preference. These included posted prices as a basis for determining royalties; a profit split to exceed the standard so per cent;
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the availability of markets; and the readiness and capability of
companies to establish refineries and petro-chemical industries in
Libya; with bonuses and other 'benefits' to government. Independents took hope from a rumour that the government had
decided no new petroleum law would be necessary, since its
requirements would instead be incorporated in these 'suggested'
terms of bidding for new concessions.
When the bidding opened, several dozen combinations of
companies from seven different countries submitted their offers.
Among the new bidders were European state-backed firms,
especially West German, and a swarm of new independent
operators fresh to the international oil scene. About a hundred
top oil executives flew in for the formal opening of six crates of
bids. Over great stretches of Tripolitania and Fezzan there were
few contenders; but there was a heavy concentration of offers in
an area where Oasis, Mobil-Gelsenberg, and Esso's biggest
fields had been found.This was the first major bid for concessions
since 'I96I, when the oil boom had really got under way.11 The
Petroleum Intelligence Weekly 12 tipped as likely winners European
bidders (like Hispanoil and France's CFP) which have markets
and 'tend to dilute the feeling of being under the thumb of the
international majors' as well as a couple of Majors 'to be on the
safe side'.
The bids were no sooner lodged, than the ibyan government
reopened the issue of prices. Increased revenues were needed
for the development plan, not least for a prestigious and ambitious housing programme to which the King had pledged his
name. A Royal Decree incorporating the OPEC formula was
drafted in readiness to be rushed through parliament: government was anxious to collect extra taxes for that year, and itS
partners in the battle, the Majors, were stepping up the pressure.
The Majors appeared first before the government committee
and indicated their acceptance of the new formula. A deadline
was set for the Independents to state whether they would
voluntarily amend their existing deeds accordingly. Complaining
that at 'sales price levels the new deal will give us zero profits',
the Independents tried to mount a counter-offensive. By then
they were collectively outproducing the Majors by 15 per cent of
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oil production. A group of the Independents went direct to the
Prime Minister to argue that there had been no negotiations and
no chance tpresent their case.
If Libya loses the independents, the seven companies told the
Prime Minister, then the majors holding low cost Arabian Gulf
production 'could drastically reduce Libyan production by substituting the ArabiGulf oil'. The majors 'could then determine Libya's
revenues by regulating oil production. This threat is so powerful that
these companies could conceivably in time put enough pressure on
Libya to reduce their oil taxes.'
The seven-company group cited Abu Dhabi and Oman as illustrating the 'reality of major international control'. They claimed the
major internationals held an exclusive concession in Abu Dhabi for 25
years with practically no exploration effort, and started production
there only after the dispute between them and the Iraq Government
in 1964. They also declared that the Oman concession has been held
25 years and is not scheduled to come into production until 1967. By
contrast, the group noted, in Libya where the independents were
active, production has increased at a rate many times that of the
Arabian Gulf.
Turning to the OPEC tax and royalty upon which Libya's proposed
law is based, the independents said it would give Libya 'a short term
gain but a long term loss'. The OPEC formula, the companies admitted, would give Libya a high revenue per barrel but would 'impair
the levels of future production ... and not give the highest ultimate
revenue to Libya'.13

This plea notwithstanding, the new petroleum law was
decreed in mid November 1965, and the government served
notice on the companies that it intended to compel quick
acceptance of the new terms. The Independents continued to
hold out. The government announced that the granting of the
new concessions was postponed for a month and that the new
law permitted companies not only to maintain their original
offers if they conformed to the new law, but to add 'certain
conditions more favourable to the Libyan government'.14 Shortly before the expiry of the deadline, the Independents capitulated.
The fo\11'-month blitz by the Major internationals to force the
Independents into conformity had succeeded.
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All eyes now turned to the concessions awarded. When they
were announced, the Oil Minister Fuad Kabazi agreed that it
was 'a peculiar list' in many ways. 15 But it showed 'where our
interests lie and which way we intend to go'. Five West German
companies won awards to highlight the drive by Germany already taking 38 per cent of Libya's crude - to secure North
African crude oil. German sources said that the Bonn government had exerted influence on behalf of national firms. 16
Apart from Union Rheinische and the Wintershall-Elwerath
partnership, both of West Germany, the Spanish-FrenchAmerican Hispanoil group, with French and·American interests,
and Italy's ENI were the successful state oil companies; winning
their bids by virtue of their. direct relationship with consumer
governments in the European market area.
Among the successful bidders there were fourteen n wcomers
to Libya with no prior oil experience abroad. The oil industry
expressed its puzzlement at some of these new concessions.'When
the winners were announced,' wrote the Oil and Gas Journal/ 7
'Libya-watchers were shocked to learn that only three awards
went to the major companies who had pioneered Libyan exploration .. . On the winning list appeared some strange new names
and companies unknown to the industry: Circle Oil, Lion
Petroleum, Mercury, Libya Texas, Libyan Desert, and Bosco
Middle East.' They were .described by the journal as 'paper
companies'. 'There were a few whispers of hi-jinks in high
places but these were quickly qua.shed in Tripoli,' the journal
added. But not before three of the non-ministerial members of
Libya's Higher Petroleum Council which had studied the offers,
submitted their resignations. This was when the King's private
secretary issued an unprecedented press statement denying as
'baseless rumours' certain allegations by 'certain officials' that
the King had recommended·two companies in the bidding. 18
The statement said:
The truth is that when His Majesty studied the list of bidders
together with the recommendations made by the Higher Petroleum
Council he noticed that certain companies had offered very good terms
for the public interest, norwithstanding that the Petroleum Council
had recommended that they should be disregarded on account of
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their not being qualified. It should be pointed out that the King did
not recommend that any oil concessions be granted to a pardcular
company but was of the opinion that those companies whose bids were
more advantageous to the state should be permitted to prospect for
oil.

The newcomer that raised eyebrows highest in the oil world
was the California-based Occidental Petroleum Company of Dr
Armand Hammer, which was given one of Libya's most coveted
concession blocks, ex-Mobil acreage in the Sirte basin. It was
Occidental's first oil venture outside North America. Its management had bought up Occidental as a moribund company nine
years earlier, and its total assets at the time of its Libyan bid
were said to total no more than Ss million. Not long after its
entry into Libya it floated a large financial loan. It was a maverick
firm, an oil company without a lineage by the standards of the
others. Occidental's bid was apparently wrapped in the ribbons
of Libya's national colours and it included a handsome file of
offers. It agreed to nine of the government's preferential factors.
It agreed to devote 5 per cent of its net profit before tax to an
agricul ral development project in the Kufra oasis, and it
offered to join the government in building a gas-fed ammonia
plant. This and the Kufra proposal fell under the category of
'special benefits',and there were others in the package. Occidental started drilling four months after the agreement was signed
and struck oil just over a year later. Was it luck; or Occidental
foresight in acquiring the report of geologists from a rival
company that was retrenching at the opportune moment? The
Occidental concession proved to be one of the world's major oil
deposits. Dogged by rumours that it had sold a share in a lucrative field to acquire working capital and then not honoured its
commitment, the company trebled its earnings in four years
thanks to its Libyan finds.
In 1972, six years after the granting of its lucrative concessions,
documents on file in the New York Federal District Court
showed some of the influences that might have been brought to
bear in Occidental's winning of the prize. The breach of contract
suit against Occidental was filed by Allen & Co., the Wall Street
Investment banking firm. Involved in the hearing were an
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agreement by Occidental to pay $200,000 to one Ferdinand Galic,
described by the Wall StreetJourna/ 19 as a bon-vivant European
businessman and promoter; the financing by Mr Galle of a
documentary film written by Fuad Kabazi, Libya's Oil Minister;
alleged payments by Occidental to Taher Ogbi, the company's
Libyan representative, who became Minister of Labour and
Social Affairs,and to General de Rovin,described as a 'notorious
international swindler' whose real name is Fran.yois Fortune
Louis Pegulu, and who had disappeared from sight by the time
the suit started. No one, said the Wall Street Journal, had even
intimated that Occidental did anything illegal in its successful
effort to gain the big oil concessions; but Occidental's activities
provided an insight into how huge companies sometimes operated
in far-off lands.
The story, wrote the Wall StreetJournal, as pieced together
from the court documents, began in 1964, when 'General de
Rovin' came·to promoter Galic in Paris with a proposition: if Mr
Galle could line up an oil company willing to spend millions of
dollars on the project, he, General de Rovin, could obtain
lucrative concessions in Libya through a highly placed Libyan.
Mr Galic phoned Mr Allen of the Wall Street investment firm,
who contacted Occidental.The Libyan businessman turned out to
be Taher Ogbi, who became Occidental's representative in
Libya and, later, a Cabinet Minister. Through Ogbi, Mr Galic
cultivated Fuad Kabazi who, according to Galic's sworn testimony, began to exert his influence to induce the government of
King Idris to favour Occidental with two of the best of the concessions that the government granted in February 1966. Mr
Kabazi's own deposition reported how he had pressed Occidental's case before the Cabinet; and how, with the King's
approval, Occidental had got the concession being vied for by
oil companies from all around the world.Mr Kabazi's deposition
insisted that his efforts in inner circles to help Occidental obtain
choice concessions, had been strictly for Libya's good. But he
revealed that he had known from the start why Mr Galle was
becoming friendly with hiin. 'The whole purpose of his contact
and close relation was to get this done.' It was an offence punishable by a jail sentence for a government official to give out
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confidential information prior to its official release. Mr Kabazi
claimed that he had divulged secret information because Mr
Galic was Occidental's envoy, 'the man authorized to talk and
the man to whom I should tell everything.' Kabazi had checked
on Galic with Omar Shalhi, who had 'recommended Galic
highly'. Galic and Kabazi had met in Europe; they had written
to one another in secret code; and once, when they discovered
that they were on the same plane together, had pretended not
to know one another. When it came to the concession allocation,
Mr Kabazi said he had faced 'stem resistance' from others inside the government, but he had viewed his promise to Mr Galle
as a commitment. Kabazi had confided to the Italian film-maker
who had directed the documentary film that Mr Kabazi had
written (and which was never shown commercially):
There are many, many interests involved. Imagine, it's as though
there were a large dish filled with all little bones and around this dish
are many, many dogs that are trying to edge each other out to grab
a hold of the contents of the dish, but in view of the fact that Galle is
a dog larger than the rest, he will eat the bone that he has asked to eat.
When Kabazi had achieved the support of the Prime Minister,
the Cabinet had accepted his recommendation that the concessions go to OccidentaL
The companies had been scrambling over one another for the
same concessions. 'You could go into the Libya Palace Hotel
looking for a concession,'an oil man said, 'and a bell-boy found
you a man to bribe.' It was said to be a matter of who bribed
the highest and who bribed the most influential man in government. A month after the fall of the regime, the Los AngelesTimes 20
delivered a verdict on the government's management of its oil
industry. 'The fonner Oil Minister,' it said, 'was considered
both corrupt and a hopeless alcoholic. The leading Shalbi
family was said to be the conduit for millions of dollars in payoffs.
Oil men say that Shalhi demanded five million dollars from oil
company concessionaries before their applications were even
considered.'
The newspaper's article was entitled 'Will New Libyan
Regime Put US Oilmen Through Wringer?'
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As 1967 opened, Libya began to stake a claim in the fixing of
the posted price of its oil. The issue arose out of a wrangle with
four companies that had, as usual, unilaterally fixed a lower
price for Libyan crude on the grounds of its high wax content.
The Oil Ministry charged the companies with infringing the
law's regulations: though it was conceded that the relevant
Regulation 6 contained gaps and needed tightening. This time
Majors and Independents were united. What bothered them,
according to one source,21 was: 'that once a government becomes involved in price-posting decisions, participation might
easily end 11p tantamount to complete control before long'.
Libya was reminded of what had happened to Venezuela when
earlier that year she had tried to seize direct control over export
prices. The issue, said the companies, ran to the root of the
whole P.er cent concept of company management: 'the right to
determine what price is needed to win a customer'.
The closing of the Suez Canal after the Six Day War put
Libya, on Europe's doorstep, at an enormous geographical
advantage. But the regime was reluctant to take advantage of it.
In the Oil Ministry the technicians were pressing for tough
government action to assert its right to take part in price-fixing,
but the Cabinet was·in awe of the companies and felt beholden
to them. Eventually the companies agreed to pay Libya and
Saudi Arabia (for the oil which went by Tapline to the Lebanese
port of Sidon) an allowance as a 'temporary' measure, and the
government was conciliated. The price issue was never brought
to a head. The government accepted the company's oil royalty
payments 'under protest'; but these periodic protests were
casually treated as annual pro forma complaints by the companies.
The timid gestures and conservative thinking of a regime
chronically dependent on Britain and the United States died
hard. Apart from the regime's dependence on the West, the
government was indebted to some of the oil companies for
loans to make up deficits in the budget. In 1965 it had taken
six extended Cabinet meetings to persuade the Cabinet that
the amended Law was necessary. 'We were struggling against
the inertia of our own government,' an official of the Oil
Ministry told me. By 1967 the need for an adjustment to the
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price was glaring, but the regime was rel?ctant to press for one.
During 1968 a Ministry committee had been pressing ESSO
and Occidental about the flaring of gas: Occidental in particular
was pushing production heavily to meet her financial obligations
and was notorious for the raping of fields and the flaring of gas.
(The more slowly oil is pumped the more total the recovery of
resources: this is an ever-present conflict between companies
pressing for the speediest possible exploitation and government
regulatory attempts to nurture resources.) The members of the
committee heard on the radio that their committee had been
dissolved; it had been doing its work too well. Four replacements were appointed to the committee, but it never met. The
Oil Ministry prepared a consolidated regulation on the conservation of flaring gas resources to conform with the OPEC decision,
and this had already been proclaimed and produced by the
government printer when the Oil Minister, Khalifa Musa, told
oil companies that the i sue was still negotiable. By August 1969
there was reputed to be a draft of an amended petroleum law in
the offices of the Ministry, prepared by technicians and advisers :
oil companies, said the Ministry's under-secretary, Mr Ibrahim
Hungari,22 had either to step up their posted price or face
stringent legislation which would make them comply with the
government's demand. The government,he said, would demand
·a price of $2·31 a barrel. Negotiations with the companies were
to open in September, and the government was hoping for a
mutually agreed arrangement of a higher price. There was no
time to test the general scepticism that the government would
lose its nerve when finally faced by the comparues; a fortnight
later there was a new regime.
From one government to another, the flow of oil down the
pipelines was uninterrupted. The new regime's early statements on oil were caution itself. The governments of the United
States, Britain, and France were notified that Libya would
respect all agreements in force. The companies put on a bold
international face. But inside their Libyan offices, confidential
memoranda alerted executives that 'the normal processes leading
towards nationalization of the oil industry in Libya have been
accelerated by the September Revolution'. The companies
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should expect demands for wage increases for locals, restrictions
on the employment of expatriates, and the increased use of the
government oil organization (LIPETCO) as a 'tool to exercise
greater influence on actual operations'.
Once the regime is stable it will launch a frontal attack on the oil
industry. Driven by missionary zeal of secure absolute economic
sovereignty, the regime will use every possible means of 'persuasion'
but it is unlikely that it will resort to outright expropriation.13
However, the example of Iran under Moussadeq, where production was interrupted for more than three years after nationalization in 1951, would surely serve as deterrent. 'In any case,' the ·
oil companies comforted themselves, 'unity and solidarity have
not been characteristic of the modern Arab world', and 'outright expropriation is impractical when negotiations are the
means to reach a settlement'. The month after the regime came to
power, it was announced that the battle for a higher posted price
would be resumed. A government committee was hard at work
on tactics.24 By January 1970 it was ready .to m'eet the oil
companies. They had worked out a strategy too. If the Libyans
raised prices to a level higher than Gulf or West African oil,
Royal Dutch-Shell and BP would substitute Gulf and Nige.rian
oil for some Libyan. But Occidental, which accounted for nearly
one third of Libya's output, could not shift its production,
which was all in Libya. As the negotiations got under way, the
Trans-Arabian pipeline (Tapline) was blocked by a Syrian bulldozer. At more or less the same time, the Libyan government
began to impose production cutbacks on several of the operating
companies. These,said the ministry, were conservation measures
in no way related to the price issue. 25 But the timing was
scarcely fortuitous. The direct effect of the cutback and the
closure of Tapline was small, but large enough seriously to
affect tanker rates. (In 1970 small cutbacks of Mediterranean
oil had a large impact on oil prices through tanker freights
because by that year alternate sources -like Venezuela and the
United States Louisiana fields-had reached their capacity.There
was still oil from the Gulf but it takes six times the tanker capaci200
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.ty to ship one ton of oil from the Gulf to replace one lost from
the Mediterranean. The total reduction in oil exports from
Tapline and Libya was about 50 million tons a year, or a million
barrels a day. This would have required additional tanker
capacity of 300 million tons which was not then availa9le.) Then
Libya struck at the companies one by one. Occidental came first,
as the most vulnerable. And Occidental capitulated. Oasis was
·called in next; but Shell, which has a sixth interest in the consortium, ,refused to take part in the settlement. Libya ordered
the Shell terminal to shut down. The series of ult;imata split
companies down the middle. BP raised the prices of Libyan and
Iraqi crude but insisted she was not influenced by events in
Tripoli, in an attempt to reassert that the sole responsibility for
price-fixing lies with the companies. But meanwhile BP's
partner Bwiker Hunt was prepared to settle, as was Gelse berg
of West Germany and another of the American Independents.
The Foreign Office, studying Middle East supplies, dropped
broad hints to BP and Shell that their stand would be awkward.
When Shell found herself the only company standing out, she
settled too. The new Libyan price at $2·53 a barrel was the
highest outside the United States. But far froni being a final
settlement, Libya announced that she regarded it as a rectification of past injustices for the price paid until then, and not a
new price.
Assisted by Algeria, Libya's conduct of the negotiations was
adroit. She was Western Europe's biggest single oil supplier at
a time when the closure of the Suez Canal had hampered
deliveries east of Suez and had sent oil tanker costs round the
Cape soaring. The repair of Tapline took a prodigiously long
time and \n the event not only earned higher transit fees for
Syria but also gave Libya extra bargaining advantage. Libyan
oil was not only on the Mediterranean side of the Canal, a few
days' delivery from Europe's ports, it was excellent quality, lowgravity crude, with good viscosity and a comparatively low
sulphur content.
Libya's success prompted OPEC-directed action by all
producing countries for an increased tax payment. Four months
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after hervictory,Libya gave notice ofherownnext set of demands
for a tax increase along with a freight and proxiprity allowance.
The oil companies prepared to fight the 1971 round collectively.
The United States Department of Justice authorized an unprecedented waiver of anti-trust legislation so that oil companies,
Majors and Independents, could sign a secret mutual aid pact,
and negotiate as a bloc with producer nations.* At a New York
meeting, thirteen oil companies, eight Majors and five Independents,called for centralized negotiations with all tenoil-producing
countries (six Gulf states, Libya, Algeria, Indonesia, and
Venezuela). This cartel combination then sent a memorandum
to OPEC offering a five-year price stability pact, and set about
enlisting European support in this company line-up, with the
direct diplomatic intervention of the British government. ·The
oil committee of OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) convened a restricted and high-level
meeting of four Western governments in whose territory the
eight international Majors were based; the USA, Britain,
Holland,and France. From Paris there was a company announcement, like the one already issued from New York, of global
negotiations with oil-exporting nations to fix prices for five years
to come. This time the divergence in company interests was
expressed by the Italian state-owned EN!Corporation, which
under Enrico Mattei had built itself by offering more favourable
joint ventures to producer countries. ENJ dissociated itself
from the combined company initiative. France's ERAP too, part
of a Libyan government joint venture which had just found oil
in Libyan coastal waters, also did not subscribe to the common
front: it drew almost half its total oil supplies from Libya and
Algeria, and was locked in its own bilateral negotiations with
Algeria. Meanwhile the Nixon administration had more publicly
than usual dispatched American diplomats to intercede for a
package deal with the more conservative rulers of OPEC
countries. It seemed that the companies had adjusted them*This extraordinary action of the cartel was to be an augury of the future
pattern of oil relations with Libya's government: thus when Bunker Hunt
was threatened.with nationali:u tion it was reported that this firm had obtained supply guarantees from the od1er companies.
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selves to price increases.* In a situation of oil supply shortage
and an inelastic demand for oil, the companies were able to pass
the fu!J price increase on to the consumer, whether through
higher crude oil prices or through higher prices of refined
products - for oil is refined in company refineries and sold
through their marketing channels. Price increases continued to
benefit the companies - and the balance of payments position
of the United States. What the companies did seek were stable
and predictable prices and assurances that what they accepted
would not be changed for five years. And despite their wish to
conclude a single arrangement for aU oil producers, the price
negotiated at Teheran by the six Gulf producers was unacceptable to Libya. That government was also insisting on a freight
differential for its short haul oil, an a!Jowance for its oil's low
sulphur content, and clauses on re-investment and retroactivity.
Libya had begun to use the tactics which had succeeded so
well the previous year, and to pick off the companies one by
one. Occidental was singled out once again; but so was Bunker
Hun't, in a canny move to embarrass its BP partner and prevent
the Majors from achieving their united front. The government
expected the companies engaged in separate negotiations not to
reveal the terms to other companies: 'forbidden to talk to one
another, in an industry like oursI' an oil executive fulminated.
The warning notwithstanding, the ESSO computer in Tripoli
was put at the service uf the companies, which fed information
to it for their executives in London and New York.
During the negotiations Libya announced that she was studying a project to sell oil directly to foreign state companies. She
also called a conference of the four producer states whose oil is
exported through Mediterranean terminals - Libya and Algeria,
Iraq and Saudi Arabia - and though their statement was ambiguous,and hinted at different agreed price levels,they declared
that they would jointly embargo their oil if the companies did
* The Economise ('The Phoney Oil Crisis', Survey,7 July 1973) has voiced
the suspicion that the United States capitulated only too readily to OPEC
demands because they saw increased oil prices as a quick and easy way of
slowing down the Japanese economy, 'whose exports were bothering Americans mightily at the time and which would be more hurt by rises in oil prices
than any other n11tion '.
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not agree to the Libyan terms. Libya's master-stroke was to call
Amoseas in for early I!-egotiation. Though by definition Amoseas
is an Independent existing only in Libya, it comprises two
Majors, Standard Oilifornia and Texaco; and this was the
Majors' soft under-belly. A few weeks later a settlement
emerged. Libya somewhat slightly moderated her demands under Egyptian pressure it was suggested - and there were lastminute dramatics which caused the oil executives to up their
offer. The companies accepted retroactive payments, and committed themselves to re-investing some of their profits. 26 The
result of the negotiations was an immediate gain to Libya of
$8oo million. After a second round of bargaining, the price of
Libyan oil was set at $3·47 a barrel,or an increase of35 per cent.
In 1971 and again in 1973,contracts in dollars were re-negotiated
to compensate for the fall in the value of the dollar, and the
price went up again.
Libya had started by pressing for terms more in line with
those offered elsewhere in the oil world; she ended not only
leaping ahead of these, but also acting as a prod to generalized
price increases for all producers. OPEC, formed for self-help
when the price was plunging, had up to Libya's entry been able
to produce no collective action on the part of the producer
states, except for the 1965 royalty expensing formula; in 1971,
when the Gulf states in OPEC bargained together as a group
against the oil companies, this was a major break in the historical
pattern of individual deals between countries and cartels. The
producer countries had gained enormously in confidence and
experience.
Libya's tough tactics had been fortified by huge reserves.
There was the psychological advantage held by a regime that
had just nationalized banks and whose chief spokesman was
announcing that Libya could do not only without the oil
companies but even without oil. Oil-producer policies in this
decade, it might be argued, were devised less by revolutions than
by the oil consultants spawned by the industry, skilfully reacting
to the new bargaining possibilities within the changing structure
of the international oil industry. Libya's case was based on already available OPEC studies on oil price fixing, and some of it
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had even been prepared by the Oil Ministry under the monarchy.
What was needewas a regime with a blazing sense of persecution at the hands of foreign oil monopolies, and the reckless
abandon with which Gadafi and his colleagues entered the fray.
Libya's revenue from oil grew spectacularly, although her
annual production dropped after the cutbacks ordered from 1970
when she decided that she would preserve resources and aim for
increased revenue rather than increased production:27
Libyan Oil Revenue28
Million
Libyan
dinars
1968
1969
1970
1971
197.2

357·8
370'0
363·0
469·0
580·0

Million
barrels
x,orz·5
1,196·6
I,ZII·I

1,007·686
8I5·.201

Average
daily
production
2·77 million
3·.28 million
3'318 million
.2·76 million
.2·2 million

Libya's gold and foreign reserves have grown from 8917 million at the
end of 1969 to S1,590 million in 1970, 8.2,665 million in 1971, and
8.2,9.29 million in 197.2.

Yet these figures give only a partial picrure of the finances of
oil. American oil companies alone made about $5,800 million in
profits between 1963 and 1968 from their oil operations in the
five major Middle East oil-producing countries, including
Libya; according to a recent study. 29 Taking goods bought by
these countries in the United States, dollar deposits by their
central banks in the United States, and repatriated profits of
American oil companies, these five oil-producers made a positive
contribution of nearly Sz,ooo millions in 1968 to the US balance
of payments. While United States markets directly draw very
little oil from the Middle East - perhaps only about 3 per cent
of domestic oil consumption - the impact of American oil
operations on the US balance of payments has been increasing
significantly over the years. Over the six-year period 1963-8, the
realized profits of American oil companies operating in Iran,
Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Libya more than doubled from $657 million to $1,430 million. American exports to these
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countries increased from $315 million to $667 million in the
same period. The increase in the balance of trade, always
favourable to the United States, rose from $102 million to $401
million. Official reserves belonging to the central banks of the
five States,invested in securities and bank deposits in the United
States, and in US stocks and bonds bought by individual Arab
investors also weighed in the balance of payments calculations,
again to the advantage of the United States. According to this
study in this period, when the US balance of payments ran in
the red by an average of $1,900 million a year, these five Middle
Eastern states were making a contribution that averaged $1,700
million.
One of the study's most telling disclosures is the enormous
increase in profits drawn by American oil firms from Libya.
Profits there ·amounted to only 4'5 million in 1963, a tiny sum
compared to the four richer oil-producers. But the figlire rose
to S35 million in 1968;and by that time, Libya was second only
to Saudi Arabia as the most profitable source. By 1968 the combined total investment of American oil companies in Libya was
calculated to be more than $1,500 million. Stated .profits are,
however, only part of the picture. Multi-nationals drain even
higher proportions of foreign exchange than the bare profit
figures suggest, for profits reflect what is over after the company
has met costs, foreign and local, and has made payments to
parent multi-national companies for management services,
licences, components, raw materials, and machinery. And these
company aeals can be almost as expensive to the producing
country as the remission of profits. The oil companies re-invest
hardly any of their profits;30 and their local expenditure and
thus their contribution to the domestic economy is minimal. In
1971 oil company expenditures in Libya amounted to £L88
million; by the following year they had declined to £L70
million. 31
By 1971, despite the impressive results of two rounds of
bargaining, the producing countries' 'take' of the final selling
price of a gallon of petrol was 12·5 per cent compared with the
share of consuming governments, which were taking an average
of 45 per cent in taxes for themselves.n
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In other words, the high cost of petrol in the West -and in the
underdeveloped world - is not majorly the result of increased
OPEC taxes.
.
It is the United States which dominates the international trade
in oil. One third of total US investment abroad is in oil. The
industry remits vast sums into the American economy. More
than 70 per cent of American investment in the countries of the
Third World is accounted for by oil. The close integration of the
oil companies and Washington is central to the politics and the
economics of oil. An oil company employee in Libya told me:
'We have a director in Washington who does nothing but kick
Under-Secretaries of State; you can't beat an oil company.'
Despite the extra millions paid out to prQducer countries after
the 1970 and 1971 negotiations, 1971 was an even better year
for company profits than 1970. The multi-nationals pr9ducing
the oil were amenable to tax increases, because they used the
occasion to increase their own profit margins and their returns
on investment in both crude oil and refined products. The best
summary of the results of the 1971 agreement for increased
prices was made by a well-known oil financial analyst, who
called it 'truly an unexpected boon for the world-wide industry'.33 And when the producing countries made fresh demands
later in the year, an American investment advisory service
remarked that tax increases were actually favourable to oil
company profits.34 In 1971 Amerkan oil companies produced
about 6·5 billion barrels of oil outside the United States. It has
been calculated 35 that for every cent of increase in prices above
that paid in tax, there is an additional $65 million in profit.
Arguing the case for the consumer countries - he was delivering his lecture36 in Japan in April 1972 -M. A. Adelman, of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, described what he saw
as the convergence of interest between the multi-nationals and
the oil-producing countries at the expense of the consumer
states.
The 1960s marked one long slow advance in the power of the producing country governments at the expense of the complll).ies. The
original price erosion of 1958-60 spurred them into the development
of OPEC. The principle became established that posted prices and
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thus taxes were not to be reduced, whatever might happen in the
market place.
According to this view, oil cartels and oil-producing governments are in collusion to push taxes and thus prices upwards. A
former OPEC secretary is quoted as having said 'truly there is
no basic conflict between companies and producer nations'. 37
The head of Shell called it a marriage of companies and producer
governments. 38 The multi-nationals, declared Adelman, are
centrally the agent of the United States, without whose active
support OPEC might never have achieved so much:
When the first Libyan cutbacks were decreed (after the start of the
first round of negotiations-RF) the United States could have convened
the oil companies to work out an insurance scheme whereby any single
company forced to shut down would have crude oil supplied by the
others at tax-plus-cost from another source ... Had that been done,
all companies might have been shut down, and the Libyan government would have lost all production income. It would havbeen helpful but not necessary to freeze its deposits abroad. The OPEC nations
were unprepared for conflict. Their unity would have been severely
tested and probably destroyed. 39
The multi-pational oil companies, operating the gteatest monopoly of history, can pass the burden of higher taxes on to the
consumer countries because the multi-nationals are the producers
of oil and also the sellers of refined products. The problem, in
Adelman's opinion, is to get the mul i-nationals out of crude oil
marketing. He is content to let them remain as producers under
contract and buyers of crude for transport, refining, and marketing of products. The real owners, the producing nations, 'must
assume the role of sellers and they should be assisted in compelling the price of crude oil down'. The only way to unmake the
monopoly is to 'remove the essential gear wheel from the
machine, the multi-national companies'. In his opinion, the
consuming countries, notably France, are doing their best to get
their own companies into the machine, and are thus themselves
developing a vested interest in high oil prices. Meanwhile, the
less developed consuming countries suffer the most.
The higher price agreement gains of 1970 and 1971 were
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within the framework of the oil industry as it bad always
operated. Arguments about posted price or realized price, raising
or lowering the price, bonuses for quality and freight advantage,
were moves within the same circle. The companies continued to
manipulate the market, to control all downstream including
refining facilities, and company profits continued steadily upwards. It was in the interests of the United States companies,
which had control of the market, for the price to rise. Higher
prices also made marginal fields in the United States itself more
economic. In part the United States oil control explained the
trend in OECD countries - the largest consumers of Libyan
oil40 - towards oil deals between producer and consuming state
companies. Libya's interest in joint ventures coincided with this
move. The previous regime had initiated some joint ventures 41 thou_gh most of their discoveries had not been of commercial
value. The 50-50 participation agreement signed between ENI
and LINOCO, the Libyan state oil company, in September
1972, made the Italian company responsible in the final- analysis
for the marketing of the crude at a price which included a
marketing commission for the Italian partner and provided a
half-way price if the crude had to be sold at less than the
current price. According to those who knew the side-letters of
the agreement, it gave the Italian partner a favourable deal.
There were good reasons for choosing an Italian partner:Italy
was near by, and Libya had a strong trade balance with her.EN!
also signed a contract for the training of Libyan oil engineers and
personnel.
In the long term LINOCO was intended to be a fully integ.
rated oil company operating exploration, drilling, transport of
crude oil, and processing through a petro-chemical industry.
Any future participation by foreign-owned oil companies would
take the form of partnership agreements with I.:INOCO. And in
addition to these, LINOCO was assigned all concession areas
relinquished by foreign companies, including sinaU wells in
western Libya. Until the nationalization of BP, LINOCO had
marketed Libya's 12·5 per cent share of company production,
mostly to Yugoslavia and East European countries, and on the
advice of Arthur D. Little. The nationalization of BP's £L7o
L.- II
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million holding in March 1972 was Libya's first serious attempt
to solve the marketing problem. BP's half share in the Sarir
concession, operated together with Bunker Hunt, was handed
over to the government's Arabian Gulf Petroleum Company. In
June 1973 Libya nationalized the other half of the former BPowned Sarir field which belonged to Bunker Hunt, an independent American company. Britain's legal and diplomatic attempts
to prevent the sale of BP oil on the international market failed;
but Libya's attempts to market the production were not eminently successful: some Libyans concluded that the United States
and the Soviet Union had a tacit agreement not to stir one
another's oil barrels. Whatever the reason - perhaps because
among others these economies operate on a taut supply-demand
balance system for at least a year ahead, especially for imported
commodities like oil, and planning is inflexible - initial negotiations with East Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary about
sales of Libyan oil were inconclusive. Eventually the Soviet
Union, Bulgaria, Rumania, and Yugoslavia bought small
quantities of Libyan oil, principally by barter agreement.
China was not purchasing oil in any quantity. Nationalization of
the sophisticated technology of the oil industry thus presents
enormous problems to Libya, which is far behind Algeria in
skilled manpower and expertise and leans heavily on her training
programme;42 the acute problem for a national oil company is
to break into a market monopolized by the giant cartels.
Will the battle around concessi,_ons and participation agreements which opened during 1971 transform the oil world? The
Economist wrote:43
The concession system, with all its objectionable colonial overtones
and a history·dating back to when Turkish sultans still ruled the
Middle East, is the ob ious target ... Concessions are the treaties
under which the oil comp es can explore for oil and then market it
in return for royalties agreed on every barrel pumped. The new policy
of the oil-producing countries is that all of them should be scrapped
by 1979 when the present concessions in Iran expire. Saudi Arabia
and Iraq now plan to revoke their principal concessions then,although
they were supposed to run respectively to 1999 and 2000. The full
terms for Kuwait's concession is supposed to be up to 2026. Arabs
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laugh at the idea that any Middle East country will tolerate such a
delay.
·

An OPEC meeting set up a committee to investigate ways and
means of increasing the producer-country's share in the management and property of oil companies. By September 1971 Libya
announced that she would shortly demand the changing of concession agreements into participation. OPEC might ask for 20
per cent, but Libya would demand at least 51 per cent. By
August 1973 participation agreements had been signed with both
Occidental and Oasis, the largest independent and major group
producer respectively, and the turn of the remaining companies
was clearly not far off. The agreements gave the state sector a
51-per-cent share, and compensation was on book, not updated,
values, which meant that Libya had stiffened her terms considerably against those offered in the Gulf.*
The participation achieved by Saudi Arabia - and also by
Kuwait, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates - is an utter misnomer, according to Adelman. 44 He calls it pseudo-participation

(or non-participation). It does not mean that the government
actually sells any oil or transfers it downstream for refining and
sale. The cartel continues to act as crude oil marketer, paying
the excise tax before selling it as crude or refining its products.
It is simply an ingenious way of further increasing the tax per
barrel without touching price or nominal tax rate, and so
apparently respecting the Teheran agreements. The concession
company and host govern:ment need to determine four items;
Adelman told the Tokyo Institute of Energy Economics:
The government owes the concessionaires a certain swn per year
to cover the amortised cost of the equity share.
The government loses the taxes it formerly held on the share it now
'owns'.

The concessionaire owes the government the 'price' of the oil
which the government owns, and which it now 'sells' to the company.
Theconcessionaire owes the government's pro-rata shareoftheyear's
profits.

* There.were funher
1973 and

part-nationalizations of oil companies in September
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Once the paper work is finished, Adelman adds 'the same oil is
still lifted on board the same ships to be sold or transferred by
the same companies'.
Libyan spokesmen have said that she will not be satisfied with
the Saudi Arabian type of participation agreement.Iran's way was
to establish ownership of the oil consortium's assets and formal
control over its operations in return for long-term guarantees at
a privileged price. But even this agreement simply distributed a
number of nationals through the management at board levels
and left the operating companies virtually intact. In any case
Iran's agreement was the product of the virtual denationalization of oil in 1957 after the overthrow of Moussadeq. The new
agreement leaves most of the marketing to the oil companies
and is not really an improvement on the past. It is Adelman's
case that the OPEC countries, militant or not, cannot function
without the multi-nationals, cannot raise prices without them,
and would risk losing all by expelling them. Experts retained by
OPEC have argued that participation must not interfere with the
marketing of the oil through the companies. For finally the
multi-nationals could siniply say: 'The oil is yours; when you
want to sell it, look us up.' The way out was for producer
countries to try to make long-term bilateral deals with consumer
countries, as Libya was clearly interested in doing with both
Italy and France.
Meanwhile Libya was calling stridently for the use of oil as a
political weapon, and the most powerful sanction the Arab
world had against the industrialized powers, led by the United
States, on ·the Palestine issue. Would Libya have to go alone
into such a boycott, with the risk that the oil companies would
find ways to play one oil producer off against another? The use
of oil as a political weapon was tightly linked with the state of
politics in the Arab world as a whole.

II The Search for Arab Unity

By the time of the Libyan revolution, the Arab world, though it
echoed as resonantly as ever the rhetoric of pan-Arabism, was
sadly divided. Only on the eve of the 1967 war with Israel did
these quarrels drop to the ground. When King Hussein of
Jordan flew to Cairo and a joint Egyptian-Jordanian defence pact
was sigiled, Nasser could declare: 'The world will see that in the
hour of need, the Arabs will unite.' Within a week the war was
over; the Egyptian air force destroyed on the ground; great
stretches of occupied territory under Israel; and Arab forces and
morale in tragic disarray. This defeat on the battleground was
mirrored eighteen months later at the fiasco of the Arab summit
in Rabat. Precisely what went on in the closed meetings at Rabat
is not known, but differences 1between the Arab states were such
that they could not even produce an agreed communique. Plans
for an Arab oil embargo which would produGe Western pressure
for a quick Israeli withdrawal were soon dropped; it was only
after a walkout by the Egyptian delegation that Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait agreed to step up their aid for the purchase of weapons
to replace Egypt's shattered arsenal. At Rabat President Nasser
made some hesitant attempts to demand a candid assessment of
Arab strength and the recognition that the Arab states were unable to defeat Israel militarily; so that greater Arab strength
should be used as a diplomatic ·weapon against Israel and only
as a final resort in battle.Algeria demanded an absolute commitment to war: (as did Saudi Arabia, seeking to embarrass Egypt
in her weakness). Nasser's talks with Boumedienne after the
summit did little to heal the breach between them, for Nasser
could not dispel the impression that he was putting Egypt's
own security before the Palestinian and thus the Arab cause. But
if Algeria was reproaching Nasser for defeatism, Gadafi's Libya
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presented Egypt with an option that suggested fresh revolutionary-seeming departures. Nasser and Gadafi, together with
Nimeiry who, earlier in the year, had also come to power by
military coup, flew from Rabat to Tripoli to announce a Tripartite Pact, an Arab Revolutionary Front to consolidate three
progressive revolutions.
The Tripoli Charter set up a supreme planning committee
and even a common security system under the Egyptian security
boss Fath al-Dib, who was already supervising Libya's se ty
and through his agents exercised a heavy hand on the Sudan's.
The agreed communique was circumspect. It made no reference
to any eventual political union and contented itself with setting
up joint ministerial commissions to pursue coordinated policies.
The three leaders were to meet at regular intervals. Cairo's
interpretation, indeed Nasser's insistence, was that economic
integration would involve some limited concrete initiatives such
as joint agricultural projects, the fonnation of a joint development bank, and unification of the airlines. The ensuing year was
punctuated by a series of meetings between the respective
ministers of Finance, Foreign Affairs, Education, and Information and the governors of their banks; with announcements of
agreements for technical cooperation, relaxation of customs
duties, and the free flow of labour between the states.
In between the committ e work, there were unceasing
speeches by Gadafi about Arab unity. He flew from one Arab
capital to another with his plan for the pan-Arabization of the
battle for Palestine. It was surely the simplest of issues. To Arab
nationalists of Qadafi's cast of thinking, the Arab world, from
the Gulf to the Maghreb,is a single homogeneous whole;and the
Arab nation, a single unit bound by common ties of language,
religion, history, and the loss of Palestine. Since every setback
to the Arab cause arose from Arab disunity, the Arab world
had to be united; from the kernel of an enduring Arab union
among like regimes.
Shortly after the Tripoli Charter was signed, the Libyan army
leaders began to press for full constitutional unity of the three
states. Nasser, still bruised by the collapse of the EgyptianSyrian union, made clear his reservations. It had been the
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Baathists in the Syrian army who had been insistent on a unified
state; and when. Nasser had agreed, on certain conclitions, there
had been jubilation in several Arab capitals. The ideal of Arab
unity 'which had previously floated somewhere between heaven
and earth like some Platonic idea or Hegelian concept was finally '
incarnate upon earth'. 1 But the Baath, which had pressed for
union, had been undermined by Nasser; Egyptian authoritarian
rule and Egyptian business had turned Syria into a suborclinate
province, and general discontent had finally exploded in
September 1961 with a military coup in Damascus which
arrested the Egyptian pro-consul and proclaimed Syria's secession. Yemen's association with this union had ended shortly
afterwarqs. The federation of Jordan and Iraq, founded to
counterbalance the Syrian-Egyptian union had lasted only a few
months. In 1963 a proposed federation between Egypt, Syria,
and Iraq had failed to clear the first triangular hurdles of clisagreement between Nasser and the Syrian and the Iraqi
Baathists. It was aoove all the Six Day War which illuminated
all the contraclictions and limitations of the Arab regimes of the
Middle East ana the paradoxes within the search for Arab unity.
The Middle East harbours more than half the oil reserves of
the world, and Middle East oil is the cheapest and most profitable. Despite political independence, the ties that bind this area
to the imperialist market are stronger than ever; preserved
predominantly through the political control by patriarchal oligarchies of Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states, together with the
dependent Jordanian kingdom (which lives on American aid and
subsiclies). At the other end of the political spectrum are the
Arab nationalist regimes, Nasserist and Baathist, which despite
their endemic and deep-running ideological clisputes have much
in common. Both are predominantly the movements of the petitbourgeoisies in the urban centres of the Middle East. Indeed,even
when thesemovements'have attractedsubstantialmass followings,
their slogans have remained those of the petit-bourgeoisie, and
the interests of workers or landless peasants have been subordinated to it. They are movements that rely on the military coup
d'etat as the means of political change, for the coup allocates to
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the masses a subsidiary role and reflects the constant feature of
this political style:a distrust of mass action as a means of social
transformation. Palestinian writer Fawwaz Trabulsi 2 describes
these as 'regimes of an embourgeoisified privileged minority of
petit-bourgeois origin which has merged with the remnants of '
the old social order (like bureaucrats, for instance) and which
appropriates the national surplus . . . through its control over
the bureaucratic-military machinery of the state'.Once in power, the
minority controls the means of production in agriculture,
construction, small and medium industry; it also controls internal trade and services, public works, indeed the whole public
sector through its power of economic decision over it. But,
Trabulsi argues, because it is'unable to revolutionize productive
relations, especially in the countryside, this privileged ruling
group fails in the task of internal accumulation of capital. In
underdeveloped countries, this is the precondition of development; a drawing upon the abundant human labour power of the
country. But such is essentially a political question; requiring
the mobilization of the masses in whose interest socialism is to
be built. The new class builds mainly consumer industries,
geared to the satisfaction of its own needs; it aspires to social
prestige and identifies with the old bourgeoisie and the aristocracy of the old order. It thus not only retards the process of
capital accumulation for social purposes, but it produces a drain
of social wealth in hard currency remittances to the world
capitalist market outside. The result is the essential inability of
this type of regime to break loose from the economic domination
of imperialism; and, hence, to wage systematic anti-imperialist
struggle. Because of their very nature as the regimes of privileged
mi.norities; because of their mistrust of the masses of people as
the lever of change;these regimes waver between struggle at some
times and at others a search for coexistence with imperialism and
the i-eactionary Arab regimes linked with it.
Trabulsi argues that in the Six Day War this wavering posture
towards imperialism resulted' in an erroneous view of the enemy
which brought catastrophic results. The error was to see as the
enemy of the Arab world not Western imperialism as a whole
but the so-called Jewish-Zionist world conspiracy; and it was a
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hardly avoidable error, given the class position of those in power
in the Middle East. But the Six Day War was part of a general
imperialist offensive against nationalist regimes of the Third
World; and though waged by Israel, it was war by proxy for
imperialism. Israel struck in the conviction that she was acting
in concert with State Department policy. Although only a few
weeks before the war, Trabulsi writes, Nasser was repeating his
famous slogan 'Israel is America and America is Israel', it was
precisely when the onslaught was upon him that he sought to
dissociate the two and appeal to the United States to act in
Egypt's interests. When the war was lost, Nasser interpreted the
Arab defeat as the duping of the Arab leadership by the United
States, which had guaranteed that Israel would not be the first
to attack. This view of the role of the United States as mediator
was begun by Nasser, but was to be used to the limit by his
successor President Sadat.
The defeat tipped the balance in the Middle East heavily
towards the reactionary Arab regimes. With his acceptance of the
Rogers peace proposals, Nasser exposed himself to the reproach
that, like his neighbours, he was abandoning the sacred Arab
cause for the sake of Egypt's own security needs. More than ever
his regime, and rea.ctionary and nationalist regimes alike, needed
to outflank their critics by militant cries for the battle. For, as
Maxime Rodinson has shown, 3 Arab hostility to Israel arises
from the most profound needs of the Arab world, since concessions to popular feeling on the Palestine question are easier to
male and more agreeable, being mainly verbal and symbolic,
than decisions to institute economic changes or review fundamental alignments with the major powers.
The only way of turning Israeli strength into weakness would
have been protracted popular war. Nasser's last speeches showed
some awareness of this. But popular war means relying on the
masses; organizing and politicizing them; above all, arming
them. These are regimes that survive by depoliticizing the
masses;by using endless demagogy in search of popular support;
by using the army and the state to conduct the 'revolution' on
behalf of the masses, lest their independent intervention assault
the privileges and policies of the military-bureaucratic regime.
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After the 1967 debAcle it was the Palestinians who in part at least
began to recognize that the Palestinian issue would have to be
tackled not by conventional Arab armies but by popular struggle,
and who began to confront the issue of how to free themselves
from the patronage and control of self-serving Arab regimes,
opposing popular struggle lest it lead to their own undoing.
These issues of the deep divide between, but also within,
Arab politics; the wavering strategy that arises from them; and
the problem of how to mobilize a subjugated but largely dispossessed people against a powerful state with international links
reaching intq the heart of the Arab world, were convulsing the
Arab world at the time that the young army officers captured
power in Libya.
Whereas by the time that he died, Nasser's capacity to paper
over the cracks in Arab unity - and within Egyptian society was exhausted, Gadafi's response to the death of Nasser was
faithfully to repeat his policies, and his errors. In many parts of
the Arab world, Gadafi's practice of repeating virtually verbatim
many of Nasser's speeches regardless of changed time and
circumstance, became a standing joke. But then, the policies by
·now outworn in the Middle East, were, to a Gadafi and Libya
come late on the scene, brand new.Seemingly blind to the weighty
problems of tactics and strategy facing the nationalist Arab
states, the young soldiers of Libya's RCC reduced policy to
several simple expedients:above all, immediate Arab unity, and
readiness for the battle.
Even as he established his reputation as the most combative
Arab leader in the Palestinian cause, however, Gadafi also became the first Arab leader publicly to voice sharp criticism of the
guerrillas, by casting doubt on their readiness for battle. The
timing was significant; for Egypt was feeling her way towards
negotiation, and the fedayin organizations were the sharpest
obstacle. Far better for Egypt's reputation as leader of the Arab
camp that Gadafi throw doubts on them ostensibly in their own
interests. For even as the Libyan leader played his gadfly role in
Arab capitals, his Egyptian advisers were well placed to use
Libyan belligerence to cover the flank of Egypt's more compromised manoeuvres. In between Gadafi was purging the ranks of
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Palestinians in Libya of those whose ideologies were considered
divisive: a large contingent of militants from the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine was expelled from the country.
There was no battle cause more indispensable to Arab regimes
than the Palestinian; but the Palestinian liberation movements
had themselves to be the creature of the Arab regimes.
As their response to the death of Nasser, the November 1970
summit of Libya,Egypt,and the Sudan translated their projected
merger into a union. Syria's request to join the new federation
was negotiated on the telephone the same month by General
Hafiz al-Assad, who had comeo power by coup d'e at against
other factions of the Baathist Left wing a few weeks earlier. In
April 1971, at a meeting begun in Cairo and adjourned to
Benghazi, the Union of Arab Republics of Egypt, Libya, and
Syria was founded. It was founded on the principles of no
negotiated peace agreement with Israel; and no slackening of
support for the Palestinian cause. The admissfon of the Sudan,
Major Jalloud aimounced, would be a formality after General
Nimeiry had put his house in order and dealt with the troublesome Communist Party.
The statutes of the new Union4 placed it somewhere between
a federal and a confederal system. Member states retained powers
to maintain their own diplomatic relations with foreign countries
and their own armed forces; but the federal structure was
directed to lay the foundations of a common foreign policy, to
decide issues of peace and war, and to supervise a combined
military command. The supreme authority was a presidential
council of the three presidents, each of whom would serve as
Federation President for two-year spells. Initially this supreme
body of three was to function on a majority vote;and though the
clause had already been ratifie4 by Libya and Syria, trepidations
within Egypt's Arab Socialist Union that the wild men of Libya
and Syria would lead Egypt astray, had this changed to the
principJe.of unanimous vote. There was to be a·federal parliament,composed of an equal number of representatives from each
state and entrusted with federal legislative functions. Pending
the achievement of a single political structure, each state was
responsible for organizing its own political activity, but political
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groups in any one state were forbidden to operate in the others
except through the recognized 'political front command'. This
seemed calculated to prevent Syria from exporting her political
groupings to her partners. Clause 7(a) of the statutes established
the right of the Federation to intervene in member states to
maintain law and order. It stipulated that in the event of a
threat, internal or external, to the government of any member
state, the Federation should immediately be notified so that It
could take security measures. If, however, the government was
not in a position to seek aid, the federal authority could intervene
without being invited. It was clearly a power calculated to
legitimize and garrison the incumbent regimes against any and
every challenge. 1
In the Sudan, reservations about an Arab-Islamic Federation
were prompted both by the provocation that this would offer the
insurgent forces in 'the south and by the explicit objections
formulated by the forces of the Left then represented in the
Nimeiry government by the trade unions and the mass popular
organiz tions, including the Communist Party. For close on a
year the Sudan took part in Tripartite and federal summits, but
she tried to stress the peculiarity of her own condition: unity was
the ultimate goal of all Arabs, but it should be achieved step by
step;and national unity was surely a logical precondition of Arab
unity. The fourth congress of the Sudanese Communist Party at
the end of 1970 stressed that unity had to grow out of the democratic movement and the fulfilment of the democratic revolution.
Relations between Egypt and the Sudan had always been close;
but unity built in the struggle against imperialism should not be
allowed to tum into a unity of intelligence services.In the Sudan
there were democratic mass organizations with an independent
policy and mass support. In Egypt there was only an organization
under the control of a bureaucratic state.
As for Libya we do not believe it has yet won its independence, for oil
is still in the hands of the monopolies, and there are no ideas of ·
social change. There are no trade unions, no political parties, only the
Arab Socialist Union, a shadow of its Egyptian counterpart. It would
be impossible to weld these countries together because of their
clifferent levels of development, and the anti-democratic nature of the
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Libyan and Egyptian states could be used to interfere in the development of the revolutionary movement in the Sudan.

'Moves towards unity in these conditions would, we fear, put a
weapon in the hands of internal and external counter-revolution,'
the statement concluded with some prescience.
. In Libya,Jundi,the organ of the RCC and the army, published
a blistering arrack on the Sudanese Communist Party, and, implicitly, on the Sudanese regime for harbouring it. During 1971
the Federation's pressure on the Sudan coincided with a mounting conflict inside the country; between the forces contesting for
the hegemony of army-and-bureaucracy through an Egyptiantype Arab Socialist Union, and a mass-based Left-oriented
political front including the Communist Party. The struggle
culminated in a putsch from the Left in July 1971, but the regime
that it installed lasted only four days before Nimeiry was once
again reinstated in power. The exact sequence and sources of
internal counter-revolution and external intervention have yet
to be analysed in detail. But if the Libyan-Egyptian intervention was not solely responsible for the restoration and the
white terror that followed it they certainly prompted the circumstances which made it possible: by the Libyan forcing-down
of the BOAC plane and the handing over for execution of the
two leaders of the new regime; the dispatch post-haste of loyal
troops from the Suez Canal zone to the Sudan; the emergency
planning for escalating intervention conducted by Sudanese,
Egyptian, and Libyan army commanders together. 5
But Nimeiry's return to power, far from e<;>nsummating
Sudan's membership of the Federation, threw her towards the
other Arab axis that had formed, between Saudi Arabia and the
Gulf states, under United States protection. Having eliminated
his popular base, Nimeiry's survival was conditional upon his
healing the breach within the Sudan with the South. At this
critical juncture the West came to his aid, trailing in its wake
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia with their aid and investment offers.
Fighting, and paying, to keep the Arab world cleansed of Leftist
doctrines, the oil shaikhdoms headed by King Feisal found in
Nimeiry, who had physically exterminated such forces in his
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country, a convenient instrument in the moves to weaken and
isolate the aggressive nationalist Arab states. The Federation,
with its simple and inflexible formula for Arab unity,found itself
hoist by its own petard: once Arab unity was based on nationalism and religion but devoid of ideology, so that the destruction
of the Left was an inevitable corollary, the Saudi Arabian side
could only too easily beat its rival at the same game. Gadafi was
to discover this not only in relation to the Sudan but in his drive
through Black Africa, too.
King FeisaJ had advanced the idea of an Islamic summit as
early as 1966 and had tried to use Islamic solidarity as a counterblast to the calls of Egypt, Syria, and Algeria. Gadafi made
Tripoli host to an Islamic Preaching Convention which authorized Libya to call on Islamic governments and peoples 'for
action to liberate Arab lands from Zionist aggression'.Soon both
Saudi Arabia and Libya were combing Africa for governments
that would respond to an appeal based on Islamic opposition to
Zionism. The half-dozen regimes that severed diplomatic relations with Israel were testimony to the reinforcing effect of these
combined pressures.
,
Libya's African policy began tentatively with diplomatic
missions to Libya's Black African, largely Moslem neighbours:
Niger, Mauritatrla, and Cameroun. Israel's presence in Africa
was behind the Arab battle-line, 'sapping our strength at the
back door'. Since Islam united Arabs and Moslem Africa, it was
surely no more than a short step from being Moslem to becoming
pro-Arab and anti-Israel.
An anomaly in the region was Chad. Governed by the Sara
people of the south, it was not only unconquered by Islam but
hostile to it for it was engaged in prolonged counter-insurgencyunder French military direction and with French armed forces against a rebellion in the north, fuelled by the discontents of a
largely Moslem minority and led by a movement, Frolinat, which
was supported from the rear by Algeria and also Libya. The
Libyan border, as the border with Sudan to the west, was indispensable to Frolinat for the infiltration of arms into Chad.
Additionally there was a long-standing dispute between Chad
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and Libya: a hangover from Sanusi expansionism in the nineteenth century, when the Sanusi claimed part of Chad as the
Fezzan, and Chad launched counter-claims dating from the
French colonial administration of the area. Accordingly Tripoli
was only too willing to harbour both refugees from the rebellion
and members of the insurgent leadership, and between the
governments of Chad and Libya there was a state of vicarious
war. If confirmation/were needed
of
their
incompatibility, Chad had close relations with Israel. In
September 1971 the Tombal- baye regime was charging that
Libya had supplied arms and trained conspirators for an
abortive coup d'etat against the government in Fort Lamy. (This
was a few months after Gadafi had announced premature support
for the failed coup in Morocco.)
There was a series of devious negotiations to heal the breach
between Libya and Chad. France's Machiavellian Arab policy
was now equalled by Gadafi's success in using France as his
principal arms supplier and at the same time aiding and arming
a rebellion aimed at overturning one of the most dependent of
France's former African colonies. President Senghor tried to
conciliate Libya and Chad. Niger's President Hamani Diory
accepted the role of mediator only to have Gadafi announce
Libya's official recognition of Frolinat even as talks with the
Tombalbaye government were due to begin. Libya was transmitting a radio programme, 'beamed to our dear neighbours the
heroic people of Chad', which began with readings from the
Koran.
In September 1971 M. Foccart, France's Secretary of State
for Afro-Malagasy affairs, arrived in Fort Lamy for talks with
President Tombalbaye. This was shortly after the French
Ambassador to Tripoli had been summoned by Colonel Gadafi
to discuss 'the seriousness of the situation in view of the presence
of French troops in Chad'. Somehow France had to reconcile
her politics of oil and the North African Mediterranean with her
politics for Central Africa, where even if her direct aefence
commitment was shrinking - French troops began to be withdrawn from Chad during 1971 - the former colonial power
could not be seen to be abandoning one of the most loyal and
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dependent of her former colonies and disturbing the neo-colonial
equilibrium of the region. The formula was produced shortly
after the visit of President Pompidou to Chad and Niger in
January 1972. Chad's government would.end her relations with
Israel. (By then she was in the company of Mali, Uganda,
Congo-Brazzaville,and Niger;for in the intervening period both
Libya and Saudi Arabia had stepped up their offensive in
Africa.) Libya,in tum, would quietly jettison her support for
Frolinat. Shortly before, Le Monde had publicized Libya's commitment to France not to aid Frolinat as long as France guaranteed the delivery of Mirages. Mauritania's President, and then
also president of the OAU, Ould Daddah, had been principally
instrumental in healing the breach. Libya's Foreign Ministry
explained the reconciliation by alleging that Moburu, under
United States encouragement, was planning to post paratroopers
to Chad to support Tombalbaye when the French troops had
gone. Attempts had been made in Tripoli, it was reported, not to
make Frolinat the price of the reconciliation.But there were
larger state interests at stake. Soon Gadafi was giving a banquet
for Tombalbaye in Tripoli and announcing that Libya would
finance development projects in Chad. France had not only
balanced both ends of her policy, but had diverted some of her
aid responsibilities from her own coffers to Libya's.
In the case of Uganda, the rules of the game had been improvised in Tripoli, and it was largely their success with General
Amin that made Libya susceptible to the Foccart-PompidouOuld Daddah formula.
Idi Amin's coup d'etat in January 1971 was a bid to pre-empt
his removal from the army command by President Obote. The
Israeli presence in Uganda dated from the first years of independence, and was prominent in military training projects of which
Amin himself was a product. During the Amin coup, there was
some considerable evidence of both British and Israeli complicity, especially in the shape of Israeli security liaison with the
coupmakers. Without strong convictions or an ideology of any
kind; isolated in Uganda and also in East Africa, except for a
small constituency of soldiers from his home and neighbouring
areas in the north of Uganda bordering on Sudan and the
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Congo, Amin pursued policies calculated for their efficiency in
helping him and his lumpen-militariat-in Ali Mazrui's graphic
phrase - remain in power. Not long after he came to power,
General Amin went travelling to West Germany, Chad, and
Libya, The visit to Libya was arranged from Bonn, though by
whom remains obscure, and the Libyans claim that the visit was
at Amin's initiation, not theirs. A meeting between Amin and
Gadafi produced a joint communique which rejected dialogue
with South Africa,opposed the illegal Smith regime in Rhodesia,
affirmed their support for the 'Arab People's rights'and struggle
against Zionism and imperialism and agreed to keep their two
gove ents in touch. In Kampala Israel's Ambassador asked
President Amin for an explanation of the communique; and to
his astonishment,7 Amin answered that his country was not
ta.lcing sides in the Middle East conflict and hoped to enjoy good
relations with both Israeland the Arab world. These explanations
apparently did not satisfy Jerusalem, which was pessimistic at
reports that Amin had received a promise of economic aid from
Libya. The first instalment materialized shortly after in the
shape of two small hospitals, one of them for the army, and a
Libyan offer to train air force pilots and technicians and army
personnel. In Israel there were strong reactions to intelligence
reports that both Egypt and Libya had offered to train Ugandan
pilots on Mirage aircraft. Behind the severance of Uganda's
relations with Israel, there lay the Israeli refusal of Amin's
requestth tUganda'sdebts be re-negotiated for payment over a
longer period, and the belief that if Israel were out of the way,
Libya would step in to fill the gap.
·
Libya's adoption of Amin was born of even simpler logic.
RCC inquiries about Amin in the Libyan Foreign Ministry
elicited the information that Amin was a Moslem but that he was
an army protege of Israel. 'But if he was trained by Israel, who
invited Israel to Uganda in the first instance?' a member of the
RCC pressed. After all, he argued, Libyan cadets were sent to
Britain for training by a government whose foreign policy they
rejected. So Libya made her overtures to Amin on the strength
of his attachment to the Moslem religion, and this coincided
with Amin's need for fresh allies. By mid 1972 Amin, travelling
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in a plane provided by Gadafi, bad visited nine Arab countries
and was even an observer at a Mersa Matruh session of the
Federation's presidential council. The same month a Libyan
delegation laid plans for the openingof aiLibyan commercial bank
in Uganda, and Morocco offered to build a mosque at the head·
quarters of the Uganda Supreme Council. When Amin announced the expulsion of Asians from Uganda and the confisca·
tion of their assets, Gadafi hailed this as equivalent to Libya's
expulsion of the Italian colonial remnant. Yet, while the deporta·
tion of the Asians broke the monopoly on commerce of an
imported commercial community, deliberately introduced in
colonial days to keep Mricans out of trade, Amin's policy was
calculated not to inaugurate policies of social and economic
reform but to feed haphazard property allocations to his supporters in order to build an economic base for the tragile power
structure of the army.
In September 1972 Amin was claiming that attacks by opposi·
tion Ugandan·guerrilla groups harboured on Tanzanian territory
constituted a full-scale invasion by Tanzania. And if this version
were not tendentious enough, it was laced with the information
that Israeli mercenaries and Chinese tanks were also part of the
invasion force. Furthermore, Britain (and India and Zambia)
bad sent troops to fight alongside the Tanzanians so as to install
a regime that would rescind the expulsion of Asians from Uganda
whom Britain bad been obliged to harbour. Amin's defeat and
Obote's return would thus bring Israel back.This fevered version
was told by Amin to the Libyan Ambassador in Kampala who
promptly relayed it to Colonel Gadafi. In an urgent telephone
call to Amin, Gadafi promised to place the entire Libyan armed
forces at the disposal of the Ugandan people if they were needed.
Meanwhile five aircraft carrying troops and arms were dispatched. By then the Sudan was plotting a course in African and
Arab affairs that dispensed with the need for immediate bonds
with Libya and Egypt and that was preoccupied with healing the
breach in the south and thus with some of her Mrican neighbours.
The Libyan aircraft were refused facilities in Khartoum, though
they reached Uganda nonetheless. For a few precarious days it
looked as though Uganda backed by Libya - and supported in
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the background by some of the most obscurantist Islamic states
in the world, togerber with some African states bemused by the
garbled presentation of the issues -might unleash full-scale war
against Tanzania, objectively the single country in Africa with
both an unequalled commitment to the Southern African liberation struggle and a policy for radical,if incomplete,social change
from within to break the pattern of neo-colonial dependence.
Then Somalia offered mediation, and more sober counsels
prevailed.
If the myth of a grand conspiracy between Tanzania, Britain,
and Zionism wore thin this time, it continued to inspire Gadafi's
spurious diplomacy. On the anniversary of the expulsion of the
Italians from Libya, he set out the grounds of his policy towards
Uganda and Africa. Soon after Amin's appearance on the scene
Libya had sent an envoy to judge him:
We do not want to go along blindly with other people. We know that
Arab diplomacy is blind. And ... that the Arabs are unsuccessful in
international stands. We must know_ things for ourselves because we
adhere to the Koran '0 ye who believe, if there come to you a sinner
with information, then discriminate, lest ye fall upon a people in
ignorance and on the morrow repent of what ye have done.' Those
who accused Idi Amin of ignorance repented on the morrow.
[Applause.] Why did Zionism plan to control Uganda? Because
before Israel existed in Palestine they had chosen it for several places
where the Jews could live. One of these places was the Jebel Akhdar,
one was Rhodesia, another was Palestine, and another was Uganda.
Their plan was that if they left Palestine they would emerge in
Uganda one day.Therefore they were constantly tightening their grip
on Uganda . .. Amin expelled the Israelis, because he saw the
Zionist ... [plan was] to make it into a substitute for Palestine even
in 100 years • • •
According to the same speech,the Moslems of Uganda numbered
70 per cent of the population; though he conceded that other
statistics showed 25 per cent. Gadafi had his own version of the
reasons for Tanzania's alleged invasion of Uganda. The matter,
he told his audience, had a religious background. In Zanzibar
the Moslems had be'en annihilated and African rule developed.
Moslem Zanzibar had then been annexed to Tanganyika to form
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the state of Tanzania.8 Tanzania was apparently set on further
anti-Islamic campaigns.
It was a grotesque travesty of contemporary history and
politics, but nothing was to stand in the way of the Islamic
assault on Africa for the ousting of Israel. Between them, religious propaganda and financial rud, or promises of aid, paid off.
By 1973 eight African heads of state had visited Tripoli;six had
severed relations with Israel;and King Feisal himself had been
on a flying visit to African capitals, including Kampala. It was
an unaccustomed setback to Israeli diplomacy. But Israel's role
in Africa had from the outset been part of imperialism's Third
Country technique - channelling aid through a third party
acceptable to the donor. Israel was no longer so acceptable.
Saudi Arabia was,and though she could replace Israel with funds
but not with trained civilian and military personnel, she would
seek to play the part of satellite to United States interests with a
finesse born of oil-rich experience. Libya saw herself as diametrically opposed to Saudi Arabia in the Arab world; but imperialism could be understood for seeing Libya, for all her nuisance
value,as an agent for combating radicalism,fostering obscurantist
ideology in Africa, and dividing the continent by its religious
politics.
Towards the monarchical Arab regimes, Gadafi's blend of
religion and politics was slightly more discriminating. Heykal
has written of Gadafi's revulsion in Rabat at the sight of premiers,
ministers, and generals bowing to kiss the hand of the mona.rch:
to him Hassan was Idris, and in Morocco it was overdue for the
Tent to confront the Palace. Libyan radio tried to remedy the
deficiency, and Libya's relations with Morocco were in a continuous state of radio war, especially after Gadafi's premature
jubilation at the Palace coup that failed. Rabat replied in good
measure twice a week: reviling Gadafi as the mad clown, the
imbecile tyrant; and regaling its listeners with an account of how
Gadafi had ordered the detention of a football club which had
planned to muster larger crowds at the stadium than Gadafi's
political rally during the visit of the Somali president. Sometimes it was fact,somelimes fantasy. It was Rabat that announced
in March 1973 the formation of an opposition movement inside
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Libya of workers, students, intellectuals, and some army
officers in the Libyan National Rally Movement. Once again it
was an exaggeration, but leaflets questioning the regime had
appeared in the streets,and soon afterwards the government was
to crack down with large-scale arrests.
As a monarchy Morocco was an outcast to the Arab Fede.ration. But an embarrassing absentee was clearly Algeria. Approached more than once to join, Algeria declined. There is no
indication that Gadafi and his RCC understood Algeria's reservations about unity by fiat. On the seventeenth anniversacy of
the Algerian revolution, which uniquely in Africa and the Arab
world had resulted from a long war of national independence,
Gadafi upbraided the Algerians for having lost a million martyrs
in a domestic (Arabic wataniyah) battle, which could bear no
fruit unless it became an instrument for achieving the national
(Arabic Qawmiyah) goals of the Arab nation. How Gadafi
subsequently retracted this tirade of ignorant and offensive
political judgement at the hurried meeting insisted on by
Boumedienne in a Saharan oil town is not on record. Algeria
continued to go her own way: trying to build an independent
statist economy from a suffocating colonial past; insisting that
non-alignment meant not complicity with imperialism but total
commitment to those struggling against colonial aggression;and
castigating Arab states for trying to disengagefrom thePalestinian
conflict. Algeria's approach to unity - building from the bottom
through concrete projects -eventually showed in the terms of an
agreement for Algerian-Libyan cooperation. A GadafiBoumedienne summit communique from Constantine in February 1973 talked of moving their joint relations 'into practical
spheres through which the two peoples will feel that the day of
unity is. corning nearer'. The Foreign Ministers of the two
countries were to chair a joint committee which would give
priority to cooperation in the fields of energy, especially oil and
gas, joint industries, and joint companies.
In the Maghreb, closer to Libya in history, geography and
economics than Egypt, there remained Tunisia.. In December
1972 Gadafi went on a state visit to propose that as 'like-minded
regimes, both republican, both embracing socialism, and both
L.-12
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with a popular political organization,the road to unity was open'.
President Bourguiba arrived at the public rally as Gadafi was
half way through his speech, and then delivered a blistering
rebuff. Gadafi's honesty,sincerity, and genuineness were beyond
question; Bourguiba personally might be prepared to hand over
power so that Gadafi could be president of the two republics.
But Libya needed to link Tripolitania and Cyrenaica: 'those
people in the desert are still living in the Middle Ages, even in
the days o( Adam and Eve'. There was no disagreement on the
distant target of unity; until its moment arrived 'let us prepare
for it by cooperation' .The gates of Arab nationalism would open
once narrow concepts of nationalism had disappeared. The
Libyan-Tunisian cooperation agreement was for specific projects: the joint exploration of the continental shelf and fishing
areas of the two neighbours; cooperation in the fields of education, information, and defence; and above all, the enlargement
of the agreements under which Tunisians entered Libya freely
for work and contracting.
It was in the Yemen that Gadafi made free play of his notion
of unity. Two Yemeni delegations arrived in Tripoli to solicit
Libyan support: one from the north, which was run by tribal
shaikhs and was a protege of Saudi Arabia (and behind it the
United States and Britain); and one from the south, committed
to a Marxist..:influenced regim'\!. Gadafi made aid conditional on
their achieving a unified state. Yemen was the Berlin, the Korea
of the Arab world, Libya argued; an instrument divided by the
policies of the Big Powers. North and south equally were being
manipulated. However distant the purposes of the two regimes Gadafi was as usual disinclined to recognize either ideology or
internal social structure - Axaib unity demanded that they combine. In Tripoli a conference of both sides tutored by the
Libyans hammered out the ten bases for a single Yemeni state,
and appointed a joint committee to draft the basic law for a
political organization. guided by the recently formed Libyan
Arab Socialist Union.
Unity professions came from all sides; but one state of two
regions with such distinct class and international alignments
seemed impossible, unless one smothered the other. Libya had
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visions of mediating the differences between north and south
to achieve a somewhat more 'liberal' government in the north
and a less'extreme'one in thesouth. Meanwhile it shipped arms
to both sides, depending on Gadafi's pragmatic judgement of
events.(He sent guns to the north Yemen when it tried to invade
the south; but had turned temporarily against the north for
intercepting Libyan arms shipments on their way to Eritrea's
Liberation Front.) Consistent with his policy of obliterating
Marxist influence, Libya was also arming Sultan Qabus of
Oman's counter-insurgency assault against the Dhofar guerrilla
movement.
In the Middle ."east proper, Libya's relations with other states
were prickly and growing more so. There was bitter enmity with
Jordan. When at a meeting of the Arab Armed Forces Chiefs of
Staff conference in Cairo, the Jordanian Chief of Staff raised the
question of Libya's suspension of financial support to Jordan,
the Libyan Chief of Staff, Lieutenant-Colonel Abubakr Yunis,
retorted that Libya supported fighters not butchers.9 Gadafi
repeatedly urged Free Officers to arise in Jordan to topple the
throne.
Iraq staged a revolution but she was suspect,because Baathist;
and though she nationalized part of her oil industry, she also
built close relations with the Soviet Union.When Iraq called for
unity with Egypt and Syria but left Libya out, there was understandable irritation. Syria was a member of the tripartite Federation, but she and Libya drifted ever further apart. When she was
left out of the Libyan-Egyptian merger, the Syrian President
passed this off as due to 'the geographical factor'. It was
Gadafi's attempts to goad the Syrians into belligerency that
probably produced his first inklings of how difficult were the
tactical problems of the Palestinian battle. Under the previous
regime the Syrians and Saiqa, the commando group it supported,
had been pre ching popular war. On his first visit to Damascus
after coming to power, Gadafi had announced his belief that the
defeat of Israel by popular liberation war was a non-starter:
conventional warfare was the only way. Gadafi's attack was
designed to push the Syrian armed forces into taking their place
along the eastern front. One consequence of the subsequent
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seizure of power in Syria by the Assad group was a noticeable
toning down of Syrian belligerence. This was said to be due in
part to the aftermath of 1967 and Nasser's death, and to Syria's
fear of being exposed to Israeli retaliation in front-line battle. 10
Gadafi tackld his Federation partner about why thefedayin were
restricted on Syrian soil. The Palestinians, Assad replied, would
be better advised to work out how to infiltrate and blow up an
Israeli factory, how to enter an Israeli camp, how to liberate part
of their homeland, rather than trying the odd sortie by rocket
from Syria's border. If it came to that, the Syrian army had longrange artillery. But it was the Syrian army that stood facing the
Israeli, and had to calculate the results of provocative policies.
Gadafi reverted to his familiar theme for action from all fronts
simultaneously in a planned and unified battle. When Israel
attacked Syria during 1973, Gadafi ignored her pleas for help,
insisted that these were skirmishes and not the battle proper,
and that nothing decisive was possible until the Arab world
committed itself to total confrontation. But Gadafi was also
capable of despairing with a not inaccurate account o{ the
impasse:
The Arab situation is tepid and engulfed in fog and darkness.There
is no direction. The Arabs have lost direction. There is no unanimity
in support of the Palestinian people. There is no determination to open
a feda'i war against Israel. There is no determination to conduct a
regular war against Israel. There is no force that can be counted on
in the arena except Egypt and Syria. The rest, no. Iraq has a force
but it is not present. We do not even know who rules Iraq. Jordan has
a force but it is finished,for it has reached the inevitable conclusion of
any regime that is a lackey of Zionism. The other Arab states have no
clear, reliable course. 11
There were also policy differences between Egypt, Syria, and
Libya. The latter two, unlike Egypt, had not accepted the
Security Council decision of 22 November 1967. Egypt and
Libya had opposite.policies on the Pakistan-India-BanglaDesh
issue. The Federation between the three had produced little more
than a liaison of the superstructures of their governments, and a
conscientious exchange of minutiae between their legal and
administrative staffs. There were some combined economic
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projects, especially Egyptian undertakings in Libya; and the
Federal Assembly of twenty elected members from each country
held sessions in.Cairo. It was the very feebleness of the Federation and the policy disorientations of its constituent parts that
seemed to convince Libya that something closer and stronger was
needed.
In July 1972 on the twentieth anniversary of Egypt's Free
Officer coup,Gadafi called for an immediate merger of Egypt and
Libya, and the governme.nt radio announced that the 'country
was impatiently waiting with boundless hope for the reply of
President Anwar es-Sadat'. It subsequently emerged that
Gadafi had made the original demand for union five months
earlier, but that Sadat had asked for time to consider. A week
later the Egyptian delegation was closeted in Benghazi with
Gadafi and eight of his RCC members, and when they emerged it
was to announce that the merger was agreed and would go to
referendum in September 1973. The signing of the agreement
took place as Israeli commandos invaded southern Lebanon in
search-and-destroy attacks on fedayin bases. The 'unified
politicalleaderships'of the two states-in fact Gadafi and Sadatwere to supervise the steps towards unity and were to be served
by nine committees: on constitutional affairs, political organization, defence, security, foreign affairs, economic organization,
juriclical and legislative matters,administration and finance, and
education and scien€es. But all decisions lay with Gadafi and
Sadat. A member of Libya's RCC told me that the nine C<?mmittees were 'just technicians'. At any level below the RCC and
doubtfully on that body, there was absolutely no attempt to
explore the implications of a unified state or different means
towards it. Planners felt and very occasionally said that they were
confronted with 'imponderables'. The most prominent civil
servants in the country were given no documentation to study the
issues in depth. And there was, of course, no serious public
debate on the matter;only enthusiastic press and raclio homilies
to the glories of unity. Jalloud told a student gathering that the
unity with Egypt was the one issue that was not open to discussion by them.
It was disclosed that the unified state would comprise twenty233
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five provinces, ten oq Libyan and fifteen on Egyptian territory,
with perhaps one straddling the border on combined territory.
It was probably through provincial organization and delegation
of authority that attempts would be made to allocate money for .
development projects to suit the starkly different needs of these
two diverse countries. But until a few months before the merger
deadline, practically nothing more detailed was known. Libya
made a public promise that pay and civil service grades for
Libyans, though considerably higher than Egyptian rates, would
be unaffected by the merger. But in what precise terms these two
countries of widely different economic and social structure, and
unlike development priorities and needs, would combine,
remained a mystery. Such were dismissed as technical details that
were not to be allowed to stand in the way of unity.
Gadafi was saying with increasing urgency that if Egypt fell,
all North Africa, all the Arab world, was defeated. Orders from
Tel Aviv would be carried out in Mauritania. Egypt remained
the only force capable of confronting the enemy. If Egypt as the
heartland of the Arab cause could not rally, the cause was lost.
It was an arguable case. It is certainly true that nothing which
affects Egypt can leave Libya untouched; that on her own Libya
is of minimal importance and effect; that left to their own
devices, Libya's young soldiers and bureaucrats may squander
Libya's oil resources on this generation; that it is difficult to see
how social forces will arise from within Libyan society to break
the sequence of military rule; that closed, insular Libya needs an
opening to the wider Arab world and its ideas and influences and
social movements, and Egypt is the natural doorway. This is the
reasoning used by some radical Libyan unionists. Their conception of unity is different from Gadafi's but based on the hope
that he could unleash forces that will enlarge his own restricted
calculations. The flaw in this argument that unity with Egypt will
rescue Libya from her obsolete past and situate her at last inside a
changing M.iddle East is that Gadafi's influence - and the
forces he identifies with and encourages - seek not to promote
social and political change but to suffocate it.Resurgent Moslem
Brotherhood functions and rising religious xenophobia in Egypt
are in part a direct response to Gadafiism.
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Inside Egypt the initial reaction to the merger ranged from indifference to downright scepticism.Then·Cairo's ministries were
taken aback at the speed with which Sadat acquiesced under
Gadafi's pressure, and they bent their backs to the paperwork
which is the strength of the Egyptian bureaucracy. The last
thing Egypt could afford was to refuse a request for unity,above
all when it came from such a persistent and wealthy neighbour,
and when close friends were so scarce. There is no evidence rpat
the Egyptian government gave the implications of the merger
any more serious study than had the Libyans.* But as the months
went by,the unity project,like so many ofSaclat's gambits, became
one more bid by the President to l:iuy time. The Egyptian government was hurtling from one expediency to another : the expulsion of the Russians (before obtaining any quid pro quo from
either the United States or Israel), and then an invitation to
return; promise of a marriage with Libya, and then a courtship
of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait and even a rapprochement with
Jordan; overtures to win diplomatic support- from Western
Europe so as to make an impression on the United States;
feeiers to Washington for the reopening of the Suez Canai and
some new diplomatic formula for ending the Middle East
imbroglio. Yet simultaneously there was the launching of a
nationwide network of 'war' committees to prepare the home
front for the battle against Israel. The domestic slogan was 'No
voice louder than the l;lattle.' It was ostensibly to stiffen national
unity for the battle that Sadat lashed out against the deviationists,
the 'irresponsible Left', during student and industrial unrest,
while continuing to tilt his regime towards the most conservative
sections of the middle class and the new bureaucratic rich. The
battle cries were the classic diversionary tactic. The interminable
speeches roused the country for the inevitability of the battle
that was not joined; and meanwhile a state of national

* By 1973 the two countries were considering three alternative unity
formulas. The first proposed a unified state achieved fairly rapidly; the
second proposed a form of federation; and the third envisaged agreement on a
unified foreign policy and then gradual stages towards a combined administration. Discussion on the three formulas was interrupted by the outbreak of
the 1973 Middle East War.See Summary of World Broadcasts,ME 4352/A/6,
21 July 1973.
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emergency was used to obscure and postpone recognition that
the system was fraying at the seams.
Until his death, Nasser's tactical skill had managed to balance
and control the contesting factions in the Egyptian regime. But
the disintegration within Egyptian society was far more profound
than simply Sadat's failings or the conflict for office of rival
factions might explain. It was a disintegration within Egypt but
also throughout much of the Arab world where petit-bourgeois
nationalism had proved its disastrous limits. It was widely
evident that 'national unity'for the battle against Israel was being
used as a form of political blackmail by regimes against masses;
that regimes were corrupt and paralysed, while peoples were
dispirited and alienated; that despite the conventional distinction between 'revolutionary' and reactionary Arab regimes, no
really far-reaching revolution had taken place anywhere, to
break creatively with the past and place controls in the hands of
sectors thus far denied access to power. Nationalist ideology,
even with some provision for socialist aspirations but with these
relegated to a subordinate role, had served to mobilize the masses
in the assault on old ruling groups. But once nationalists were
in power, and confronted with the ineluctable decisions about
economics that power involved, nationalism and its nebulous
theories of Arab unity had been found wanting. Arab unity
under the leadership of the petit-bourgeoisie,squeezed by larger
capitalist interests but nervous of what they might lose under
socialism, could only be an uneasy unity at the top between
vacillating regimes.
This variety of Arab nationalism could not really fight a
battle for Palestine, for there was an inherent contradiction
between the strategic needs of the fedayin and the purposes
of Arab regimes. The Arab regimes had only deflected
attention from their internal problems by their advocacy
of the Palestinian cause. In some circles there was a growing realization that the fedayin movements were useless as
creatures of the Arab regimes; that prolonged popular struggle
was the only way. The Vietnam parallel was quoted even by men
like Gadafi. But given the power of Israeli society against the
Palestinians, their struggle could not survive or escalate into
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popular war without a safe rear. Popular war Vietnam-style
would require countries directly concerned in supporting the
guerrillas to play the role and risk the fate of North Vietnam and
Cambodia;and this they had become positively unwilling to do.
By now the Palestinian resistance was in a critical condition. Its
rout by the Jordanian army in 1970 had been followed by a
second annihilation offensive, when fleeing guerrillas forded the
river Jordan into Israel and gave themselves up rather than face
annihilation at the hands of pursuing Jordanian forces. The
Lebanon, the last remaining Arab state where the guerrillas had
a measure of freedom to operate, turned on them. In the Leftwing fedayin groups and in Farah's own rank and file, there had
for some time qeen growing disillusionment with_the policy of
dependence on Arab regimes that had progressively weakened
the movement and irs freedom of action. There were already
signs in 1971 that as the price of Arab assistance in reaching a
modus vivendi with Fatah at least in Jordari, Yasser Arafat and
the Fatah leadership would be called on to help in neutralizing
the Left-wing guerrilla groups.
When Fatah finally came out unreservedly for the overthrow
of the Hashemite monarchy, it had already lost the means to
pursue such a policy. 'In 1965 when Fatah blew up its first water
pipe in Israel,' David Hirst wrote,'it was laying down a challenge
not only to Israel, but to Nasser and the whole strategy which
he had, through his immense prestige, persuaded most Arabs to
accept, namely, that the Arabs must defer the liberation of
Palestine until they were really ready, and any freelance operations, dragging them into premarure war, were not merely foolish
but treacherous.' t2
Whether the causes emanated from this subservience to Arab
regimes, or from internal equivocations and errors, or some
mixture of these, the Palestinian resistance had failed to build a
mass base of support in the occupied territories. Palestine
groups were beginning sharply to criticize the reliance of the
movement on refugee populations in refugee camps, the rootless
and 'lumpen', without a vanguard guiding force.1 3 But by the
time this came to be recognized as the most serious weakness, it
was late in the day, and tbefedayin had lost easy access to Israeli
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territory from the Arab countriesalong the front line..'The major
error committed by the resistance,? Walid Khalidi, Director of
the Institute of Palestine Studies, told Eric Rouleau, 14 'was to
put the cart before the horse and launch hostilities without first
establishing the bases indispensable to the success of any
guerrilla operations.' Armed struggle had been conceived as a
series of forays initiated from outside and not as the armed and
therefore final form of a popularly rooted resistance.This failure \
to elaborate a strategy of popular struggle within the occupied
territory was connected with the failure to analyse the structure
and development of 1Israeli society, whose internal unity was
maintained through conflict with the external enemy, but within
which Israeli Arabs above all, but also strata oflsraeli youth,were
coming increasingly into conflict with the regime. 15EricRouleau
described the central body of the resistance as not so much a
coordination centre as an area for the struggles between the
contending ideologies of the nationalist and Islamist Right and
the Leftists, between contradictory political and tactical concepts
and between partisan and personal rivalries. For all the intensity
of the contending arguments, the resistance had not been able to
formulate a strategy for guerrilla resistance that was autonomous
of the Arab regimes and could nonetheless and at the same time
take indispensable advantage of their susceptibility on the Palestinian issue. The fedayin movements vacillated shakily between
one pole of their need and the other; at one time provoking the
Jordanian army to a showdown which they lost, and at other
times permitting the manipulation of their inte nal leadership
structure by regimes determined to keep a tight rein.The resort
to terrorism was an admission of these combined failings and
their culmination. Black September was less a structured group
than a rallying point for munially independent terrorist cells
which came from the youth of the Palestinian Diaspora desperate
at the shortcomings of the resistance.. The most clear-thinking of
the resistance leaders were alarmed at the danger that terrorism
as a tactic, together with the reprisals it must bring, would
nurture illusory forms of struggle that would steadily cut off the
Palestinian movement from its remaining grass roots.
Gadafi's backing of terrorist groups - he was probably their
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principal paymaster-was a measure of hls enthusiasm for blows,
any blows,against Israel. In the nature of hls aversion for radical
ideology as a politicizing force among the masses, terrorism was
a natural choice of means. But it was also a measure of hls own
despair at the prevarication of 'the Arab regimes, not least Egypt,
about whose policies he was becoming increasingly critical;even
though he was pledged to merge Libya and Egypt into a single
state at all costs. The culmination of thls despair at the feebleness
of the battle was hls decision to withdraw 6oo Libyans sent to
fight alongside the fedayin; it was not Israel that had stopped
them fighting, but Arab regimes, he said.
No wonder that hls speeches sounded so frantic. Convinced
that he could carry his zeal into Egypt, he pressed for total
union, while all around hlm commentators speculated on the
outcome. The two countries are contiguous and, to an extent,
complementary. Egypt is poor with too many trained professional people; Libya has too few people and almost no expertise,
but more money than she knows what to do with. In theory the
combination of Libyan oil money with Egyptian technical
ability offered chances of swifter development to both countries:
but only if the most painstaking attention was paid to the
distinct needs of both. As her own planning was without any
conception of the dynamics of development, the danger for Libya
of a merger with Egypt was that for every local or manpower
problem Libya could not solve, she would import a temporary
solution. If Gadafi's intention was to underwrite Egypt's war
effort, did he seriously propose to assume the burden of civil and
military aid? and if so, what would be the fate of Libya's development plans? Would he not surrender hls leverage as an independent entity by having hls army of r6,ooo absorbed by Egypt's
8oo,ooo men under arms, and hls own resources sucked into the
Egyptian bureaucracy? Gadafi saw hlmself influencing Egypt.
But would Sadat not tum hlm into an instrument to cover his
flank, as with loud talk about the battle he went in search of
mediated solutions? Already, as 1973 opened, Gadafi made a
speech whlch warned that if pan-Arabization of the battle was
not realized, then every Arab state would have the right to settle
its own problems in the way it found suitable.The implication
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was that no Arab could blame Sadat for seeking a political
settlement,if the other Arab countries had failed to rally to her.
After the downing of the Libyan airliner over Sinai in
February 1973 and the Israeli raid on Beirut to kill Palestinian
resistance leaders, he launched a blistering attack against Arab
states, including Egypt, for thwarting plans he had drawn for
retaliation against Israel:
I personally cannot be held responsible for any pan-Arab failure.
Should the Arabs fail again and suffer a calamity, God forbid, I do
not want to be among the defeated leaders. This is because I have
nothing to do with any defea,t ... I cannot endure being one of the
Arab Presidents who live and see the Palestinian people stripped of
their resistance.
There had never been any doubt of his sincerity; but audacity,
even more audacity, was simply not enough.
Meanwhile Libya was also engaged in battles on other fronts.
Through Malta and Ireland,it was possible to strike bold blows
against imperialism by taking advantage of Britain's declining
strength as an imperial power. There was less occasion for
confrontation with the United States. Libya's support for Malta
gave her time to use the leverage of prolonged negotiations to
get more money for the base not from Britain but from NATO,
and opportunity to assert her claims for national independence
and her search for neutrality. Libya made no secret of the arms
she shipped to the Provisionals of Northern Ireland. At the
same time Libya was still Britain's largest customer in North
Africa and the Middle East. After the withdrawal of the bases,
the BAC contract had lapsed into abeyance; with remaining
disputes about Britain's debts to Libya arising from base
rentals, the undelivered B.A. missile system, and the order
for Chieftain tanks. Britain had hoped to salvage the arms
deals from the Anglo-Libyan Defence Treaty, but France had
edged her way into the space left by Britain's departure as
the principal arms supplier.
Since the end of the war in Algeria, De Gaulle's policy had
been to modify France's unqualified support for Israel in order
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to rebuild French relations with the Arab world. The Six Day
War provided the occasion to exchange the Israeli market for
the potentially far more lucrative Arab one and to take advantage
of Arab disenchantment with British and American Middle East
policy but uneasiness about turning to the Soviet Union. The
Mirage contract generated heated Western responses. United
States intelligence sources were quoted as saying that the Mirage
jets were destined for Egyptian airfields, and that Nasser had
arranged for the Libyan government to do his arms shopping
for him. French policy, said Premier Chaban Delmas, was
neither pro-Israel nor pro-Arab, but .only pro-French; and in
any case, French policy was well appreciated by the British
government, for France's supplies would prevent Libya from
turning to the Soviet Union. Rather Mirages than Migs.
But not everything was bought from France. Soon Libya was
once again shopping for arms in Britain,and her arms purchases
became as diversified as all her economic arrangements, with the
vast preponderance of her trade done with the industrial capitalist
world.
Gadafi's pronouncements that he rejects both capitalism and
communism stem not from any Maoist-type commitment that
the United States and the Soviet Union are equally 'imperialist
super-states', but from nationalism and religion. Communism is
pernicious because it is godless and abolishes property. Gadafi
is as suspicious of China as he is of the Soviet Union. Some
ground had been prepared for the exchangeof diplomatic representation between Libya and the Peoples'Republic of China, but
Peking is still unrepresented in Tripoli because Formosa is still
there. The first top-level Libyan delegation visited the Soviet
U 1ion in March 1972, two and a half years after the RCC's
accession to power. Led by Prime Minister Jalloud, this delegation was reported to have discussed the Palestinian issue, among
other questions. Soviet proposals for helping build Libya's
industrial sector seem for the most part to have fallen away;
in Tripoli it -is said this arises from the regime's determination
to permit no 'communist' influence whatever in the domestic
economy.
Gadafi's - and thus Libya's -relations with the United States
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are ambiguous. The young colonel shocked a meeting of
Egyptian intellectuals during a round-table discussion at the
offices of Al Ahram16 by arguing that unlike other great powers,
the United States had not shared in the accumulation from
colonialism. 'All American capital is American,' he told his
astonished audience. 'It is United States steel, copper, United
States rivers . .. that did it (establish a technological societyR.F.) ... not the exploitation of the world.' (This was too much
even for editor Heykal who spoke immediately after Gadafi to
say with some feeling: 'America stole a whole continent ..•
Latin America is still colonised until now .. .') Gadafi's version
of the United States role in Libya was that 'America had not
taken money from us .. .she was giving us aid, wheat.' True she
had used Libya for NATO as a base against the Soviet Union.
'This,' said Gadafi, 'was the extent of United States colonialism.'
What of today? 'Now there is oil and the majority of comparues
are American . .. but this is a very new road, and the companies
are facing difficult times, an unknown fate .. .'
Gadafi's overriding concern about the United States is that
its foreign policy has not yet 'defined its attitude to our enemy'.
One has the distinct impression that once the United States
changed its policy on the Palestine issue, Gadafi would have little
to quarrel with. He as much as said soIn his statement after the
re-election of President Nixon in 1972.
Whenever any US President, whether Richard Nixon, or anyone
else, is able to get rid of the Zionist influence on US policy, that day
. will not only be the beginning of the establishment of sound and
healthy relations between this nation and the United States, but will
also be a national day for the United States, to celebrate the restoration
of the right to determine the policy of a major state like the United
States. 17
If there are stumbling blocks to closer Libyan-US relations, in
Gadafi's opinion Western Europe 'has got rid of the imperialist
trend', and is seeking 'free economic and commercial relation's
with countries like Libya.' He told the Lebanese weekly newspaper Al-Hawadeth: 'It is out of this understanding that we
directed ourselves towards Western Europe.' Relations with
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France have never been better;West Germany is now the largest
importer of Libyan oil; Britain's trade with Libya- despite the
running battle over the BAC contract monies -is the largest in
the Middle East.
As far as the United States' attitude to Libya is concerned,
two senior American diplomats are reputed to have helped swing
American attitudes in favour of the Gadafi regime. 18 The two
were David Newson and Joseph Palmer; the former was American Ambassador in Tripoli, the latter Assistant Secretary of State
in Washington; and just before the revolution they swopped
jobs. It was Newson who the then British Ambassador to Washington, Mr John Freeman, is said to have called on to discuss
the matter of recognition of the new regime. Ambassador
Palmer's despatches to Washington prophesied that Gadafi
would be a heaven-sent champion of United States interests and
the scourge of communism. There is no doubt that Gadafi's
interventions in the Sudan and the Yemen are part of an anticommunist and anti-Soviet campaign and exactly what the
United States might have ordered. Yet a certain friction ran
through Libyan-US relations occasioned by contests within the
oil world and over the Palestine issue.

12 The Limits of National ism

When in October 1973 Egypt launched the Fourth Arab-Israeli
war, it was not Gadafi., his partner in the projected union between Egypt and Libya, but King Feisal of Saudi Arabia who
was privy to that attack plan. It proved to be a limited war with
limited goals. 1 Until then Sadat's policy of trying to cajole the
United States into pressuring Israel into acceptable terms had
failed;a military success on the battlefield was calculated to induce Nixon and Kissinger to impose a more stable situation in
the Middle East. The offensive launched by Egypt, and joined
by Syria, was a conventional military confrontation, fought by a
technically proficient army manned by a generation of universitytrained and drafted technicians/ using. textbook tactics. The
Egyptian forces knocked out the Israeli positions along the Bar
Lev line, but then hesitated, and switched to a defensive
strategy when they might have maintained the offensive. The
extent to which military or political considerations lay behind this
tactic is not yet clear. But even a limited war with limited gains
shattered w myth of the invincibility of the Israeli army and
its intelligence apparatus. It also broke the myth of the fighting
incapacity of Arab armies, and, most important of all, it brqke
the mood of fatalism and immobilism within the Arab world. But
this only temporarily perhaps,for Sadat's post-war tactics proved
to be a logical continuation of the search of the Egyptian bourgeoisie and bureaucracy for close and amicable relations with the
United States. The re-opening of diplomatic relations between
Egypt and the United States was natural enough, as formal
recognition that by then Egypt had handed Kissinger her
negotiating brief in the dispute with Israel. Simultaneously, inside Egypt the Sadat regime's domestic measures demonstrated
that her diplomacy was part of a larger concern by Egypt's
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rulers to forge a close relationship with imperialist capital.
Western and other private capital was sought for the public
sector. The most conservative oil-rich states were invited to
. invest:Some confiscated land was handed back to its former
owners. The economy is to be 'liberalized' for private domestic
capital, in harness with foreign capital. Libya's oil resources,
accordingly, are no longer the most significant source of support
on offer.
Perhaps more than anyone else in the Arab world, Gadafi
emerged the loser from the 1973'war. Once Sadat and Feisal had
been able to combine - and the history of the origins and
sequence of this collaboration are as yet untold - Gadafi and
Libya were expendable.Saudi Arabia could offer infinitely more
pressure with oil resources so much vaster than Libya's; and
Saudi Arabia had excellent relations with the United States. The
thrust of an Arab drive for the combined use ofrontal war and
the economic weapon of oil were provided by the Cairo-Riadh
axis. Libya was left on the sidelines. When the fighting was over
and a ceasefire in operation, Gadafi was heard to be denouncing
it as a comic-opera war, and accusing Sadat of a sell-out. 3 (The
Palestinians had indeed been edged to the fringes of the event,
to be kept there throughout the prolonged negotiations, for the
war and its aftermath have less and less to do with the Palestinian
issue.) Gadafi refused to attend the Algiers summit in November
1973. He denounced Feisal as 'nothing but an oil merchant'.
Relations between Egypt and Libya had rarely been worse.
Passport controls were reimposed on Egyptians in Libya, and
Egyptians there on official secondment were reported to be
returning home.
this context the Libyan-Tunisian merger proposal of
January 1974 looked uncommonly like an act of pique on
Gadafi's part: overlooked by Arabs to the east, he would build a
union with a country to the west. It was an enterprise even
more precipitate and worse prepared than the proposal for union
with Egypt had been. And it collapsed even. more precipitately,
reducing to the level of farce one more attempt to forge Arab
unity from on high in presidential proclamation. Arab unity,
said Tunisian opposition leader in exile·Ahmed Ben Salah, 'must
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not be used as a wltiff of oxygen to save a r gime already expiring'.4 He was referring to the internal state of Tunisia. As for
Libya, every abortive unity attempt she tried was serving to
discredit her own cause. The month after the Tunisian debacle
Gadafi went to Egypt to patch up his differences with Sadat.
His speeches were as obsessed with the need for unity as ever
before ('If Egypt falls, then the entire Arab nation will collapse'). But by then credibility in Gadafi's capacity for sustained
strategy was seriously strained. And, ironically enough, the
Arab leader who had pressed hardest for the use of oil as a
political weapon bad been upstaged by oil-producing r gimes
that until the war had dragged their feet on every issue from
Palestine to oil.
The effect of the war bas been to isolate Gadafi and Libya
from Middle East political events, to strengthen the Sadatr gime
with its new-found allies,and also to rigidify the rulinggroups in
the most con ervative Arab states which increasingly in the
pe riod after the 1973 war came to dominate events in the
Middle East. For the war which initiated the use of oil as a
political weapon found not only Algeria and Libya ready to
reduce production and place an embargo on shipments to
Europe and the United States, but Kuwait, Iran and Saudi
Arabia too.
In time- by March 1974- the embargo imposed by the oil
producers to pressure Europe and the United States to alter
their policy on Israel was lifted. But by then it was clear that
the use of the embargo and production cutbacks during the war
were part of a far larger crisis over the control of the world's oil
resources, and that oil was tilting the balance of world power.
The world's most advanced capitalist states, led by the United
States, bad to confront the fact that their economies' survival in
the ensuing decade would depend on their oil imports from the
Middle East, and this in precisely the period when the oilproducing states were threatening a cutback in production in a
concerted policy to husband their oil resources. The embargo,
which was in any case applied only partially, was nothing like as
important as production levels. The Arab producers have begun
to assert their power not only through their insistence on price
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rises, but also by the assertion of their right to control production
rates.
OECD estimates of world oil availability and demand calculate that even without the cutback in production, by 1980 the
combined oil needs of the United States, Europe, Britain and
Japan will considerably exceed oil production.5 This period of
increased demand coincides with the faltering supply of United
States domestic production, so that US demands for ·a larger
share of the world supply will eat deeply into that supply.
Fred Halliday writes:
While the rise in demand within each different imperialist economy
will be of roughly the same order, the changes in supply will be asymmetrical. The US will double its demand - from 15 to 25 million
barrels - while its domestic supply will falter or even fall round the
12 million mark. Alaskan production, if and when it can be started,
will provide around 2 million barrels a day, i.e. only 20 per cent·of the
increase in demand. This means that US import needs will rise,from
under 15 per cent in the early 1970s, to up to 50 per cent by 1980.
Europe will continue to import most of its oil, since the North Sea will
produce only 2-3 million barrels a day,and Japan too will continue its
dependence on imports. The 'energy crisis'is therefore both a general
crisis of rising demand but it is distorted by the disproportionate increase in U.S import needs.6

It is the disproportionate demands of the US economy which
explain the frenzy with which that government is trying to induce
European consumer-governments to allow the State Department.
to represent their interests in Middle East negotiations; the US
anxiety is that European governments will continue in their
efforts to conclude a series of bilateral oil deals with individual
Middle East producers, and the United States will lose its
controlling grip on the allocation and marketing of international
oil.
The result of the rise in general oil demand is that producer
states can continue to raise their revenues. There have been
meteoric rises in the price of oil. In February 1974 a supply of
Libyan crude sold for $ r8·76 a barrei; the more general price at
the time was $1576 but even this was six times the price paid
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her a few years earlier. (The Gulf price in the same period was
in the neighbourhood of $II·65 a barrel.)
Rising oil prices continue to mean rising profits for the oil
companies as well as the producer-states. Company profits have
in fact never been higher.7 But there is no denying that the shape
of the international oil industry run by giant integrated companies is changing. The monopoly character of the industry, as it
bad once been controlled by the majors, has been eroded over
the years, first by the competitive entry of the independent
companies, later by joint ventures, especially forms of partnership between oil states and consumer states; and now, most
recently, by producer-state intervention in price-fixing and
production targets.
In the Arab oil world the financial reserves of the producers
have grown sufficiently large for their movements to affect world
money markets and the fate of metropolitan currencies. Instead
of investment by advanced capitalist economies in the underdeveloped, thriugh wealthy, oil states, there is the prospect of the
ruling classes of these underdeveloped states investing in the
economies of the advanced capitalist world: a case of large-scale
reverse-direction overseas investrnent.8
Arab oil money can, of course, be re-cycled back into the
western economies through large-scale arms purchases and the
import of high technology.Hence King Faisal's visit to Washington to call for 'United States aid to industrialize his country and
negotiations between France and Libya. But even with the
exchange of oil for .western technology, the crisis of Western
monopoly capitalism remains, for it is rooted in the declining
power of the oil industry and receding western control over the
world's energy resources. From being client states of the West
the oil states are likely to become more assertive partners,forging
in the process ever-closer links between western economies and
policy-making and the ruling oligarchies of the richest oil states,
and yet at the same time deepening the contradictions between
competitive capitalisms, both mature and emergent.
Hinged on the structure of the industry, the exploitation of oil
has made Libya inescapably part of the international capitalist
system. Though much of the economy is still blatantly pre-
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capitalist, the dominant mode of production is capitalist, linked
to giant multi-nationals resting on American, British, and European monopoly capital and management. Despite its great wealth
Libya is dependent in the fullest sense of the word, providing
crude oil to the metropolitan centres of the world in exchange for
manufactured goods, foodstuffs, even primary materials. Subordinated to international capital in, the economy are the remnants
of pre-or early-capitalist agrarian production,small-scale trading,
an embryonicsector of national capital in commerce and industry,
and a growing state sector. The growth of the economy since oil
has been phenomenal, but growth has been restricted to this
highly capitalized sector and its direct subsidiaries on the one
hand; and on the other, to the public sector of the rentier
economy's state, which is the direct beneficiary of the Libyan
share of oil exploitation.Libya's series of confrontations with the
oil companies are attempts to re-negotiate the tefms by which
the monopolies exploit the country's oil resources. The process
is as yet incomplete. It is too soon to tell whether Libya can
achieve more than partial control over the exploitation and use
of these resources. For the meantime, then, between the multinationals and the state, there is thus both collaboration and yet
a conflict of interests. On the surface there is blazing hostility and
a running quarrel over the pickings; but below this, there is a
mutual dependence on oil and the cartel monopoly marketing
structure which, by its subsidies - in the shape of oil royalties to the state, creates a large and constantly expanding public
sector.
In an oil economy based on highly sophisticated technology
more than in anyother post-colonial state, there is thus illustrated
not any classic contradiction between the interests of metropolitan bourgeoisies and an indigenous ruling class, but a
fundamental source of collaboration. Hamza Alavi 9 has demolished the concept of a 'national' bourgeoisie which is presumed
to become increasingly anti-imperialist as it grows bigger,sothat
its contradictions with imperialism sharpen. This, he argues, is
derived from an analysis of colonial and not po.st-colonial
experience. In the post-colonial state, 'the mutual relationship
of the native bo geoisie and the metropolitan bourgeoisie is no
L.-13
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longer antagonistic; it is collaborative'. 10 In large part this is
embedded in the need for access to technology to sustain and
develop the economic operations of the new state. Collaboration
implies separate interests and a hierarchy of interests which involves a degree of conflict in their relationsliip and a tension
underlying. it. Convergence of interest does not dissolve into
an identity of interests. There is nonetheless an element of
mutual dependence even in the context of oil economies in
which producer-states command such excessive resources.
It is the nature of the post-colonial state which is crucial to an
understanding of the role of Libya's army regime. The coup
d'etat is a recurring phenomenon in post-colonial societies on all
the continents of the Third World which are neither part of
the advanced capitalist world nor socialist. The coup d'etat
brings to power a military-bureaucratic oligarchy which runs the
country through its power over the state machine. The state
apparatus in the post-colonial state is inherited from the withdrawing - or ejected - colonial power; and in the nature of its
pre-independence function, to institutionalize the subordinate
relationship of the colonial population and society, it is overdeveloped. Yet it is, after independence, not the instrument of
any single indigenous ruling class.11
In Libya under the monarchy, the functions of the domestic
state were controlled by a traditional oligarchy, linked with
incipient elements of a new bourgeoisie, under the direct tutelage
of metropolitan power. The seizure of power was not so much a
revolution made by the petite-bourgeoisie as one that has made
way for its speedier formation. Under the Revolutionary Command Council, political power rests in a small army group that
rules through its control of the state machine on behalf of a range
of domestic social class interests, which are not identical but are
mediated through the all-powerful and relatively autonomous
state. By comparison with post-colonial states in which there are
competing interests between indigenous bourgeoisie, landed
classes, peasantry, proletariat, and petite-bourgeoisie, Libya's
social formation is relatively simple; and the state's role as
mediator between the interests of conflicting groups, relatively
uncomplicated.There is no policy against the development of an
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indigenous bourgeoisie; but the growth of this class has been
and will continue to be limited by the state's own economic
ventures and its control over the country's economic resources.
There is no policy against the acquisition of private land; but
there is no powerful entrenched landed class. There is a working
class; but it is tiny, and its organization and class action are
government controlled. There is a great body of rural and urban
poor,illiterate, sick,and under-employed; but one patronized by
an oil-rich state which dispenses oil royalties as sheltered employment and welfare disbursements. There is a large and growing petite-bourgeoisie,which ismostly urban,ranging from small
businessmen and shopkeepers to professionals, intellectuals,and
students, and a hugespreading stratum of public officials. In new
states the advent of the petite-bourgeoisieisdirectly related to the
increased numbers of officials in the state machine and the public
sector. In an oil state, where massive resources are channelled
directly to the state, the representatives of this bureaucracy
manage the use of a handome national surplus and its allocation.

Under an army regime like Libya's it is not the petit-bourgeoisie
which rules directly - and a national bourgeoisie is virtually
non-existent- but a military-bureaucratic faction which directly
commands the power of the state.The army acts as a ruling class
in charge of a statist economy.
In successive Arab countries (Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Sudan, and
Libya) the petite-bourgeoisie's closeness topower has run through
young army officer movements. The army becomes not just
the leading force of the petite-bourgeoisie revolution but one
elevated above it and in control of it. The military in power is
strongly self-confident; hostile towards autonomous political
organization, mass movements, even civilian life as a whole. It
mediates the interests of the petite-bourgeoisie, as its armed,
organized,and most efficient representatives. Though it is not a
class by virtue of its ownership of capital and means of production,it exercises the power of decisions over resources and the use
of state capital. Most of these regimes have practised extensive
nationalization measures and have built large public sectors of
the economy. Nationalization has generally arisen out of the
struggle for independence in the economic as well as the political
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sense; in the absence of a dynamic and independent national
bourgeoisie, this was one way of trying to give the economy a
self-sufficient base. But when control was made no more accessible after the revolution to those strata of the population denied
it before, economic power as much as political proceeded to
accrue in the hands of a state which claimed to mediate the
interests of all classes but which in fact was relatively autonomous of them all.
By contrast with the tfl$led bureaucracy, the members of
Libya's Revolutionary Command Council, the Free Officers and
the ranks of the army are not generally recruited direct from the
petite-bou'rgeoisie. They spring rather from the rural depressed
in the interior and the under-employed or less established
strata in the towns. But once in power the army, and its subordinate partner the bureaucracy, imposes on army, state, and
populace the essential ideology of the petite-bourgeoisie.This is
in part because the development of the state apparatus and its
allocation of formidable resources is accompanied by a massive
rise in consumption, but also because the army-led revolution,
in which the masses play no organized autonomous role,
consciously adopts theideology common to the petite-bourgeoisie
of the Arab world.
Writing on this ideology, Michel KanieP 2 shows how in most
Arab countries the petite-bourgeoisie forms a broad social base,
comprising small landowners, craftsmen,small traders, government empleyees, officers and rank-and-file in the army, students
and intellectuals, and those engaged in small-scale production in
town and countryside. The Arab revolutions, notably after 1952
in Egypt, enlarged this class still more, as a result of agrarian
reform laws which favoured the middle-sized peasantry, the
rewards to this class from the nationalization of foreign capital,
the extension of public services and education,and the expansion
of the army. If, Kamel writes, ideology is conceived as an
integral set of philosophical, ethical, juridical, and political
concepts, the working class and the capitalist order are seen to
have their distinct ideology and characteristic ideologicalmethod.
But the petite-bourgeoisie, because of the intermediate position
it occupies, because of tht;! duality of its character and its transi-
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tory nature, bas a complex outlook constituted of scattered and
heterogeneous ideas. It cannot adopt the ideological approach of
either of the two poles of struggle, since one of them leads to the
abolition of property, while the other leads to the concentration
of capital and its power and thus threatens the petite-bourgeoisie
with the fate of the propertyless.The petite-bourgeoisie thus projects a 'third' ideology and searches 'for a 'third' way, not
identified with either major class, and seemingly above class.
This is Gadafi's Third Theory: the Libyan Socialist Union
charter's 'non-exploiting capitalism' a formula that did not
originate in Libya,and which expresses at the same time hostility ,
towards big capitalism and a defensiveness towards capitalists
property relations. Capitalism is capitalism only f it grows
beyond a certain size and beyond the control of the petite- and
middle-bourgeoisie.
Because the petite-bourgeoisie is not a homogeneous class but
one that vacillates between the needs of small traders and farmers
and petty officials, often close to the masses;and the interests of
those higher up the social and employment pyramid like larger
landowners and businessmen, professionals, technicians, and
the higher ranks of the administration, the ideology of the petitbourgeoisie is essentially wavering and pragmatic. It basconstant
shifts of emphasis, reflecting the shifting state of interests within
this large, amorphous class. But it does seek consistently not to
assert class interests within the society but to reconcile them. The
'non-exploiting bourgeoisie' is called upon to struggle for
socialism like everyone else. The stress is on the need for an
equilibrjum between exploiters and exploited. The reconciliation
of shifting interests is done under the aegis of the state and
through state-initiated and state-run politics. Yet even the Arab
Socialist Union is organized not as an alliance of class interests;
united for the same objectives, but as a collection of individuals
who have the right to express themselves as individuals but not
as repre.sentatives of any class. Gadafi is insistent that the Libyan
Arab Socialist Union will not permit any manifestations of class
struggle. Such is to be controlled by the state.
This leads to another characteristic of this ideology: a distrust
of the masses and their aut nomous action. The Baathist
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theoretician M.ichel Aflaq claimed that his movement represented
'the entire nation which is still in slumber, ignorant of
its reality, unaware of its identity, forgetting its needs. We
have preceded it, thereby represent it.' This is precisely
Gadafi's view of his own group's role in his countiy, and
throughout the Arab world for that matter. This tutelage of
the nation finds expression in the working methods and style of
politics once these are allowed. Political instruments are created
from the top; any already in existence are dissolved.Popular
organization is not for the exercise of popular power or initiative
but as an instrument for mobilization by the state and for
gathering intelligence. The populist demagogy is passionate, but
it disguises the manipulation of the people by the carefully
fashioned instruments of the state. At times struggle against
vested interests is encouraged, even initiated, as in the Libyan
culru.ral revolution against bureaucracy; but it is controlled and
liable to be frozen when it reaches a critical mobilizing phase.
The theory of the nation as a whole united for socialism means
that exploitation is not an expression of class struggle but a
deviation from the nation's morality. If the non-exploiting
bourgeoisie exploits after all, this is corruption, not class
action, and as such is dealt with by the juridical or semi-juridical
powers of the state rather than by the mobilization of counterclass action.
The Arab nation, Gadafi has said, dispenses with struggles for
Right or Left on its territory. This is not to say that the state
mediates as a neutral or that all ideologies are equal. The rejection of any conception of the class structure of sociecy and
sources of conflict has led in turn to a rejection of theindependent
role of dispossessed classes, whether workers or semi-peasants on
the land or in the modern sector. In Libya especially, where
class formation is significantly less developed than in most other
parts of the M.iddle East and the Maghreb, the pressures of an
indigenous large bourgeoisie are relatively absent: but so, too,
are those of a proletariat and genuine peasantry. The petitbourgeoisie is correspondingly more assertive than ever. Libya is
perhaps the expression par excellence of the army-run state
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dominated by petite-bourgeoisie ideology and unchallenged by
the organized expression of any diverging interest.
The search for a third way between capitalism and socialism
and the rejection of the ideologies of these systems also leads to a
search for more 'authentic' roots. Islamic socialism is the
inevitable result, for several reasons. In the first place, it
expresses a genuine rejection of the impositions of the imperialist
West. In the second place, the religious doctrine already exercises a
profound influence on vast masses of the people, especially in
the rural areas. And thirdly, the Islamic ethos preaches the
equality of all believers regardless of wealth or occupation.
Islam as an ideology and a set of rules for the organizatioJ;l of
social life inhibits the emergence of a class view. Islam also
provides a language in which ritual·and symbolic interactions
either deliberately ignore the societal economic structure or minimize its significance. Emphasis is laid instead on the value of
belonging to a community; and the community is that of all
believers. Libya has been untouched by any reform movement
within Islam and the influence of men like Mohamed Abdu
who opened the way to a secular rather than religious nationalism.
In Libya Islam plays an important part in projecting the ideal
of a strong and unified state from which all internal dissension has
been eradicated.
Though Gadafi's Libya abominates the organized right as
much as the orgaillzed Left, and the Moslem Brotherhood
equally with Marxism,his own ideological compound of nationalism, religion, and social reform serves to clear the way for the
Brotherhood's message, rather like John the Baptist did for
Christ. The pull of religious brotherhood is invariably stronger
in the countries which have been moved less by social revolution
and class organization. Libya is an ideal breeding ground for
the belief of the Moslem Brothers, and a source of inspiration to
their counterparts in Egypt, regrouping visibly under Sadat's
policy of conciliating the right, and stirred by the political
assertion of Islam by the reactionary states of the Arab world.
Not that there are serious sources of opposition within
Libya. There is dissent perhaps, but not organized opposition;
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and even dissent is heavily repressed. The danger is not of any
civilian challenge to the army regime, but of an army finding no
way to build civil institutions, to delegate authority and to evoke
real populaz: participation, and instead, entrenching itself and its
bureaucratic methods of cont,rol. Such may well subject Libya
to an endless coup syndrome.
In the absence of any dominant ownership-class to which the
state can be subordinated - and in the special situation of the
post-colonial state - the military is likely to continue to fill this
lacuna.
There may well be inner army conflicts, even army power upheavals. Army coups made by one faction of the officer corps
tend to provoke others. Gadafi's own influence rests on the fact
that he was virtually the sole architect of the r969 coup plan.
He is most vulnerable to currents of discontent among his fellow
Revolutionary Command Council members, and among the
inner group of Free Officers, who acknowledge his leadership,
but regard the revolution as their property as well as his, and
must increasingly resent Gadafi's imperious,and even punitive,
control of them.
But whichever way Libya's internal politics shift, the political
and economic mould in which she is cast, as an oil rentier sta.te
with any army-run corporate political system, has set too hard
for short-term political changes to alter that shape significandy.
Like their militaryo counterparts in several other Third World
countries, the Libyan military regime has an1bitious plans to
develop the economy, and more means than most. But the
development approach is characteristic of this style of statist,
technocratic planning. The state is actively to intervene in production, and to dominate it. Planning and execution are to be
the responsibility of technicians and experts. The masses of
people are to be beneficiaries of an authoritarian paternalism;
there is to be no participation or mobilization from below.
The economy · will be wealthier than ever but also more
dependent on its sole generator of growth, oil. The attempts to
diversify the economy will result in the development of an industrial and possibly an agricultural sphere (though this is of
more doubtful endurance) of high technology and capital in-
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tensity, but these sectors will be less integrated than ever with the rest of the Libyan economy and the
country's productive forces, and more like a transplanted vertical sector of foreign capitalist p oduction.
Now that the world balance of economic power is tilting so dramatically, how much long-term advantage
will Libya seize? With incomplete and yet unprecedented control over the produc- tion and allocation of the world's
supply of energy, the oil states will have undreamt-of resources, even by the standards of oil- rich states. Some
countries like Algeria and Iraq have already begun to develop a supportive economic infrastructure and a more
balanced economy. Others like Saudi abia and Libya have virtually non-existent industry and agriculture,
and are liable to intensify the rentier-state characteristics of their economies, with oil production and its industrial
benefits operating as an enclave and in considerable isolation from the rest of the economy and social system.
The ruling classes of the oil shaikhdoms will inte- grate their regimes more securely within the international
capitalist system, even if their financial power will enable them to function more independently than hitherto.
But it should be possible in Libya to recognize the crisis.as an opening for the exploited populations of the
world, not in the interests of elite minority ruling groups exclusively, but an opening fo! the masses of people; to
use the power tilted in the direction of their countries to find the means to forge a concerted strategy of social
transformation. This kind of change can, however, not be bureaucratically improvised from above without the
mobilization of the masses of the people, and without their assertion of their need for social control of the
productive forces and political systems of their countries. It is also not a change which can be asserted by
military regimes bounded by the ideology and the aspirations of petite-bourgeois nationalism. So Libya may
well miss her chance to re-make herself, and to take advantage of the power which her assertive policies in the
sphere of oil have helped to achieve.

